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Abstract

DAISY is a system for producing, storing and playing digital books, chiefly developed to
visually impaired. DAISY is in Norway used as additional learning material, where dyslectic
disorders are the main reason for the use. Few broad investigations on the use and useful-
ness of DAISY have been carried out. Studies conducted mainly come from a pedagogical
perspective, and are qualitative. The results from such studies are hard to transform into
clear, measurable criteria for the improved development and design of DAISY. This study,
on the other hand, provides results fitting for software development - quantitative data
on features used, their importance and the quality of playback devices. It investigates func-
tional perspectives of use and usefulness of DAISY from a software engineering point of view.

This thesis look into how DAISY is used in the educational system, by whom, why and
the most common playback tools. Focus is on evaluating the usefulness, with special atten-
tion to functional usefulness, and whether or not DAISY can be established as potentially
a universally designed tool for reading. Data is mainly collected through two questionnaire
surveys - one targeted to students and one to their teachers - sent out to almost 600 Norwe-
gian schools. Further investigations into important aspects of the use has been made through
expert evaluation and user tests with observation and semi-structured interviews. The data
is analyzed using both traditional statistical methods and two feature analyses, in addition
to ”the laddering technique” and quantification of qualitative data. The strengths of the
study are concrete, measurable benchmarks for improvement derived from the results, and
methodological transparency and repeatability.

The results show that the large majority of student users have general reading and writ-
ing difficulties or dyslexia. They typically use DAISY audio books, independently, at home,
for homework, and quite frequently - usually several times every week. The training students
receive seems limited, unorganized and very basic, and have no impact on evaluations of ease
of use. Teachers are usually not given user training, nevertheless almost half of them try
to assist their students with the use of DAISY. The students use DAISY because it helps
them learn more, easier and more efficient. The most important features in DAISY are
the navigational, in addition to full text and audio narrator. The playback device mostly
used is free-ware, assumed to be TPB Reader. Software strongly dominates as playback tool.

The overall assessment is that DAISY is useful, both regarding functional usefulness, and
related to users’ emotional satisfaction. Instead of continuing to add new features to the
standard - aiming for universal design, improved implementation of existing features,
and especially of six core features, is suggested - aiming to suit the needs of current users.
For further improvements, focus should be on the robustness of the free playback softwares,
and on the learnability and flexibility of all software interfaces. In addition, both teachers
and students lack systematic knowledge of DAISY, which is perceived as a hinder for
maximum benefit of the system, and contributing to sustain digital divides.





Sammendrag

DAISY er et digitalboksystem, med spesifikasjoner for produksjon, lagring og avspilling -
hovedsakelig utviklet til synshemmede. I Norge blir DAISY brukt som tilrettelagt lærema-
teriell, og dyslektiske forstyrrelser er da vanligste bruks̊arsak. Det har vært utført f̊a større,
generaliserbare undersøkelser om bruk og nytte av DAISY. Studier som er gjort har hoved-
sakelig hatt pedagogisk perspektiv og vært kvalitative. Resultatene fra disse er vanskelige å
omforme til konkrete krav og forbedringer for videre utvikling og design av DAISY. Denne
studien, derimot, bidrar med resultater passende for programvareutvikling - ved kvantitative
data om funksjoner brukt, deres viktighet, og kvaliteten p̊a avpillingsverktøy. Her undersøkes
funksjonelle aspekter ved bruk og nytte fra et systemutviklingsperspektiv.

Denne oppgaven ser nærmere p̊a hvordan DAISY brukes i skolesystemet, av hvem, hvor-
for, og de mest brukte avspillingsverktøyene. Hovedfokuset er en evaluering av DAISYs
nytte, med vekt p̊a funksjonell nytteverdi, og om DAISY kan være nyttig for alle - mao. uni-
verselt designet. Data blir hovedsakelig samlet gjennom to spørreundersøkelser - èn rettet
mot lærere og èn mot elever - sendt ut til nærmere 600 skoler. Videre er ekspertvurder-
ing og brukertesting med observasjon og semi-strukturert intervju brukt som metoder for
å besvare spørsmål om bruksverdi. Data er analysert ved hjelp av statistikk og to ulike
feature analyser, hierarkisk ”stigeteknikk” og kvantifisering av kvalitative data. Styrker ved
undersøkelsen er resultatenes konkrethet og m̊albarhet som referansepunkter for forbedring,
samt metodiske gjentakelses- og innsynsmuligheter.

Det viser seg at den klare majoriteten av studentbrukere har dysleksi eller generelle
lese- og skrive vansker, i alderen 13-16 år. Disse bruker typisk DAISY lydbok, selvstendig,
hjemme, til skolearbeid, og relativt hyppig - oftest flere ganger i uken. Opplæringen stu-
dentene mottar synes å være uorganisert og svært grunnleggende, og har ingen innvirkning
p̊a opplevd brukervennlighet. Lærere f̊ar som regel ingen trening i å bruke DAISY, likevel
forsøker omtrent halvparten å assistere elevene. Elevene bruker DAISY fordi det hjelper
dem til å lære mer, raskere og mer effektivt. DAISYs viktigste funksjoner er knyttet til
navigering, i tillegg til fulltekst og hørbar forteller. Gratis programvare, antatt å være TPB
Reader, er det desidert mest brukte avspillingsverktøy, og programvare til PC dominerer.

Den helhetlige vurderingen er at DAISY er nyttig for studentene i utvalget, b̊ade fra
et funksjonelt perspektiv og relatert til brukeres opplevelse. Istedet for å utvide standarden
med nye funksjonaliteter - med universelt design som mål, oppfordres det til å bedre imple-
mentering av eksisterende funksjonalitet, med vekt p̊a seks sentrale funksjoner - med
form̊al å bedre tilpasses eksisterende brukergruppes behov. For å videre forbedre DAISYs
nytte for brukergruppen, bør fokus ligge p̊a å bedre robustheten i gratis programvarer, og
gjøre brukergrensesnitten i alle programvarene mer fleksible og lettere å interagere ef-
fektivt med. Videre mangler b̊ade elever og lærere systematisk kunnskap om DAISY,
og dette anses som et hinder for maksimal utnyttelse av systemet, og som et bidrag til
opprettholdelse av digitale skiller.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The objective of this study is to appraise and evaluate the use of DAISY in primary and
secondary schools in Norway.

DAISY is an acronym for Digital Accessible Information SYstem. DAISY is a system
for recording, storing and reading digital books. The DAISY book itself is a CD, which can
contain all or some of the following contents: Text files (xml, html), image files (for example
jpg), and sound files (usually Mp3 or wav). There are 6 types of books, defined by com-
binations of those contents[16]. When most or all of the content of a book are represented
by both text and audio files, the book is called a “full text” DAISY book (version 4). A
playback device is needed to ”read” a DAISY book, usually a special DAISY-player or a
playback software on a PC.

DAISY may be viewed as a product that compensates for print disablement by providing
auditive information, and considered as leveling the chances for the print disabled student
to gain as much information and learning as the average student, i.e. bridges social divides
through presenting an alternative (or, compared to the ordinary auditive book, improved)
way of learning. This thesis aims to explore these assumptions by looking at how full text and
audio DAISY books are used and evaluated by users within the Norwegian school system.

1.1 Print Disabilities and DAISY

The focus of this project are the print disabled and DAISY books. Print disability is defined
as blindness, visually impairment, a learning disability (such as dyslexia), or a disability
that prevents physically holding a book[29]. Often, print disabled people are perceived as
”information inhibited”. But as digital information is increasing, the divide between print
disabled and their access to information is decreasing[17]. Instead of denoting groups within
the society as information inhibited, one could as well view society as information inhibiting.
In other words, disability may be viewed as contextual, and thus removing designed obstacles
(such as printed information is for the print disabled) is enabling the disabled. Thus, it is
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particularly important that technological engineers, designers and developers avoid the cre-
ation of contexts that reinforce digital divides. The aim should be to find mediating formats
that satisfy the demands of universal design, i.e. formats that can be used by all members
of society.

According to dictionaries[86], the verb ”read” may have several meanings, such as ”(to)
follow characters with the eyes and reproduce them as language; (to) understand script
(signs)” and ”interpret, understand”. In the classroom, the focus is usually on the first
two interpretations - the decoding of signs. With such an understanding of what it means to
”read”, the adaptations and adjustments of exams and tests for those that cannot read in a
traditional manner proves difficult[11][22]. However, one may instead focus on the outcome
or aim of reading. Here the understanding and comprehension of what is being mediated is
the core of the reading process, not the decoding activities or the type of medium. From such
a perspective, there are many approaches to reading - both printed text, audio recording,
video with sign language, electronic text and braille. Such a perspective on reading simplifies
the integration of print disabled students in the regular school system.

Full text DAISY books (type 4) are viewed by some as a universally designed format:
Those that cannot read visual text can listen to the contents, those who like reading printed
text can do so on a computer screen, the electronic text can be enlarged for the less-sighted
and deaf-blind may read braille via Braille display. However, the use of full text DAISY
is currently limited. The main reason is assumed to be that few full text titles have been
released. Therefore choosing only full text versions when examining the usefulness of DAISY
is difficult, and audio DAISY books must be considered. The ease and efficiency with which
one can navigate is still one of the key aspects of DAISY’s success. In addition the storage -
up to 50 hours of continuous speech may be stored on one CD - is a lot more efficient than
previous audio books. One DAISY book usually equals one CD, instead of seven or eight.

The population of DAISY users is international and diverse. The first limitation on this
thesis was to keep it national. Within the limits of the study, it was not possible to arrange
user testing of the product by a representative and random selection from the whole Norwe-
gian user population. A more narrow user population needed to be targeted.

Several versions of DAISY, including full text DAISY, are used within the Norwegian
school system, by students with a diversity in background and disabilities. The common
denominator are students with a print disability and/or reduced kinetic abilities, who have
received DAISY books as additional learning material in their education. The user groups
within the school system - both teachers and students - are assumed large enough to be rep-
resentative, with attributes and properties other than print disabilities distributed according
to the Gauss curve. These users represent one of the few larger groups that have a relative
solid DAISY experience, and was chosen as the relevant population at the start of the survey
in February 2006.
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1.2 Research Questions

The first aim is to gather information about the users of DAISY. The next focus is on how
DAISY is used. Then, the usefulness of DAISY is evaluated. Finally, the question of whether
DAISY is potentially universally designed is discussed.

These aims are expressed in the following research questions:

1. Who uses DAISY, and Why?

• Who are the DAISY student users?

• Who are the teachers that use DAISY for students in their classes?

• What are the motivations behind this use?

2. How is DAISY used?

• In what contexts and how frequent is DAISY used?

• What types of DAISY books are used?

• What functionalities are used?

• What playback devices are used?

• What user training is received?

3. Is DAISY useful?

• How is DAISY assessed by the users?

• Does DAISY have the adequate functionalities?

• What influences the usefulness of DAISY?

• Can an evaluation of DAISY’s overall usefulness be made?

4. Is DAISY potentially universally designed?

• What are the users opinions?

• Is DAISY useful for the sample? If so:

• Can the findings be generalized?

1.3 The Relevance and Contribution of the Study

Investigating the usefulness of DAISY is considered to have a certain social relevance. Offer-
ing suitable tools for reading for print disabled students is a very important part in ensuring
equal opportunities for and inclusion of print disabled in the educational system.
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This study represents a contribution to broaden the investigation of the actual deploy-
ment and success of DAISY in a Norwegian real-user population, namely in the school system.
Previous studies on DAISY in the educational system are in-depth field-studies and involve
relatively few students or cases. Tests, observations and interviews are the instruments used,
and the approaches are mainly qualitative. A problem with in-depth analyses of DAISY’s
usefulness is that results cannot be easily generalized. Therefore, broader appraisals are
needed to complement and support qualitative in-depth findings.

Previous research has mainly been conducted from a pedagogical perspective, while this
study is made from a software experience point of view. This has vital implications on the
nature of the results. A pedagog mainly looks at learning methods, obstacles for learning
and motivating factors. The focus is on assessing, correcting and promoting these issues, in-
cluding how tools are embedded in teaching and how their utilization may be improved. The
aim is to empower the students and increase learning. A software developer, on the other
hand, seeks to reveal obstacles of use and utilization within the software - although social
aspects relevant for the use are also considered. The developer assesses the software based
on user requirements, looking into such aspects as system usage, user interface, functionality
and usability, striving to improve the information system based on user needs. The aim is
to make the system better through implementing changes and correcting errors.

This study is, through taking a software developers perspective, focusing on the physical
features of DAISY, the ”functional usefulness”. Input suitable for software and system
improvement is given by providing information about what functionalities should be focused
on, what aspects need to be improved, and how. The earlier qualitative research mainly focus
on emotional perspectives related to the use of DAISY. The textual and rich information
these studies provide are difficult to transform into clear measurable goals for improving
software design. Thus, earlier qualitative research has not provided feedback adapted to suit
the designers and developers of DAISY standard, books and playback devices. Quantitative
information is usually far more practical as input for further software development.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The disposition of this paper is as following: Chapter 2 present background information
on DAISY, theoretical framework on HCI, usability, universal design and digital divides, as
well as on previous research relevant to this study. Chapter 3 contents research questions
definitions, and operationalization of variables and values, while chapter 4 accounts for the
sampling, instruments, data collection and data analysis. Results and discussion of these are
described in chapters 5 and 6 respectively. Finally, in chapter 7 conclusions are summarized,
weaknesses of the study are discussed and suggestions for further research made. Table 1.1
summarizes the study’s design, and shows research questions asked and the data sources,
instruments and methods of analysis that were used to answer them. The last column refers
to the section where the results are described.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Digital Divides

Global and Internal Technology heavily influences western societies, in social relations as
well as in economics. The technically unskilled may not only find themselves excluded from
social relations, but may have increasing difficulties to find work, and may suffer relative and
absolute wage loss vis-a-vis skilled counterparts [6][7]. Those differences between groups of
people are referred to as digital divides.

The term the digital divide generally refers to a significant difference in either access to
technology, knowledge of the use of technology, or both. Some issues related to the digi-
tal divide are global, often characterized by polarization between developing countries and
the western world. The scientific literature on global divides focus on providing access to
computers and the Internet, often through schools and community centers[74][87][33][69].
All papers emphasize that the global divide is a symptom of deeper social problems, and
bridging the divide should not be the main core of alleviate poverty[88][76][32].

But digital divides also describes differences in ”social access”[12], and within soci-
eties the term is used on a variety of divides and dividing technologies. Different socio-
demographic characteristics such as education, income, gender, race, ethnicity, age, language,
disabilities[91] and location are recognized as dividers, and these are often intertwined[42],[77],[38]1.
In Norway, the focus seems centered on age, gender and disability dividers.

Internal Digital Divides

Brandtzäg[34] claims 90 millions EU-citizens are fully or partly left out of the ICT-society
due to such permanent obstacles as age or disabilities. He and Fitch[26] warns that the
problems related to making all citizens digital literate, corrupt plans for e-societies and e-
commerce. Others[12][61] believe a transformation to an e-society will contribute to digital

1Reviewed literature have not focused on residence, culture or linguistic background as dividers
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literacy, even though they admit a transition to the information society has also the potential
to widen the gap[61]:1.

Several studies show[43][42] that not only lack of access causes digital divide, but other
powerful social factors like race, class and gender stereotypes, computer anxiety, the social
context of computing and performance expectations. They warn about initiating positive
deterministic access projects[6][70], claiming governmental policies do not solve complex co-
constructive identity issues. Still, the UNESCO2[8][10] and many governmental programs
focus on access through distributing technologies and ICT-education.

Feminist and gender research focus on understanding gender exclusion, and criticize UN-
ESCO, western governments and the educational system of aiming at ”getting women to use
technology”[52][30][6]. Because of the non-neutral, co-constructive socio-technological view
(technology as mutually shaping and shaped by society as a results of social, historical and
cultural constructions) strongly rooted within gender research since the 80s, several papers
argue that feminist studies have the tools to explain social divides.

Disability Divides

Regardless of the ongoing debate on whether one should aim to change reasons behind divides
or initiate projects to ”increase the numbers”, UNESCO’s studies show that the disability
gap can in fact be bridged by simple enactments of inclusive IT policies and legislatives,
proving physical digital segregation to be much easier solved than cultural and social di-
vides. A common strategy to secure inclusion of disabled is through laws securing citizens
rights of accessibility to important social and/or democratic services and/or information and
though guidelines and standards is common. Governments are encouraged to enforce laws
to implement standards and the right of disabled to technological access, and authorities in
several countries have followed an UN invitation to make access to public computer systems
possible for all user groups.

Disability Divides within Education

In Norway, disabled students who do not benefit from ordinary teaching techniques, com-
pared to (a) their fellow students and (b) in relation to their individual potential, are entitled
to adapted teaching[51]. However, both the evaluations of benefit and special needs are in re-
ality depending on the teachers, who often have a limited knowledge of possible adaptations
(see 2.4.4), and are asked to respond to the individual differences of all their students[27].

As outlined in 1.0.1 the learning materials and assessments methods are often not suited
to print disabled students. Reading print is still an important part of classroom activity.
Tests often measure and score decoding activities along with other qualifications, and those

2United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
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tests may not have been developed with valid adaptations to special needs. Common modifi-
cations are not always sufficient or appropriate for classroom tests. Professional modifications
may not be available, especially for exams were question papers can not legally be opened
until an hour in advance. Additional exam time has not been proved to better performance,
on the contrary, there are indications that print disabled suffer fatigue from reading over a
longer period. An assisting reader solves these issues[84], but that may come into conflict
with assessment criteria. Thus, skills and achievements of disabled are not always assessed
on equal terms with fellow students[11][22].

Many social scientists accuse ICT in education of increasing the digital divide through
strengthening ICT-stereotypes and reinforce the knowledge and resource differences between
social classes.[30][31][52][38]. However, for disabled students technological support may be a
necessary accommodation to access printed text without needing a human reader [11][22].

Inclusive Technologies

In a world where both digital inclusion and digital knowledge bring power, digital divides
create not only information gaps, but also democratic and social problems in societies and
situations where use of technology is necessary to participate fully. Some digital divides are
clearly discriminating, such as with disability - were an individual is physically prohibited
from participation.

Technical decisions in development, implementation and modification of technologies - as
well as in the representation of the product - are recognized as enacting new social contracts,
and usually aimed at a specific type of user. This user is typically a young, english speaking,
middle-class, able-bodied man of western culture. Lie claims[53]:19 that design differs based
on the projected user: ”When producing a new technology, designers have an imagination of
the users (Lie citing Woolgar 1991)”. Thus, the idea of neutral technology falls. Näslund[70]
seeks to start a discourse on user perspectives, and uses the concept of the cyborg-user to
do this. She views the bodily and the technical interaction as a merging process, where
technology extends the user. Through interacting with computer systems and technological
artifacts, users become more or less enabled through context, adaptations and surroundings
such as language, skills, culture, motor skills, vision and hearing.

2.2 Universal Design

Universal Design is an approach to the development and design of a product from a distinct
vision or perspective. The vision is to simplify peoples everyday life by developing products,
environments and ways of communicating that are useful for as many people as possible.
The perspective is one of respecting and valuing the diversity in human capabilities, tech-
nological environments and contexts of use[82]. The definition of universal design from The
Center for Universal Design, North Carolina State University[68] is: ”Universal design is the
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design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible,
without the need for adaptation or specialized design (Ron Mace)”. This does not mean that
all needs for accessibility adjustments will be included, but that one strives to design for
the broadest possible range of users[5]. The goal of a universal design strategy may thus be
viewed as to create enabling contexts for all users.

Universal design is being promoted as a desired attribute in information technology,
and has recently been defined as a Norwegian criterion when choosing public information
systems[72]:25. This is expected to contribute to awareness and competence on the issues of
users with non-stereotype needs. However, despite the strong political focus on the disability
divide[72], issues of access and inclusion seem to be neglected in practice[84].

System Development Strategies

Universal design encourages engineers to shift from developing to the stereotypical user, and
to broader and more context based reflections on potential users. If the needs of certain users
cannot be included in the common design, the solution can still be as universally designed
as possible. Adaptations may then complement the design, for example through an iterative
development process. An example is a project called the accessible library [73], where 4 levels
of accessibility was defined: (1) Defining the different needs of the diverse users, and includ-
ing the needs of as many users as possible, (2) customizing the solution to include common
needs of user groups that was not included in the first design, for example blind users, (3)
add adaptations for individual users and offer personal assistance. This stepwise refinement
to a universal design, shows both the limitations and the strength of the approach. It also
clarifies how universal design complements assisting technologies and visa versa.

An alternative process of developing a universally designed product is to start with an
assisting technology proven beneficial, and adapt it to be useful for all. This might be the
case with DAISY books, who started out as improved auditive books, and is evolving into
integrated auditive and visual books suited for a larger market. This study is part of ongoing
research comparing user experience on DAISY versions by different user groups.

As mentioned, equal access to technology is not enough to always promote equal oppor-
tunities between different social groups because of the influence of social context, user type,
norms and culture [43][42], and disregarding this may locate ”the inequality within individ-
ual users rather than within a societal, cultural and technological context”[70]:106. Thus,
even universally designed products may be rejected by a culture that regards technology as
unnecessary, unfitting, too difficult or not interesting or if not taking cultural, social and
emotional (i.e. supra-functional) aspects into consideration. Including users in the develop-
ment process is a common way to establish acceptance for a product. Giving end-users the
possibility to adapt the technology is another strategy.
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End-user Adaptations

Some[89] argue that users should be able to adapt, modify, specify or design user-interfaces
and/or interactions style themselves, until matching their needs. The latter naturally re-
quires some form of dialog independence[36]. Such a strategy may lead to both universally
designed supra-functional and functional needs, involve users emotionally and make products
that will evolve and age with the users. User adaption require somewhat skilled users, along
with improved design tools, and is therefore not always a fitting strategy.

Some projects and tools exploring the opportunities of end-user adaptations are: The
DESK/PEGASUS dynamic web page authoring tool[59], a control system for different house-
hold facilities[4] with automatic discovering of facilities through wireless connections and
different downloadable user interfaces for communication - one with input through speech
recognition, another with screen reader offering voice and braille output and a third fit-
ting a PDA. Instead of devoting considerable resources to develop multiple alternative user
interfaces, Trewin et.al.[85] suggest developing abstract user interface representations, not
assuming specific modalities or interaction techniques, from which context specific user in-
terfaces can easily, cheaply and quickly be generated, using supportive tools. They recognize
however that the generated GUIs are not likely to be high-quality interfaces, but argue that
these contextual fitted interfaces should extend a standard user interface.

Including User Perspectives

It is very easy and common for software engineers to overlook the marginalized users and
develop products for the major user group. Universal design aims to focus on user diversity.
Through this, users with special needs receive attention. Theoretically, universal design
therefore includes excluded user groups, and thus bridge digital gaps. There is a call for
multi-disciplinary cooperation between social and computer science to ensure this shift in
perspective[43][6][9], and it is argued that methodology for including user perspectives must
be developed from within computer science. There is general agreement that different user
perspectives should be presented, and influence decisions, both in research, industry and
politics. UNESCO suggests mandatory participation of disabled users in political and in-
dustrial plans[7]:59,62,69.

Participation by the marginalized in socio-technological decisions is stressed as an impor-
tant factor in order for these to become socially and digitally included. User participation
can be argued for in several ways, implying different strategies, and is an established systems
development technique for uncovering different user perspectives. For users to want to buy
and use a product, they have to feel this would be beneficial to them. Participating in the
development process may increase feelings of ’ownership’, and is thus regarded as a means
to emotionally involve users. It is also likely that the product will be adjusted to the special
needs of the participants.
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User participation is a Scandinavian tradition, as are different ways of including users
in the analysis of problem and application domains, system definitions, criteria, goals and
designs. Interviews, observations, tests, prototyping and workshops are commonly used.
User involvement evolved in the US and is a milder form of user participation. The necessary
degree of participation/involvement represents an ongoing debate, and is not addressed here.

2.3 Human Computer Interaction

The aim of universal design is, as mentioned, a product that is useful for every conceivable
user, despite age, culture, ability, physique etc. The freedom to use the product according
to preference is therefore an important principle. In terms of information systems this
translates to overlapping user actions and use-case completions, multiple I/O devices and
multi modality[36]. The description of universal design indicates certain aspects that a such
a computer system should encompass, for example high degrees of flexibility and scalability,
clearly defined interfaces and use of existing standards and guidelines.

Guidelines and Standardization

Use of guidelines is recommended as ”a good, cheap basis for integrating the needs of people
with varying abilities into design at an early phase”[62]. Standards may provide defined
system- and user-interfaces with a range of fixed ways to interact, making it easy to adjust
the technology and possible to extend with new applications[91]. There are however several
implications. Disabled users whose needs was excluded or forgotten in the process of creating
the standards, may not be able to access the sites (marginalizing effects). Star[81] thus views
the creation of standards as important invisible work and focuses through an actor-network
theoretical perspective on how and why standards are created.

Another interesting aspect, is that increased accessibility does not necessary lead to im-
proved usability. For example, implementing WAI standards on governmental websites was
meant to give all users access to web-based information and services: ”Public electronic con-
tent shall become more user friendly and more easily accessible”[72]:7. Offering the same
services and information offline (more expensive) was regarded as unnecessary[72]:24, and
cut down. However, grand visions of inclusion[72]:83 are not fulfilled simply through imple-
mentation of WAI standards[67][25][41]: Fardal et.al. discovered that even when navigating
on web, visually impaired testers spent about 10 times more time on accessing informa-
tion compared to sighted testers on web-pages following the criteria of quality and the WAI
standards.

3Also eNorge’s ”Fra ord til handling” page 5-6
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Usefulness

What is less debated compared to efficiency in functionality and accessibility for all, is the
need for the product to appeal to, and be marketed to, all types of users - i.e. cover all
supra-functional needs[89]. It may thus be argued that universal design is a measure of
good design. In the case of an technological artifact such as DAISY, the users emotional
experience of the usability and usefulness of the product is crucial to it’s success.

One may say that the term usefulness combines both utility and usability [63]. This study
will use the term in exactly that way. A given system is utile if it adequately covers the
aspects of use (tasks) it is intended for - i.e. the system’s effectiveness. Thus, usefulness
might be evaluated based on fulfillment of the System Requirements Specification. However,
usability is related to (1) human performance of the tasks supported by the system, in a
certain context, as well as (2) the users attitudes and perception of the system. Different
operationalizations of usability exist[21][24], for example as being ’easy, efficient and satis-
fying’, or the ISO 9241-11 (1998) standard. That result in slightly different use of the terms
usefulness, usability and utility, and their relation to each other. In this study, DAISY’s
usefulness is measured through emotional satisfaction and functional usefulness - consisting
of effectiveness and efficiency. When discussing usability, one must also considered other
aspects, such as: Who are the users, what do they know, what do they need to do, what is
their general background, what is the context of the task, how much training is needed etc.

Usability Testing

It is argued that to quantify effectiveness makes little sense (according to Lindgaard[54] it
should be 100% or else is useless). However, it is common to quantify efficiency. The impor-
tance of usability for all is linked to both access for all (universal access) and design for all
(universal design), often called universal usability [79][23].

Usability testing is an important aspect of HCI, in addition to usability engineering. Us-
ability is often expressed by a quantitative test-score which signifies if a system is evaluated
as acceptable (sometimes rated, for example ’excellent’, ’OK’ and ’not accepted’). Both per-
formance scores and subjective (either qualitative or quantitative) scores may be used[20].
Type of evaluation determines to a large extent what subjects are looked at[54]. However,
usability testing has 5 characteristics[20]: (1) The goal is usability improvement, (2) testers
are real users, (3) testers perform actual tasks, (4) observation and documentation of what
testers say and do , (5) data analysis, problem identification, and recommendations made.
When evaluating user interfaces, usability usually includes HCI design principles and acces-
sibility issues. In addition one expect few and non-catastrofic errors. These perspectives are
included in usability tests of playback devices in this survey.
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Design Principles

The Center for Universal Design has developed seven principles for universally designed
development[68]. These are similar to general design principles, and include ensuring per-
ceptible information, low physical effort, size and space for approach and use, tolerance for
error, flexibility and finally equitable, simple and intuitive use.

In HCI and usability testing, one of three main design principles are Learnability - the
ease of which new users can efficiently interact. Learnability consists of: Predictability (of
the consequences of an action), Synthetization (see the effect of previous actions), Familiar-
ity (previous knowledge can be re-used), Generalization (knowledge from interactions can be
generalized within and to other systems) and Consistency (equivalent input, output (I/O)
and behavior in similar situations and contexts).

The second pillar of usability is Flexibility - the multiplicity of ways for user and system
to interchange information - composed of: Dialogue Initiative (’user preemptive’ - no artifi-
cial limitations on input), Multi-Threading (several concurrent/interleaved user-interactions
possible), Task-Migration (ability to transfer task control between system and user), Substi-
tution (equivalent I/O values may be randomly used) and Customization (modification of
interface by user (adaptability) or system (adaptivity)).

The third vital principle is Robustness, including: Observability (user ability to evaluate
internal system state, includes browsability (investigate without changing state), reachability
(possibility for navigating through/to states), persistence (length of effect of a communica-
tion) and use of defaults), Recoverability (forward (correct) and backward (regret) error
recovering, tolerance of error, safety and reliability), Responsiveness (feedback, instant and
absolute) and Task Conformance (task completeness and task adequacy). Robustness is thus
the degree of support given the user to determine success and evaluate completion of aims.

Norman’s Gaps of Execution and Evaluation

When assessing interactions and interfaces, Norman’s gap of execution and evaluation[19]
are also used. The gap of execution is the gap between what the user wants done and what
the system portrays as possible options - i.e. ”do I understand the action possibilities, and
do I chose a correct action to accomplish my aim?”. The gap of evaluation describes whether
a user is able to correctly understand the implications of action(s) completed - i.e. ”do I
understand what I just did, and am I able to correctly evaluate the changed system state?”.
The gaps are related to Norman’s famous execution-evaluation cycle[19].

Kluge[47] takes this a step further with progressive design (symbols, objects and widgets
in the interface contains intrinsic information on how to be understood and used) and seeks to
bridge the gap of evaluation by direct account (past behavior) from the objects, and the gap of
execution by dynamic affordance (future behavior), leading to a direct experience of history,
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status, relations, options and consequences. However, a negative effect of placing information
on a syntactic level inside graphical objects is making dialog independence impossible, and
Jänsson[41] points out that even intrinsic design is depended on cultural translations.

2.4 The DAISY System for Reading

The DAISY Standard

The history of DAISY started in 1988 by The Swedish Library of Talking Books and Braille
(TPB)[71][15]. TPB is serving public libraries and print disabled university students with
additional reading materials, and they recognized the dissatisfaction with the then existing
audio books. From the beginning, the intention with DAISY was to provide for the print
disabled students better access and use of curriculum literature. Especially organizations for
visually disabled were involved. In 1991 a 3 year project was initiated by TPB with funding
from a Swedish government grant. The two goals were (1) to develop a new digital audio
book technique that could: Store more than 20 hours of continues speech on a single CD
and (2) give the reader free access to the contents of the audio book from the table of contents.

In 1993 TPB commissioned Labyrinten Data AB, a Swedish computer company, to de-
velop the prototype software. The DAISY concept emerged, based on storing phrases of
auditive material. Additional requirements were added, such as: Ability to navigate from
phrase to phrase or section to section (blocks of text), text search, page search, place and
search for bookmarks and make notes. In 1994 the prototype was ready, and a growing
international interest for the new audio format emerged. The DAISY Consortium was es-
tablished in 1996. The aim of the international consortium was to (1) establish DAISY as a
standard, (2) manage further developments - including playback tools, (3) manage the use
and licensing of DAISY and (4) promote the concept. The focus is on offering the print
disabled reader increasingly better products.

The DAISY 2.0 specification was issued from the DAISY Consortium in 1998, specifying
page numbers, tagging of headings (six levels), required bibliographic metadata, the Naviga-
tion Control Center (NCC) and SMIL files (linking audio files and text). In 1999 DAISY 2.01
Specification was defined, including possibilities to use: Sidebar, note references, producer
notes, page numbers and skip elements (”skippability”). An example is the ability to skip
reading image captions. Audio Cascading Style Sheets (ACSS) were specified as a way to
associate a structural element to an audio cue and provide resource definition - for example
tell the user her/his position in the book.

In 2001 DAISY 2.02 was launched, which clarified, extended and revised the 2.01 stan-
dard. SMIL metadata set, Master SMIL and supported audio formats were defined. DAISY
2.02 was based on XML/XHTML instead of HTML 4. DAISY 2.02 supported all six types
of DAISY books, ranging from all text and no audio to all audio and no text. In 2002
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the DAISY 3/NISO DTB[64] specification (ANSI/NISO Z39.86-2002) was established. In
DAISY 3.0 the structure of XML-files was specified, so one master XML-file may be the base
for producing both DAISY synthetic audio files (to a DAISY book), electronic books and
printed books. This is particularly interesting for producing DAISY full text books[49]. In
2005 the 2002 specification was revised to ANSI/NISO Z39.86-2005[65]. The current DAISY
standard[64][65][75] contains at least the features that are listed in table 2.1.

The features specified by the standards are not always present when reading a DAISY
book. This is due to two reasons: (1) Either the DAISY book is not produced to enable the
features, and/or (2) the features are not implemented in the playback device. For example,
if one wants to move through text one line at the time synchronized with the audio narrator,
the DAISY book needs to be a full text version as well as having tagged each line of text to
an audio file within the SMIL file. In addition, the playback device has to be able to both
play audio files and present text on a screen - i.e. a computer software.

DAISY Playback Devices

Many different devices exists, such as different DAISY-players and different playback soft-
wares. A DAISY player is a portable audio player with advanced navigation - i.e. an external
hardware device - similar to, but larger in size than, a disc-man. In addition, Mp3-players
may be used to play audio files, but without navigational features. Of the playback soft-
wares translated into Norwegian4, free-wares are: Playback 2000, TPB Reader, Amis and
FSReader, and licensed are: LpPlayer, EasyReader and Victor Reader Soft.

Playback 2000 (PB2000) is the predecessor to TPB Reader (TPBR), and both were de-
veloped with the involvement of The Swedish Library of Talking Books and Braille (TPB)56,
and are available on the TPB website[71]. TPB Reader have not been further developed
since version 1.0 (2002), despite known implementation flaws. However, a new version of
open source Amis 2.5[80] was released November 2, 2006, and the Norwegian Library of
Talking Books and Braille (NLB) completed a Norwegian language pack on October 2, 2006.
FSReader was developed by Freedom Scientific, a company that develops assisting and adap-
tive technology with particular focus on visually impaired.

In addition to contributing to PB2000, Labyrinten Data AB also developed LpPlayer in
collaboration with IsSound. In 2000 MediaLT translated LpPlayer to Norwegian, and dis-

4A more complete list of DAISY playback devices (both software and hardware) may be found at the
DAISY Consortium website[14].

5”Talboks- och Punktskrifts Biblioteket”
6PB2000 was programmed by the Swedish company Labyrinten Data AB, but the development was

sponsored by TPB. TPB Reader was both developed and programmed by TPB. Huseby Resource Center
translated TPBR menus and dialogs into Norwegian for Release Candidate 1 and 2, and for the final 1.0
version MediaLT was responsible for the translation, including Norwegian speech. On request from the
Norwegian Directorate of Education and Training7 TPB also created an installation file containing the
Norwegian version of TPBR.
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DAISY features specified by the standard:
Move through text one character, word, line, sentence, paragraph, or page at the time
Read the book from beginning to end without navigating
Move back and forth by time segments specified by the user
Jump to specific chapters, sections, headings, and other segments
Fast forward and reverse through the book (increase audio speed, indicate elements)
Reading at variable speeds (while maintaining constant pitch)
Navigational presentation of structure and content in table of contents and Navigation Control File (NCX)
(includes cover, comments, materials, lists of footnotes/figures/other objects)
Adjustable NCX (level of granularity (collapse/expand), circularity (top-bottom-top))
Move between NCX and actual book, choose where to jump (beginning or to certain point)
Navigational indexes by hypertext linking
Flexible (audio) presentation of notes and note-references, return-point in text immediately following
Cross-reference access by hypertext links (audio signal when cross-reference is encountered), return to point
in text immediately following the reference
Possible to determine whether a cross-reference link is to external or internal target
Possible to retrace cross-reference paths
Large sets of bookmarks possible to insert and browse
Bookmarks stored in a separate, synchronized file and exportable to other compatible devices
Tagging bookmarks by searchable text or voice labels, equal labels compose bookmark sets
Automatic placement of unlabeled bookmark at point when stopping playback
Highlighting elements (section, phrase etc.) and assigning labels and label sets (text or voice)
Highlighting stored in separate file
Highlighted elements indicated in book where read
Browse and jump to highlighted elements
Excerpt capability (copy and paste elsewhere)
Search for text strings, structures and tags
Spell-out capability for words
Auditive indications of text attributes (bold etc.) and punctuation (space, exclamation mark etc.)
Adjustable reading of tables (one row/one column at a time, locating cells etc.)
Nested list presentations (including determine levels)
Skipping user-selected text elements (”skippability”)
Tagging of text elements, or informing of layout and structure of text elements
Information on logical, physical and temporal aspects of location in book (auditive and visual)
Summary (title, author, playing time, number of parts/chapters/pages etc.) and reporting (if within a
chapter, how many sections, number of pages etc. in this chapter) - (auditive for visually impaired)
Try to present scientific and mathematical informations, organizational and flow charts, trees etc.
Visual formatting of textual content through CSS and XLS (and Audio CSS)
User control of presentation styles, selecting and modifying styles (layout, view, text font/size and colors of
background, foreground, text, highlighting, controllers and other elements)
Content rendering defaults

Table 2.1: DAISY 2.02 and 3.0 specified possible functionality
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tributed the version until the end of 2000. A limited version of LpPlayer used to be down-
loadable for free, but Microsoft bought the technology from Labyrinten in June 2000, and
licensed and included it in Microsoft (MS) Reader[28] and Dolphin replaced LpPlayer with
EaseReader (formerly EaseReader). The DAISY Consortium website state8 LpPlayer ”has
been discontinued and is therefore no longer available in both full and limited versions”[13].
Victor Reader Soft is developed by VisuAide and currently in use.

DAISY-book Production for Education

DAISY is being used worldwide, but Norway is one of a handful of countries that use DAISY
extensively[2]: DAISY books are used as additional educational material for print disabled
student of all ages. The Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training (Utdanningsdi-
rektoratet) is responsible for the development, supervision and government of primary and
secondary education, and is the executive agency for the Ministry of Education and Research.
The directorate manages the Norwegian Support System for Special Education (Statped) and
national statistics concerning primary and secondary education. It is also responsible for the
production of all study literature for lower education, and started distributing DAISY audio
books in the summer of 2002. The directorate was responsible for lending these to students
in primary and secondary schools (including adult secondary school students) up until the
first of May 2006.

Since May 2006, Huseby Resource Center is responsible for the production of DAISY
books as additional educational material. Huseby is part of the Norwegian Support System
for Special Education (Statped), and has, as Tambartun Resource Center, it’s focus on vi-
sual disabilities. Other Statped units focus on other disabilities and difficulties, for example
Bredtvet Resource Center - on speech and language difficulties (including dyslexia), and the
National Center for Read Training and Research (part of the University in Stavanger) - on
reading and writing difficulties and dyslexia. Per Sennels at the Huseby Centre kindly al-
lowed an informal tour at Huseby to understand more of the production process, as well as an
open interview discussing issues related to features and production of book versions (see 6.1).

Today, the Tambartun Center produces DAISY literature for the 1st to 7th grades and
the Huseby Center produces for the 8th to 13th grades. The Norwegian Sound- and Braille
Library (NLB) started producing all their audio books in the DAISY format in 2004. They
produce around 600 titles yearly, including literature for higher education. The Huseby Cen-
ter is the only distributer, and is one of the leading Norwegian experts on DAISY. Both
DAISY audio books and full text books are produced, but most are DAISY audio books
(version 2), developed based on the DAISY 2.02 standard. Between 0.5 and 0.7% of the
titles available at Huseby Resource Center are full text titles. In addition NLB have pro-
duced some full text books for the upper secondary grades. By November 2006, Huseby had

8Labyrinten Data AB is a subsidiary company of Dolphin Computer Access, and this is the reason why
the message is from Dolphin Audio Publishing.
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distributed DAISY books to 1748 Norwegian schools, of which 1518 were primary and lower
secondary schools, and 230 upper secondary schools. For the school-year 2006-2007 around
32000 copies of about 1300 DAISY book titles were lent. In addition, audio-libraries offer
DAISY books and some organizations distribute material in the DAISY format.

According to the Norwegian Dyslexia Alliance (Dysleksiforbundet), serious dyslectic dis-
orders occur in 5-10% of the Norwegian population, and several hundred thousand have
different kinds of dyslexia. This means dyslectic students appear in almost every Norwegian
classroom. No public registration exists on the number of visually impaired. How large a user
group visually impaired students are in the school system is thus unknown. According to the
Norwegian Blind Alliance (Blindeforbundet), 130 000 Norwegians are visually disabled, and
more than thousand are blind. A document from ”Samarbeidsforum”[78] (2004) estimate
around 50.000 visually impaired Norwegians9, 1.500 of these being 0-18 years. Statistic Cen-
tral Bureau (2000),10 report 1% of men and 2% of women ages 16-24 are visually impaired[56].
Overall, the numbers show that students with reading and writing difficulties dominate as
user group, and not the visually impaired - who have been the focus of DAISY development.

The many disagreements on how dyslexia should be determined, is partly due to divergent
research; Is dyslexia phonologic or visual defects? Some claim dyslexia is a biological deficit,
thus different from other types of reading disabilities. Others believe dyslexia is a delayed
maturing process, and only differ from other reading/writing difficulties in the degree of the
problem. The common agreement is that dyslexia is a major and persistent reading or writ-
ing difficulty. This study does not distinguish between dyslexia and other reading/writing
disabilities. There is, however, an awareness of the possible differences between the two:
The diagnose ’general reading and writing difficulty’ is given were additional problems exists
(e.g. cognitive aspects, low IQ and social emotional issues), whilst the diagnose ’dyslexia’ is
given only if one has a normal or high IQ. The assumption is made that all DAISY student
users have large reading and writing difficulties, else they would not have received additional
learning material.

Research on DAISY in Education

Most studies have focus on DAISY as additional learning material in primary and lower sec-
ondary schools in Sweden or Norway, and are qualitative - using observations and interviews.

Eklund & Zlatintsi[3] conducted in 2004, as a part of their exam work, a Swedish study
comparing how teachers and students experienced a DAISY book compared to a printed

9Based on numbers from Sweden
10Survey referred to by MediaLT in a report from 2001; A selection of the Norwegian population from age

16 and up was asked ”do you have problems reading (with or without glasses) the newspaper?” This is based
on WHOs definition of a visually disabled is someone that has difficulties with reading ordinary text and/or
visual orientation, or that has equivalent problems in daily life. No common agreement on the definition of
dyslexia, blindness and visual impairment exists, thus research measurements somewhat differ.
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folder containing the same information. Their research questions encompass how the prod-
uct was used, why if not used, problems, the playback software (EaseReader) and whether
DAISY was fitting for all. They experienced problems with reliability, which provides an
uncertain base for general conclusions: Of 21 schools that had used the material, only 4
schools - 11 teachers - responded, and tests and interviews were conducted with 5 students
from the same class, all aged 12 - two of the students had reading- and writing difficulties
and one concentration problems.

The same year, Bredtvet Centre of Competence[50] conducted a Norwegian study with
similar aims: To test how DAISY books work for students with moderate to serious read-
ing/writing difficulties. 7 students from 6th to 10th grade were monitored over 5 months.
In addition, 6 parents and 5 teachers of the students were informants.

In 2005, Hildén[39] observed and interviewed 32 Swedish children the age of 9-13 years,
over a time span of 3 months. Her focus was on what needs print-disabled students have to
audio and digital books. Her study is broader than the others, but her angle is pedagogical on
different reading methods, and not so much aligned with the research questions of this study.

Natalia Lundeland[57] did her masters in special needs education related to The DAISY
Project (see below). She focused on topics similar to those of this study, such as: Use, techni-
cal issues, different types of books, motivation and user training. She interviewed 6 students
from 4 lower secondary schools and their 5 teachers. Her study is reported to suffer the
same disadvantages as that of Bredtvet and Eklund et.al., being in-depth and not generaliz-
able, and in addition she only used one instrument to collect data - weakening data reliability.

In 2006, NLB[66] finished their trials aimed at gathering experience with synthetic speech
in DAISY. Also, Tollefsen[60] wrapped up an open informal on-line survey on DAISY, having
received 77 replies. 63 respondents were visually impaired - however, most were adults.

Main Findings

Related to emotional satisfaction (see 3.1) DAISY is found to be useful and advantageous by
all parties (teachers, students, parents)[3][39][50][57] - audio support stimulate and increase
reading, students feel empowered, self-supporting and motivated, and want more DAISY
books. Opinion vary some due to attitudes and experienced technical and practical difficul-
ties, but is overall very positive. Bredtvet found that most students were highly motivated,
but that problems with the use of DAISY affect motivation negatively. Student seem to be
motivated internally, although parents and teachers express some initiatives were needed to
get the students started[50]:13[57]:72-75.

Full text DAISY has received little specific attention, probably because it is a relatively
new book version, but where full text versions are considered this is preferred by the most
students[57][50]. The same is the case for synthetic versus natural speech, were students
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prefer natural speech[57][39], however, since natural speech makes the production expensive,
there is an ongoing debate on quantity versus quality[66].

Lundeland[57] found that softwares are mainly used by dyslectic and students with gen-
eral reading and writing difficulties, and that free-ware TPB Reader are the main used. The
Bredtvet Centre[50] map some technical difficulties with TPB Reader, however users do not
feel the need to try others[57]. Tollefsen’s results indicates that DAISY-players are common
among users with visual print-disabilities[60].

An important finding is that the students, teachers and parents competence on DAISY,
and in general on different learning methods and additional learning materials, is lacking.
That teachers lack this training is particularly detrimental, since they are the ones supposedly
able to help and guide the students in their work and learning processes[58][3][50][57][60].
Tollefsen suggests information to non-visual print-disabilities are especially poor. In the case
of DAISY, several conclude that DAISY books are not utilized due to this[57][50][3][60]. All
the studies strongly propose that teacher knowledge on these areas, including the necessary
technical competence, must be increased[58][3][57][50].

Several studies show teachers feel that DAISY does not fit in well with classroom teaching.
Students also seem to evade classroom use, for fear of being seen as ’different’[50]. They there-
fore use DAISY usually at home, or at school independently outside the classroom[57][50][3].
Hildén[39] proposes using book covers identical to those printed, and ultimately include a
DAISY-book CD inside each printed book, to reduce the feeling of ’sticking out’.

The DAISY Project

On the first of May 2005 the Norwegian governmental supported multi-organizational co-
operative project ”User Experience with full text DAISY books” (The DAISY Project) was
initiated. Among the collaborators were the Norwegian Directorate of Education and Train-
ing, University of Oslo, Huseby Center and MediaLT. The IT-company MediaLT focus on
adapting and developing technology to disabled users, as well as on user training for disabled
users. They provide courses, guidance and training to disabled user groups, and developed
”datakortet” for blind users. Morten Tollefsen at MediaLT was project manager.

The aim of The DAISY Project was to evaluate and develop methods and standards for
production of DAISY full text books, and to create guidelines for their use. A central goal
was to look at how different end-user groups experience full text DAISY[83]. This study
was initiated through participation in The DAISY Project (February 2006), and research
questions are inspired by the latter project goal. I was felt however, that a general assessment
of DAISY was desirable. Even though full text DAISY is perhaps the most universally
designed, the degree to which different DAISY versions used in the population is unknown,
and the number of book production indicated that audio DAISY books were most common.
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Chapter 3

Research Questions

DAISY is assessed as a system for reading, using the 2.02 standard, DAISY books and
playback devices. To read is defined by the objective, not the decoding activities: The
understanding and comprehension of information, via an unspecified procedure. As presented
in the Introduction, the study tries to answer four main research questions: (1) Who uses
DAISY, and Why, (2) How is DAISY used, (3) Is DAISY useful and (4) Is DAISY potentially
universally designed. While number 1 and 2 are appraisals, the last two represent evaluations.
The first two questions are answered by questionnaire data only, while the latter two will be
supplied with data from other methods as well. This chapter presents the operationalizations
of the research questions, and their sub-questions (see 1.2).

Who uses DAISY, and Why? The ”who” in question 1 are the students and teachers
in the sample. The population and sample chosen are described in sections 1.1.1 and 4.1.
The question of why is limited to the motivations for using DAISY, operationalized in the
open-answer items A4, A5 and 3.

How is DAISY used? How DAISY is used is mapped through looking at (sub-
questions on) frequencies and contexts of use, types of books, functionalities and playback
devices employed by students and user training. Teachers are asked what type of DAISY
book is chosen, and in which classroom context.

The frequency of use is specified by the number of times used in a week.

The term context means ”physical place” and ”intention for use” for students, and for
teachers ”subject” and ”grade”.

While a DAISY book denotes all categories of books in the DAISY format, two types of
books are specified: Full text DAISY, DAISY full text and full text book is different descrip-
tions of the DAISY book version that has all, or most, of the content both as text and audio -
and may also have pictures (equals mainly type 4, for those familiar with DAISY book cate-
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gorization), and DAISY audio books that has mainly auditive content (equals mainly type 2).

The functionalities are established through preparing a feature analysis survey, see sec-
tion 4.5.1. A feature in DAISY is a single functionality in the user interface (the presentation
layer), for example ’to adjust the volume’.

The different playback devices were categorized as free, licensed and unknown softwares
in addition to DAISY- and Mp3-players.

Since it is assumed that user training has an influence on the functionalities used, the
last part of research question 2 determine what user training is acquired - items B2, 6 and
7. Students are asked whether and what help has been received, and teachers about their
own as well as their students training.

Is DAISY useful? The third research question target the usefulness of DAISY. In the
dictionary of the Norwegian University Publisher (Universitetsforlaget), usefulness (nytte)
is defined as ”advantage, benefit, gain” (noun) and ”service, favor, help” (verb). The value
of usefulness (nytteverdi) is expressed as ”value for utilization, use”. In other words, if mea-
suring the usefulness of DAISY, one has to sample information about how users rate the
advantage from, and utilization of, DAISY. From the field of Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) usefulness is often said to consist of two aspects: usability and utility. Using those
definitions of usability and utility, the terms refers to a certain context of use. That infor-
mation is provided by the answers to first research questions.

As mentioned before, previous studies have measured DAISY usefulness mainly by the ex-
perienced satisfaction of the users, conducting in-depth studies and dialogues with end-users.

In the context of this study, measurements of usefulness should provide information more
appropriate for improving DAISY from a software development perspective. Therefore, the
focus is on DAISY functionality. Usefulness will be measured in two ways: As experienced
satisfaction and functional usefulness.

Experienced satisfaction denotes the users’ subjective experiences of usefulness. If users
feel empowered, the tool provides a psychological benefit in addition to a certain utilization
value. Items C2, C3, E2, 4 and 5 in the questionnaires try to capture experienced satisfac-
tion - mainly seeking information about likes and dislikes of DAISY compared to other book
formats.

Functional usefulness is defined as the effectiveness and efficiency of DAISY function-
alities. Students are requested to describe functional shortcomings in DAISY in item C2,
which is viewed as a measure for effectiveness. Efficiency is defined as use and appreciation
of different DAISY features, measured by the frequency of use, the assessed user friendliness
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and personal benefit for each feature (items B1 and C1). The student are asked what features
they have tried at least once, and how useful (nyttig) and easy to use they found those.

The questions about overall and device specific functional usefulness are attempted an-
swered by the feature analysis scores (see 4.5.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3), calculated from all and
device specific survey data respectively. When discussing the usefulness of playback devices,
this is limited to the most commonly used devices. The questionnaire item E2 ask if devices
used by the students functioned well or not. This gives to little information to answer the
question about the usefulness of playback devices, and is therefore supplemented by observa-
tion and interview of student testers and an expert evaluation. Student tests are performed
to provide information about the samples feature requirements in playback devices, while the
authors expert evaluation seeks to compare a set of common devices and make suggestions
as to how fitting they are for the sample.

Is DAISY potentially universally designed? The last research question evaluates
if DAISY is potentially universally designed. Universal design is[68] the development of a
product that can be used by as many individuals as possible, without requiring specific
adaptations. A potentially universally designed product should thus be useful to all current
users - i.e. DAISY must be useful for everyone in the sample.

Research question 3 builds on conclusions from research question 2. If an overall as-
sessment of usefulness is made, and this is positive, and this result may be generalized to
all subgroups in the sample, DAISY can be judged as potentially universally designed. If
relevant statistical significant differences exist between subgroups of student and teacher,
this indicates DAISY may only be useful to parts of the sample.

In addition, user opinions on the potential of DAISY are asked in items C4 and 8: a
dichotomic question to the students and an open question to the teachers on whether they
believe ordinary students would benefit from DAISY.

Summary: As shown, the appraisal and evaluation of the use of DAISY should cover:
1) Information on the context and nature of the use within the sample, 2) User feelings and
attitudes - experienced satisfaction, 3) The effectiveness and efficiency of the functionality
- functional usefulness and 4) Whether or not DAISY is potentially universally designed is
established through (1) if DAISY is useful to the sample and (2) if group differences exist.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

4.1 Population and Sample

The population consists of student and teacher within the Norwegian school system using
DAISY as additional learning material. The population was chosen based on a logical as-
sessment of possible Norwegian user groups, and has 3 advantages: (a) The group targeted
is quite large, (b) it seems representative for the Norwegian population of DAISY users,
as outlined in the Introduction, and (c) it could be identified through the database of the
Directorate of Education.

The population span from 1st to 13th grade. The sample is all students and teachers
from those schools who were willing to participate in the study (opportunistic sampling).
Attempts to create an interest for participation was made by referring to powerful actors
involved in The DAISY Project (mainly aimed at administration), emphasize the importance
of replies (aimed at teachers) and adding a price (Mp3-players) for the students.

For the purpose of obtaining a deeper understanding of real life DAISY use through a
minor test session with observation and interview, only a smaller group of students could
participate. Practical reasons compelled the use of just one school and one class being willing
to attend. Those students of that class - a 9th grade - were unfortunately not print disabled.
However, care was taken that the sample was as homogenous as possible concerning computer
experience and average grades. Both genders were presented.

4.2 Instruments

4.2.1 Questionnaire Survey

One of the goals was to reach a large population, and to conduct a broader study. Thus,
the instrument had to be distributable to the users - such as in the form of a test or a
questionnaire. It is beyond the constraints of the thesis investigation to develop a valid user
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test that would quantitatively measure the helpfulness of DAISY, compared to other read-
ing formats (such as common auditive books, braille books and printed books). Developed
tests were therefore sought, but the only existing Norwegian standard tests developed to
measure reading abilities are the National reading tests, which is tailored to specific grades.
In addition, National reading tests are tailored to measure the reading ability of the typical
Norwegian student, and include measuring decoding skills.

The DAISY Project wanted to conduct a survey for appraising full text DAISY expe-
riences. This was considered a concrete and interesting task. Conducting a wide range of
usability tests - quantitatively measuring usefulness on a functional base, e.g time spent on
defined user patterns, assignments and functions - could have been an alternative. This was
not a preferred investigation method for The DAISY Project group, but is a path I feel could
be looked into for further or later explorations.

The survey, as a method for collecting data on a software tool, may be used when a tool
has been used in the organization for a while[46]. DAISY has been used as an assisting aid in
this population for some years1. An important benefit with surveys is the ability to describe
general effects using the tool. Standard statistical analyses can be used. It fits well when
the user population is varied. Thus, the choice fell upon conducting a questionnaire survey.
This was for me a new and exiting way to involve users and analyze data.

Through the questionnaire survey, the sample is interviewed on product experience. From
a systems (re)development view, this is a way of including user perspectives - as well as
mapping out the prerequisites and context based use of the user group. As the different
aspects for the research questions became clearer, the choice to develop two questionnaires
was made - one targeted towards students DAISY users, and one towards (their) teachers.

4.2.2 Feature Analysis Strategies

Feature analysis strategies aim at supporting the planning and execution of unbiased, de-
pendable evaluations, of either software methods or tools within an organization2[45]. Instead
of focusing on measurable benefits, feature analysis determine user requirements (needs, val-
ues and goals), and map these requirements to features that the tool should possess. This
methodology was considered a fitting approach to the appraisal and evaluation of DAISY.
Feature analysis is denoted a qualitative evaluation, even if the features are measured quan-
titatively, because it usually requires a subjective assessment of 1) what features should be
included, and each feature’s importance 2) how well they are implemented.

1The DAISY format was in 2003 defined as the standard for further development of auditive curriculum
books, both for visually impaired students and students with reading difficulties - Parliament notification
number 30 (2003-04)

2An organization is defined as a group of individuals that perform relatively similar tasks under similar
conditions, and a tool is defined as a software that supports a well-defined activity.
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A feature analysis describe elements by comparing selected features (attributes) in them.
A range of different feature analyses exists, in a range of study fields and within the field of
computer science3. For the purpose of evaluating software engineering methods and tools,
Barbara Kitchenham’s feature analysis evaluation strategies is commonly used - fitting with
our aim to compare and evaluate software products. Kitchenham defines four feature analysis
evaluations: experiments, survey, case study and screening mode. In this study, a feature
analysis survey is applied as a part of the larger quantitative questionnaire survey.

Feature Analysis Survey

In the case of a feature analysis survey, a selection of individuals from an organization (the
sample) are asked to provide information about a tool (DAISY) that have been used for
some time in the organization. Parts of this information given is now re-used as a feature
analysis survey, adhering to the advices of Kitchenham[45]. The organization in the sample
found (or subgroups found within this sample) and the tool is DAISY books and the activity
is ”reading” (as defined in the introduction chapter). Since FA is typically used to compare
products, the FA survey explore new methodological territory: Whether it make sense to
use the FA scoring system for only one product (DAISY books) for trying to determine the
degree of a specific feature (usefulness) in this product.

4.2.3 Usability Testing

When looking into how successfully DAISY deploy, one may in addition to questionnaires
address the usefulness of DAISY in a particular context of use. Taking this approach,
the playback devices, context of use and user training and support must also be taken into
consideration. Based on the findings from the questionnaire surveys, this could be simulated.

The aim of the DAISY usability testing was threefold: 1) Observe how lower secondary
school students - the same age as the majority of my survey respondents - grasp DAISY un-
der similar conditions as what is indicated is the norm by the questionnaire surveys, 2) get
indications on whether differences in the experience of DAISY emerge due to using different
playback software, and 3) attempt to detect differences in the usefulness of DAISY due to
using different playback devices.

The usability tests were designed to detect real use problems, and possible outcomes
when encountering these. Through using cognitive walkthrough (a ”think aloud” method),
some emotional experiences was also detected. But, to increase the reliability in test data
on emotional satisfaction, interviews were also conducted, using ”the laddering technique”.
The aim of this interview technique is to uncover the interviewees cognitive hierarchical
perceptions - revealing the higher motivations and values guiding a persons feelings towards

3To illustrate, an example is Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute that use feature analysis in
a Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) to make abstractions of applications within a domain, until
they can identify the common features and characteristics of the class of systems.
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certain attributes of a product - in this case revealing what aspects of DAISY is found most
useful, and why. More information on the technique can be found in appendix B.

4.2.4 Expert Evaluation

During the interpretation of the statistical data, the importance of playback software be-
came increasingly clear. If one is to suggest improvements in the design of DAISY, this is
clearly linked to the software interface and usability. An expert evaluation comparing differ-
ent playback devices was lacking in the Norwegian DAISY community, and also seemed to
be missing in the international DAISY Community. The DAISY project group had planned
on including a similar evaluation in the project, but this had been delayed. It was felt that
a feature analysis expert evaluation would be useful for comparing the different devices in
addition to data from the usability tests. Conducting an evaluation seemed to be a valuable
contribution both to users, DAISY distributors and research.

No feature analysis defined by Kitchenham is a perfect match too an expert evaluation
of software[45]: In the hybrid method ”Qualitative Effects Analysis” an experts assess the
quantitative effects of methods/tools - but in my case, no quantitative effects are assessed,
but rather the software itself. In feature screening mode information on a range of tools or
methods are gathered and compared by an expert, but is based solely on documentation -
whereas the evaluation conduct tests. Whereas the case study is deployed in a project or
used in practice, the experiment is evaluated by potential users and the survey is evaluated
through questionnaires, an expert evaluation is being subjectively assessed by the expert.
Still, the variety of the 9 examples of analyses outlined by Kitchenham provided a base for
applying the feature analysis strategy to a traditional expert evaluation - to strengthen the
validity and reliability of the results.

A screening of all available playback devices and softwares, such as a feature analysis
screening mode, would have made a thorough selection process. But, it would also have
been very time consuming. The decision was therefore made to make the selection of devices
to assess through a shortened version of a feature analysis screening mode. Only 3 features
were determined as interesting:

1. Is the tool heavily used, or is it likely to soon become heavily used?

2. Does it have full text functionalities?

3. Does the tool include Norwegian languages?4.

The answers to these screening features were based on the replies to questionnaire items in
the student sample.

4The users in the population is Norwegian students, and the assessment will thus only include playback
tools with Norwegian languages. Two Norwegian languages exist: ”bokmål” and ”new Norwegian”.
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4.3 Survey and Feature List Development

Questionnaires

Usefulness was defined and measured through questions on DAISY use and the experience
of this use (see chapter 3). The first covers both background information on the nature and
context of use, as well as mapping out the functional usefulness. The latter maps to the
experienced satisfaction, and aims to capture the experienced value of the use by the users.

The teachers’ assessments are considered a valid measure of the usefulness of DAISY.
The teachers’ views on DAISY may take a broader scope than mere comfort and ease for
each student, and are therefore important aspects to be included. The scores are perceived
to reflect the successfulness of the deployment in a fair matter. However, a teachers technical
competence and attitudes towards ICT, their view on the specific student users or on reading
difficulties may influence how the evaluation.

Students and teachers may have different opinions on what kind of help and training the
students have received, thus asking both groups ensures more accurate data. For students
report they are guided by their teachers, it would be interesting to know what kind of
training the teachers have in using DAISY. Also, the student question is formulated by
using the word ”help”, while the items in the teacher questionnaire are formulated with the
term ”user training”.

Final student questionnaire items

The student questionnaire is divided into 6 sections - A to F. As table 4.1 show, section
A covers background information on the respondents. Section B map general experience
with DAISY, whereas section C is targeted solely to full text users, and part D is targeted
to those without full text experience. Section E is common for all and asks questions on
DAISY reading habits, and F is about knowledge of synthetic voice - a topic requested by
The Daisy Project.

Background Age, Grade, Gender, Disability, Motivation, Experience Items: A1-A6
Functional
Usefulness

Features used and ratings on ease and usefulness, If functionality
is adequate

Items: B1 and
C1, C2

Background on
use

User Training, Context used in, Playback devices used, Frequency
of use

Items: B2, E1,
E2, E3

Experiences
Satisfaction

Likes and dislikes compared to other formats, Experienced univer-
sal design, Perceptions on full text version, How playback devices
worked

Items: C3, C4,
D2 and D3, E2

Table 4.1: Topics Included in the Student Questionnaire
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Background Information: The decision was made to group respondents by age, grade,
gender and type of reading problem. Items A1-A3 covers age, grade and gender. Students
with severe learning difficulties could be a part of the selection, and to increase the oppor-
tunity to recognize these, both age and grade was chosen. Gender is a known differentiator
with regards to reading difficulties. For some reason, boys are more frequently diagnosed
with dyslexia and other reading difficulties than girls. DAISY is perceived to be gender
neutral in design.

In item A4, type of reading problem is targeted. This is an important, but sensitive ques-
tion to ask, and many iterations were made on item formulation. A nuanced classification
is hard both to develop and cross off, and a rough classification was considered. However
well formulated, asking the respondent to describe their problems emphasize a negative, and
should be avoided. Thus, the question was redesigned to ask the respondent to describe why
assisting learning material is used, even though this is less accurate for measuring disability.
The base for categorizing the qualitative replies are known categories of reading difficulties:
Dyslexia, general reading and writing difficulties, blindness, reduced sight, mobility, deafness
and hearing or cognitive impairments.

Item A5 asks in what ways the material helps the respondent - i.e. the motivation for
using DAISY and other assisting learning materials. The formulation has an underlying
positive tone, defendable since it is assumed that the alternative material actually helps the
student, or else the student would not use it. The last background item is A6, mapping what
reading formats the students have tried - thus how broad an experience - through a cross off
list from ordinary printed text to braille, DAISY and auditive books.

Functional Helpfulness This mapped by asking: Is DAISY used, do features lack, what
features are used/important, and how useful and easy to use are the features? The first maps
to item C2 - and are only asked of full text users, since they have used the DAISY version
with most functionality. Missing vital functionality lessens the effectiveness of DAISY. C2
detect this through qualitative data on shortcomings. The respondents are free to describe
any functionality they feel is still lacking in DAISY. Features mentioned by the respondents
could also be viewed as suggestions for further development.

The other questions are translated into items B1 and C1, that map feature efficiency. B1
examines what general functions the respondents have used, as well as how easy and useful
they are experienced to be. C1 does the same for full text features. The students are asked
to cross off which features they have tried out. If functionalities are used, than DAISY are
used. Based on which features are used by most, and which are only used by a few, the
importance of a feature for the activity reading in the user group is determined. The total
degree to which features are used also gives an impression of the consistency between users
and developers view of what functionality is useful.
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Asking how easy to use a feature is measure how user friendly the feature is, and asking
the user to assess the usefulness measure the experienced profit from using the feature. For
each feature one has tried, how useful and easy to use the function was is to be rated on
a scale of 4. The 4 alternatives are formulated as statements and the most fitting is to be
crossed off. The scales are turned for each of the two follow ups - going from most positive to
the right on the first to the most positive on the left for the second - to ensure no respondents
view the alternatives on the two follow-ups as equivalent.

Thus, B1 and C1 are actually sequences of compound items, one for each of the 11
general and the 4 full text features. Each compound item consist of a filtering question
and two follow-ups, gathered visually using indentation and white space and numbered. In
addition, the 11 compound items in B1 is divided into 3 parts: Audio, Navigational and
Bookmark/note features, each part within a frame and with a heading. This gives a clear
overview of B1 and C1 for the respondent. In addition, an example on filling out are shown
on the first page of the questionnaire.

Emotional satisfaction This is covered through 6 items. How DAISY full text books
compare to other types of books is the focus of item C3. C3 is divided into two open ques-
tions, setting up the two statements ”I like:” and ”I don’t like:” on the striped answer-lines
- ensuring a neutral formulation and encouraging to evaluate and freely elaborate on both
positive and negative sides of DAISY. Trends in experienced comparisons between these
books should be noted, but are difficult to score in a valid, logic manner.

Item C4 collects if the respondent perceive DAISY to be useful for students without read-
ing difficulties. This indicates if the respondent perceive DAISY as a universally designed
medium - as a general tool for reading or as a specific assisting tool. It may off course
also indicate more if the student likes DAISY well enough too believe others would find it
useful, thus how positive the respondent is to using DAISY. The item had the original for-
mulation ”Would you recommend DAISY to students without reading problems?”, but since
such hypothetic questions give less reliable data a reformulation was done. The new formula-
tion is subjective on the opinion of who would profit from using DAISY, but not hypothetical.

Part D is targeted to those that have not used full text options. The aim is to investigate
what expectancies these students have to full text formats. D1 filters out the students that
have never heard of full text DAISY. In D2 those that have heard of full text are asked if
they believe it would be useful for them. In the open question D3, students are asked why
they believe full text would, or would not, be useful. Finally, item E2 measure how playback
devices was felt to have worked on a binary scale (well/not well).

Additional information on the use of DAISY provide a richer picture of the situation
of use. Such items occur in different sections of the questionnaire. B2 measure what user
support is received. The respondent is asked if he/she has received any help with using
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DAISY, and if so to explain what kind of help he/she has received. The purpose is to see if
user support influence the feature ratings on ease of use.

Context of use gives an indication of what environments DAISY is fitted for and usable
in, and it provides information on what situations of use DAISY, and the playback tools,
should be adapted to and designed for. Purpose (for work or pleasure) and place have been
separated as two distinct parts of a context, and combined in different versions. A list of
contexts, including an open alternative, is presented, and all situations where DAISY has
been used is to be crossed off in E1.

How often DAISY is used is a good indication of not only what kind of users respondents
are - a super-user or one that seldom use DAISY - but also if DAISY is usable as an actual
substitute for other reading formats. Item E3 asks the student how often (approximately)
he/she used DAISY last week - to ensure the same information retrieval process for all re-
spondents, giving 6 statements on a scale from every day use to using DAISY more rarely
than once a month.

What playback devices are used, and how these worked out, are mapped in item E2.
One motivation is to reveal negative opinions on DAISY due to playback tools. Distribu-
tions between purchased and free tools, and hardware versus software, are also interesting.
In addition, some playback tools does not give the users the opportunity to make use of
all DAISY functionality. If these playback tools have been used by many respondents, this
may explain if features they do not offer are little used. E2 is a tabulation to shorten the
questionnaire as much as possible, and have the most complex question design. The granu-
larity is low, both on type of tool and rating, but respondents are free too elaborate some
by commenting. The item is presented in the examples of how to fill out the form, and this
is assumed to be adequate.

Section F is included due to other reasons than measuring usefulness or appraising the
use of DAISY. The aim is to capture students experiences with synthetic speech. Acceptance
of synthetic speech is vital for developing cost-beneficial DAISY books, as will be discussed
in chapter 6. Natural speech has in all known tests and surveys been preferred over syn-
thetic speech, but is very expensive audio to record and include in a DAISY book. Because
of the focus on synthetic speech not being good enough, many DAISY producers are sceptic
too using artificial speech in DAISY. An underlying hypothesis from The DAISY Project
Group was that the more one listen to artificial speech, the higher the tolerance will be, i.e.
an assumption that the tolerance increase with the exposure. Therefore, the students are
asked if they have ever listened to synthetic speech (Item F1), and how frequently they have
listened to this (Item F2).

In F2 the respondents are asked how frequent they listened to synthetic speech last
week. The question is formulated with direct reference to the last weeks experiences to
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help the respondents remember and retrieve information the same way. F2 has four scaled
alternatives of approximately the same interval size, mapping those that haven’t listened to
synthetic speech last week up to those that have listened 5 times or more. When a student
is listening more than 5 times during one week, he/she is assumed t be very tolerant of
synthetic speech, and the exact number of times listened is not important. If the students
are familiar with (item F1), and highly exposed to (item F2), synthetic speech, the argument
would be that this should motivate DAISY producers to create DAISY books with artificial
speech technology.

Final teacher questionnaire items

Background Gender, Motivation, Experience
Background on use User Training, Context used in (subject, grade, type of book)
Experienced Satisfaction Ratings of contexts, Likes and dislikes compared to other formats,

Experienced universal design

Table 4.2: Topics Included in the Teacher Questionnaire

Topics included in the teacher questionnaire can be found in table 4.2. The focus is on
classroom experiences with DAISY, user training and teachers perspectives on DAISY. Re-
spondents are grouped by gender, and asked to cross of male/female in item 1. Item 2 map
how broadly experienced the respondents are with different assisting teaching materials -
from ordinary printed text and braille to DAISY and auditive books. The question is closed
and all alternatives tried are to be crossed off. Item 3 is an open question asking why the
teachers have used DAISY as assisting technology - i.e. the motivation for use.

In item 4, the subjects and grades teachers have used DAISY in are requested, in ad-
dition to DAISY book versions used. The teachers were asked to assess how successful the
deployment of DAISY has been on a four level scale from ”very badly” too ”very well”.
The alternatives were statements to be crossed off. Each set of information, related to one
classroom use of DAISY, is placed in one box. Three such boxes were considered sufficient
to map most teachers use of DAISY.

Item 5 asks what the teachers like or dislike with DAISY books compared to other types
of books. The open question is divided into two equal open alternatives, setting up the two
statements ”I like:” and ”I don’t like:” on the striped answer-lines. This ensures a neutral
formulation and encourages the respondent to evaluate both positive and negative sides of
DAISY full text compared to other books. The qualitative results must be quantified into
categories on teacher noted positive and negative attributes of DAISY.

In item 6 teachers are asked whether they have received any DAISY user training (a
direct filtering question - yes/no), and if so to explain what kind of training (open question
- must be quantified). The same is asked for their students in item 7. A direct question
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(”yes”/”no”/”I don’t know”) is asked if the teacher believe DAISY is a learning material that
students without reading difficulties would like to use in item 8. This reveals to what degree
teachers view DAISY as a general tool for reading, thus a universally designed medium, or
as a purely assisting tool. If the teacher responded yes, he/she was requested to explain in
what way DAISY is believed to be appreciated. This is a hypothetical question, thus have
less reliability.

Presentation

The outline of the questionnaires are carefully designed. The different item designs used are
presented through examples on the first page. The first page also explains the reason for the
survey and how the data will be used, as well as giving general information to the respondent.
The first items are on background information, relaxing and familiarizing the respondent.
The items perceived to be least important are placed towards the end of the questionnaires,
ensuring that respondents are most focused when answering the most important questions.

To provide an overview of the forms, as well a sense of completion while filling them
out, forms are split into several sections. Items and sections are numbered, and elements
such as frames, white space, indentations, introductions and transitional texts and help texts
are used. All help text is in italic, and size, underlined and bold are used to emphasize
importance aspects and keywords. Tables, headings, boxes and tabulations create visual
order. Tables are used to simplify items where replies are combinations of categories. To
give table-based items an oral tone, a simple question is asked first, followed by different
answers for each row in the table[35]:138. Table items and compound items could easily
have been replaced with several direct questions following each other, but this would have
made the questionnaire longer. This would have increased the threshold for answering and
prolonged the required concentration span, see section 4.3.1.

Deriving a Survey Feature List

Sets of methods or tools is treated by the feature analysis approach the same way as single
methods or tools - i.e. different DAISY types of books can be treated as one tool. After
familiarization with DAISY books, the following features were included in the evaluation:

• Listening to natural speech

• Listening to synthetic speech

• Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower

• Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker

• Jumping between or to chapters

• Jumping to a specific page
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• Leafing from page to page

• Jumping backwards or forwards in time

• Creating bookmarks

• Creating textual notes

• Creating auditive notes

• Viewing full text (text on screen)

• Adjusting the text size

• Adjusting interface colors

• Using text search (search functionality)

Deriving an Expert Evaluation Feature List

The expert evaluation was conducted after statistical analyses of survey data, and the choice
was made to target the sample. The user group with reading and writing difficulties are,
according to survey findings, by far the largest one within the population of students users.
Thus, the evaluation was tailored to suit students with dyslexia or general reading and writing
difficulties - within which no additional groups that might have different requirements[46]
were identified - and evaluation results may be used as tool advices for the average student
user. The supplier, the functionality and demands for user training (”usability”) were looked
into to determine appropriateness. The hierarchies of features is outlined in the final feature
form in appendix A, along with a more thorough explanation for choosing these features.

4.4 Threats To Validity

Questionnaire Survey

When developing tests for measuring certain attributes, certain steps should be followed for
the results to be defendable as valid: (1) A statement about a person (or, if non-human,
object) that is possessing a certain level of the attribute being measured (what is measured),
(2) The data that is perceived to be likely to occur as a result of a certain level of the
attribute being measured (score), (3) A guaranty that explain why a persons level would
result in these data (logical explanation) and (4) Alternative explanations to why the data
may occur. These steps are most fitting for scoring test results, but have been kept in mind
when designing questionnaire items. The validity of the two questionnaires - items, guiding
text, structure and layout - is further outlined in appendix B.
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Item and Answer Design

Formulations of items and alternatives for answering may affect replies. To heighten validity,
bias control was needed, ensuring that all respondents interpret the meaning and content
of a question in the same manner, and that they retrieve from memory the same type of
information to answer the question. The retrieved information form the base for assessment
of which answer should be given, and a final answer must be formulated. Three outcomes
may come from such an answering process: No answer, the right answer or the wrong answer.

The most common sources of errors in item formulation are: Profession depending ques-
tions, compound questions and general questions. Common errors in answer design are: An-
swers that do not fit the question (typical a yes/no question with multiple yes/no answers,
or referring to different measurements and granularities in the question and the possible
answers), alternatives that are not exhaustive and/or mutually exclusive, and unrealistic al-
ternatives. Obtaining items with singular interpretations may be accomplished through[35]:
(1) Only using words and expressions whose interpretation are familiar within the target
group, (2) clearly convey what information are asked for and (3) use measures for the an-
swers that are natural and precise. This was done through:

(1) Trendy words and professional expressions were avoided, or explained in cases where
they could not be replaced. Everyday speech was used to soften up the language, aiming for
an oral form and tone, a questioning tone and a gratitude for responses. Direct questions
contributed to make aims of questions a lot more clear to the respondent, and also have
a more oral tone. Sentences with more than one verb, many commas, reservations and
specifications, clauses in front of the question, a skew towards the left and passive expressions
have been avoided. For each sentence, a value (”liksverdi”) was calculated from the number
of words plus the number of words larger than six letters long. A value above 60 was regarded
as a heavy formulation and rephrased. The resulting questionnaires have few long, complex
and compound sentences are left in the questionnaires, a highest value of 33 and the language
is fairly simple. It is perceived to be unlikely that a respondent would skip a question or
answer it randomly.

(2) Questions that contain ”and” in the formulation may be compound - i.e. one asks
for several things at once. Were found, they were instead split into several questions, or one
textual part followed by a question - a ”compound item”. Implicit questions, containing
hidden filtering questions, were reformulated to introductory questions filtering respondents
and open follow-up questions. The filtering aim at capturing replies of respondents that are
unsure of what to answer. Experiments show that filtering that ask the respondent what
he/she feels give a higher percentage of answers that question that ask the respondent what
he/she thinks [35]:144, thus the latter was used. Compound items starting with a direct
dichotomic filtering question followed by being asked to elaborate in an open question if
filtered, was frequently used in the questionnaires. Abstract formulations were concretized.
Questions were checked for ambiguity. Words that look similar to other words were avoided
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(particularly important when designing for dyslectic respondents). The aim with each for-
mulation was thought through, and key words were mapped and categorized as either goal
promoting, supporting, or superfluous - making the meaning unclear, and thus removed.

(3) General questions are questions that assume the respondents will generalize on the
basis of for example unknown space or a collection of unspecified opinions, thus one has no
control over the kind of information that are retrieved to created an answer. The respon-
dent may take ”shortcuts” (simplify) when responding. Generalizations were detected and
avoided. Instead specific questions were formulated. Double negations (two negative state-
ments - such as a negative reply on a negative question - creating a positive attitude) were
removed, and answers were checked as fitting for the questions. In the context of describing
DAISY functionality, both vague terms and answers of which several may fit were used, but
only as parts of a rating scale with floating transitions between alternatives. The purpose is
nothing else then to measure the respondents subjective opinions on the functionality, and
this was therefore felt to be valid. When asked to rate, respondents often place their answer
towards the middle on a scale of alternatives. To avoid this, 4 categories were used, none of
them being neutral. The scale was balanced with 2 positives and 2 negatives.

It was known that hypothetical questions cannot be trusted to the same degree as regular
questions. This created some problems in this survey, where only hypothetical questions can
give data on some aspects, despite the subjectivity and uncertainty they bring to the data. A
minimum demand to ensure validity in hypothetical questions is attaching them to an addi-
tional question that elaborates on what experience the responses are based on. This was done
for all such items. In addition, a solid guiding text were linked to each hypothetical question.

High thresholds on comprehending a question and choosing answer creates a vulnerability
to both simplifying and external influences. Low threshold on a question and high threshold
on the answering also creates vulnerability to external factors. Best results are achieved
when both thresholds are low[35]:142. Using an optional ”don’t know” answer lowers the
threshold for responding, but a high threshold on comprehension and a ”don’t know” alter-
native give a high ”don’t know” percentage. Both respondents that really do not have an
answer, that do not want to respond and those that cannot make up their minds between
the alternatives may choose the ”don’t know” alternative.

Respondents unsure of what to answer are called ”floating respondents”. Floating re-
spondents distribute themselves seemingly coincidental between alternatives - an arguments
against using ”don’t know”. But, floating respondents may affect the relations between
items, and also missing replies weaken the strength of the results. The ”don’t know” cat-
egory is thus used with great care, and only when perceived natural that respondents do
not have an answer, to ensure the distinction between ”don’t know” and no reply. It is not
used when aiming for careful assessments until answers can be formulated - i.e. were the
possibility for loss of answers is considered less damaging than a lot of ”don’t know” answers.
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Item Reliability

A respondent may answer in a stereotypical manner, or choose the alternative he/she feels is
expected. Haraldsen[35]:125 describes that sensitivity for influence diminish with an interest
for, or knowledge of, the topic questioned. By aiming for singular interpretations, as outlined
above, internal factors were lessened. Leading questions, answers and help text, tone-giving
attitudes, loaded alternatives and words, words starting with ”non” (u) and unbalanced
scales were also avoided.

External influences may be general or contextually based - linked to reliability - and were
lessened some by assuring the respondents they are anonymous. However, it was difficult
to secure the situation of the form filling, since the schools administrated the process of re-
sponding. Some students requiring help would either have teachers providing this, or depend
on their parents. Schools could arrange the responding in class, or send the questionnaires
home with the student. In the authors suggestion for an accompanying letter, the acceptable
contexts was outlined, as a guidance for the teacher. However, this was not included in the
final letter, as approved by The DAISY Project. This means the objectivity related to the
completion of the questionnaire is threatened. Teachers helping their students might have
influenced the answers, but was considered necessary adaptations.

Items are both quantitative and qualitative. Direct dichotomical and cross-off questions
were used most frequently, increasing the objectivity and reliability. If knowing approxi-
mately the scale of possible answers, alternatives help the respondents interpret the question
in the same matter (typology). In addition, alternatives guide respondents on the level of
detail aimed for. When analyzing, static alternatives are therefore easier to interpret than
non-categorized answers. Open answers reduce reliability, since subjective interpretation de-
termine the process of quantification into categories, but helps avoid unrealistic alternatives.
Also, open questions give the opportunity for broad answers. Open questions were designed
with lines to fill in an answer, encouraging the respondent, and emphasizing the type of reply
asked for.

Feature Analysis Survey

The uncertainties related to the feature analysis survey was considered medium high[44].
Outlined issues related to validity and reliability in the questionnaire survey apply.

In the case of using feature analysis to compare tools, it is not unusual to tailor the scoring
systems to the experts experiences with the different product - for example re-determining
what is satisfying levels and adding new features too the scoring during the analysis. As
long as the scoring system is displayed and the expert is as neutral and objective as possible,
this is felt not to create large threats to validity. Although the analysis then change along
with gaining more in-depth knowledge of the products, the products are still compared using
the same standards - all products are still evaluated the same way. But in this case, only
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one tool is evaluated. This led to the perception that a fitting scoring system should be in
place previous to scoring, thus ensuring that examinations of resulting conclusions do not
influence the analysis.

Usability Testing

For the tests, 8 students (4 female and 4 male) were selected by their teacher, to be matched
in pairs on much the same level of competence with regards to both computers and grades.
However, the numbers of testers were reduced to 6 since the time scheduled for the testing
was shortened to 90 minutes - due to a situation in the school. In addition, tests and in-
terviews took more time to complete than anticipated. Each test took about 15 minutes,
and each interview lasted around 20 minutes. The students had a short 5 minute break
in between the two - necessary to maintain concentrated for that age-group. Thus, only 5
students completed the test, and only 4 were interviewed.

Running out of time, all matched pairs was not kept in the usability tests. Three students
- two boys and one girl - tested the licensed software, but only two girls tested the free-ware.
Only one free-ware tester was interviewed. This gave us data that was hard to compare.
Still, some information on students experiences with DAISY, and with the playback software
used, was gathered.

Feature Analysis Expert Evaluation

The risk associated with the feature analysis expert evaluation method was evaluated as equal
to that of feature analysis screening; having high risks of getting false negatives (results imply
that a tool is non-beneficial when in fact it is beneficial) or false positives (results imply that a
tool is beneficial when in fact it is not), since based on one individual’s personal experience,
with subjective evaluation criteria. However, a transparent evaluation process, allowing
others to review the criteria, ensure some credibility other than just having to trust the
evaluator (here, the author). The only real difference between the feature analysis experiment
and the feature analysis expert evaluation is that tools were scored by the expert, instead
of real users scoring tools based on instructions. Thus, the analysis should be expected to
have approximately same duration - several weeks - and is still considered a short evaluation
method[44]:10. The time-consuming part was deciding on evaluation criteria and deriving a
scoring system, as well as scoring the different tools.

4.5 Data Collection

4.5.1 Questionnaire Survey

In December 2005, an updated list of 566 schools, that borrowed DAISY books from the
Directorate of Education for the school year 2005-2006, was provided to The DAISY Project.
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Based on this, a set of 596 schools was made - since all school names on the list were not
exclusive identifiers, and the choice was made to target all schools bearing equal names.

The student survey fawned a large scale of pupils, to get a selection as large as possible.
The group of respondents must be large enough for performing statistical analyses, since
with a small amount of data significant findings are impossible to determine with a high
certainty - the strength of the test may be too low and the margins for error too large.

The elder students - the secondary schools - were the main focus when developing the
student questionnaire, since they were assumed to be able to reflect more on the use than
younger students. Among the schools in the sample, at least 133 are lower secondary schools,
72 upper secondary and 13 primary and lower secondary schools combined (other schools
may also contain secondary grades, but where this is not apparent from the naming), see 5.1.

All questionnaire items were informally tested and reviewed in several iterations, and
3 lower secondary school students tested the final student questionnaire. The testers were
not DAISY-users, and were asked to fill out the form as if it was on using PC in general.
Because of this, they seemed not to read the help text very thoroughly or to carefully decide
what sections to fill out. In addition, they might not feel the importance of answering the
questions correctly, knowing that it was a test. None of the testers have dyslexia. However,
one of the test students does have concentration difficulties. They used 8-12 minutes filling
out the form, but it is assumed that it will take somewhat longer for actual respondents,
especially visually impaired. For lower secondary school students, the maximum span of
concentration is around 20 minutes. For older students the concentration span is increasing,
for younger students it is less than 20 minutes. This means the final forms are in the upper
limit of what they should be. It will be fine for secondary students, but may little too long
for primary students, particularly for slow readers.

Even if 566 schools had received DAISY from the Norwegian Directorate for Education
and Training, it is unknown how many of these actually have tried the DAISY books. Medi-
aLT received around four phone calls from schools that received the questionnaires but that
had never borrowed DAISY. These schools are likely to be schools with ”duplicate” names.
Also, two written replies and one phone call were received stating the schools had not used
DAISY, even though the books had been borrowed.

A month after questionnaires were distributed, some schools that had not responded was
phoned, to encourage replies. It was, however, very hard to reach the ones responsible for
responding. One was sometimes referred to the principal, other times to individual teacher
users, the parents of the student users, the regional pedagogical leader or special needs
pedagogues at the schools. Thus, the phoning was time consuming. Also, the outcome was
questionable. Thus, this process was terminated.
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Administration and the Law of Treatment of Personal Information

A ”personal information” is by the Norwegian law ”Personopplysningsloven” defined as in-
formation and evaluation that can be linked to a private person (1.1) (...) A ”sensitive
personal information” is defined as among other things information on health issues (1.8.c).
There was a discussion on whether or not the forms contain personal information, and to
what degree. The forms was carefully developed so that no information can be linked to any
particular school, teacher or student. If no sensitive information is gathered, the research
only need to be reported. A worry was that ”information on health issues” include informa-
tion on how DAISY helps a student. Another issue was that if a student was helped with the
filling out of the form by any other than their parents, such as a teacher, could the survey
claim to be anonymous?

The author suggested sending forms of consent to parents and students, to ensure not
breaking any law. But, a demand for consent from the parents of the students was assumed
to raise the threshold for responding, thus The DAISY Project did not wish to do so if it
could be avoided. Since the author was not in charge of final decisions on how to handle
these issues, Tollefsen, The DAISY Project leader, was asked to look into and be responsible
for the final interpretation of the Law of treatment of Personal Information. Tollefsen agreed
to this, and contacted several instances, but he did not receive a clear interpretation of the
law, and made the decision to interpret that there was no need for informed consent, since a
responsible person at each school, usually a teacher, would be the one to have contact with
the students, and since no data could be linked to any one particular person.

Economic and Time Limits

Since the surveys are anonymous, the allotment of two Mp3 players to two random respon-
dents had to be carefully thought out. Each school was asked to make a list of pseudonyms
and students names to be locally kept. Only the students pseudonyms appear on the forms,
along with the school number. Students were free to respond without participating in the
competition.

Sample Reliability

The reliability of a sample - it’s relative size and representability - is vital to be able to
draw conclusions about the population. The questionnaire survey may suffer from bias and
uncertain data, due to an unknown relationship between population and selection - i.e. the
representativeness of the population. The survey was voluntary, and a responding percentage
could not be secured. Students and teachers with strong positive or negative feelings towards
DAISY are more likely to reply, as well as schools with administrations that feel such research
is important. The latter may be identified by schools having several teachers and/or student
respondents - i.e. an environment for DAISY use. The sample was thus checked to ensure
no large biases in relation to the assumed population - see sections 5.1 and 5.2 - indicating
that the responses are not random.
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Feature Analysis Survey

Evaluations are based on the practical experiences of the respondents and take the form
of a survey. Conducting a survey is time consuming, in particular due to feature form
development and data collection. Since the feature analysis survey is embedded in the larger
quantitative survey, these aspects did not take up additional time. Items B1 and C1 are
the features to be evaluated. This was determined when developing the questionnaire forms.
The feature analysis score will thus be a measure on the functional usefulness of DAISY.

4.5.2 Usability Testing

The usability tests were conducted as a part of a group project - ”Capturing user-evaluations
of DAISY playback-software” - in collaboration with Christer Veland Aas, Øyvind Grimstad,
P̊al Vermund Knudsen and Atle Wandsvik and the author, in the autumn 2006 (INF5220).
The focus was on student users’ experiences with and opinions on DAISY. The decision was
made to compare one free and one licensed playback software found to be commonly used.

Tests were tailored to be similar to how students with reading disabilities are introduced
to DAISY for the very first time, as described in 5.1. None of the student users had previously
heard of, or used, DAISY prior to the project. The testers were asked to try to complete a
set of tasks simulating ordinary student reading activities as depicted by survey frequencies:
Adjusting volume/speed of narrator, finding a section and the answer to a question, creating
and finding back to a bookmark and jumping to a page (see figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Test Form

Testers were told that a digital book would be read with the help of a PC and a playback
software, and being optimistic on the behalf of how well DAISY playback software func-
tions, the decision was made to eliminate obstacles and difficulties linked to installation and
start-up. The test computers had the DAISY software already installed with the DAISY
book loaded and opened. This sort of help with getting started seems to be given around
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half of Norwegian DAISY student users according to the sample survey group5 The student
testers were explicitly told that the aim was not to test their capabilities, but rather to learn
what they experienced while using the product. They were also informed that they would
be interviewed after the tryout.

All students used the same DAISY full text book, testing both audio and visual func-
tionalities. The project group was given multiple valid full text books to choose from6, lent
to The DAISY Project from Huseby Resource Center. A history book in Social Science for
10th grade students[55] was chosen, because the content was perceived to be gender neutral,
of general interests to the students and fit the level of knowledge of the student testers. The
full text book was in New Norwegian - this was commented by the student testers, but did
not create problems.

Observations

Two of the project members made real-time observations, one focusing on the interface and
one on the students behavior. Notes were taken during observation on both testers facial
expressions and on software interaction. A third member acted as a conversation partner
with the students, encouraging them to express their thoughts. To ensure a reliable collection
of data, the decision was made to videotape the interaction between testers and the software
user interface. This was done through installing and using the recording tool Camstacia on
the test machines. Video was not made of the testers due to law practicalities (see 4.3.1).

Interviews

The interviews were according to advice from Jensen[40] conducted as semi-structured, based
on certain pre-determined themes. 9 positive theme attributes with DAISY, and 9 negative
equivalents, were made available on small cards. The topics were on: User manual, reliability,
recoverability, understanding/remembrance of content, Norman’s gap of execution/evalua-
tion, pleasure, ease of use and usefulness. The testers chose what 2-4 attributes were the
most positive, and then what 2-4 were the most negative, according to their own opinions. If
they had other negatives or positives besides the themes, these attributes were also included.
The students linkage of the chosen attributes to their goals and values were made evident
through the main probe: ”Why is [this] important to you?”. Through their answers, cog-
nitive hierarchies of linkages of attributes, consequences and values were made: ”ladders”,
with different ”branches”. Two project members conducted the interviews, one asking ques-
tions and the other taking notes and making sure all ”branches” and themes were probed
thoroughly. The interviews were audio-recorded.

552% of the students reported to have received some help, and 46% of the teachers say the students have
been given some help.

6Social subjects, Health subjects, Religion and Administration/sale/service
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4.5.3 Expert Evaluation

The evaluation was conducted by the author. Familiarization with the playback tools was
not done beforehand, but considered a part of the evaluation. The feature list derived at
- described in the data analysis section - were iteratively refined until deemed satisfactory,
based on the knowledge of use in the population from the survey, research on general user
problems for the target user group[84] and aspects from the student testings of DAISY.

4.6 Data Analysis

Quantitative Data

The data from the questionnaires is either quantitative or quantified, and analyzed through
descriptive and inferential statistics (see appendix B). Descriptive Statistics describe find-
ings, while inferential statistics investigate the data. Applying statistics to empirical data
is looking into collected empirical data samples, and make generalizations and probabilities
about the world. In this case, knowledge of the DAISY user population is sought through
viewing the data from a sample of this population. The base for the statistical enquiries
within this thesis was frequentism (frequency probability). Standard statistical techniques
were chosen to find common trends in the use of DAISY and the experience of this use.

SPSS is the tool used for the statistical calculations. The survey data is plotted into three
SPSS data matrixes; one for student replies, one for teacher experiences on the use of DAISY
in the specific classrooms, and one for general teacher experiences. All the variables are given
descriptive names, so that the matrixes can be reused by interested parties. For significance
tests, only selected student questionnaire items were tested (A5, B1, B2, D1, E1 and E3) due
to the high number of items. Gender distinguish possible subgroups in the teacher sample,
while disability, gender, age and grade form possible student subgroups. The variable ’age-
category’ was introduced to the student data matrix. The middle age-category was made a
little larger than the others, to increase the chance of finding significant differences between
the larger and two polarized populations.

Qualitative Data

This section outlines quantification of questionnaire items and analyses of qualitative data
from usability testing. The qualitative feature analyses are outlined in separate sections.

Quantification through Categorization

Open questionnaire items were quantified by classification. The coding is done by as little
reformulation and generalization as possible - e.g. on the item about DAISY compared to
other reading materials, the phrase ”It seems easy to use for the students” maps to the
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category ”Easy to use”. When quantifying the qualitative answers, textual data has been
stored in the matrix as an independent variable.

Observational and Interview Data

Prior to analysis, interesting discoveries based on individual notes taken during data collec-
tion were discussed. These determined the focuses of the analyses: (1) Navigational features,
(2) Bookmark feature, (3) Tool differences and (4) Gender differences. The group members
that had observed the tests went through observational data - videos and notes - determin-
ing main interaction obstacles. Findings were quantified through counts, in collaboration
to ensure valid coding. The interviewers went through interview data - audio and notes -
analyzing it according to ”the laddering technique”. The group then met and discussed final
conclusions.

The Laddering Technique: Ladders were created for each interviewee - formulating what
the respondents have said. Then content analysis was made, categorizing answers and iden-
tifying attributes, consequences and values. The categories was carefully balanced between
being too broad – collecting answers with different intentions – and being to many and nu-
anced. This coding was done collectively to ensure consistency and reliability.

Since no huge amounts of data was gathered and thus were to be included in Hierarchical
Value Maps (HVMs), an implication matrix was not needed. The HVMs were deemed lucid
and comprehensible. A relation and path is counted once for each interviewee in the HVMs.
With only four interviewees, there seemed to be little point in reflecting on significant (indi-
rect) connections, and therefore only direct connections are presented, and the different types
of relations are not identified. Maps were created based on type of tool used - emphasizing
tool differences - and consolidated into common maps. Since the interviewees were asked
both on positives and negatives of DAISY – creating unbiased questions and perspectives –
maps were made for both negative and positive attributes. Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) display
the 2 common HMVs.

Feature Analysis Survey

The importance of features are first determined. The different levels of importance are
summarized in table 4.3. Assigning feature importance is done in two steps - determining
levels and assigning weights. Next, the features are scored according to a set of defined
acceptability criteria. Then, the scores are compared to defined thresholds for acceptance.
Importance levels and weights, criteria for acceptability and acceptance thresholds were
defined prior to viewing the survey results, and are outlined below. The resulting feature
weights, scores and acceptances are presented in appendix A, and described in chapter 5.
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(a) Combined Tool HVM - Positive Attributes with DAISY

(b) Combined Tool HVM - Negative Attributes with DAISY

Figure 4.2: Resulting common HMVs
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Assigning Feature Importance

A feature list may have multiple levels, where features at the same level is called a feature set,
and are equally important. A 3-leveled list was chosen - having top-level features expanded
by level 2 features, and two level 2 features by level 3 features (”Narrator” and ”Adjustment
of Speed”). Four top-level features were defined: (1) Auditive, (2) Navigational, (3) Full
text, and (4) Bookmarks & Notes.

The granularity of the analysis depends on how detailed the bottom feature level is, not
on how many levels exists. But, when having different feature sets, scores are more or less
detailed depending on which set they belong to, since a top-level feature score consists of a
summary of the associated level 2 feature scores etc. The total score of DAISY consists of a
summary of the top-level scores. An overall assessment of DAISYs functional usefulness can
thus be made without having to take each detailed feature into consideration.

The decision was made to use the survey data to determine feature importance, as these
frequencies are considered more correct than a personal subjective expert assessment. Each
feature was given a score based on the percentage of use, perceived to indicate the importance
of the function. The counts of how many has tried a function is thus a valid measurement
on importance, and weights assigned perceived to relate fairly to importance. Assumptions
were: Users know which features exist in DAISY, have tried out functionality they feel could
be helpful, and have crossed off ”yes” at all the features they tried at least once. A bias may
occur since respondents are not asked how many times, or how often, a feature is used.

The percentages of use were divided into four categories, as suggested by Kitchenham,
and this scale reflects if a feature is mandatory or not (thus only desirable): if used by under
25% the feature is considered ’Nice to have’, for 25-49,5% it is ’Desirable’, for 50-74,5% it is
’Highly Desirable’ and if used by 75% or more, it is given the highest level of importance:
’Mandatory’. The decision was made to quantify the importance levels by assigning each
feature a weight score corresponding to its level of importance. Mandatory (M) features
were given the weight score of 10, Highly Desirable (HD) features were given the weight 6,
Desirable (D) features were rated with 3 and the Nice to have (N) features the weight 1.
The scores of usefulness given a feature were timed with the features weight, to calculate
one quantitative measurement of both aspects of usability and of importance. A function
not used by anyone was given the weight 0, removing it from the scoring process.

Level of Importance Percentage of use Weight Score
Mandatory (M) Use >= 75% 10
Highly Desirable (HD) 75% > Use >= 50% 6
Desirable (D) 50% > Use >= 25% 3
Nice to have (N) Use < 25% 1

Table 4.3: Feature Importance: Criteria and Assigned Weight
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Scoring Features according to Acceptability Criteria

Criteria for different levels of feature acceptability were defined, and different scores assigned
to the features, depending on the degree to which complying to these criteria. Again, the
users personal assessments of each features was used to determine the features values. For
each feature, how user friendly (easy to use) and how profitable (useful) the respondent
found the function to be were asked, and two 4-level ordinal scales was used to measure this.
These scales were mapped to points, from -2 to 2, where non-responses were given the value 0.

Points on ease and on usefulness for a feature was summed up - either positive or negative
- giving a total point of the two attributes for the feature. The points are considered to reflect
the profit and ease in a fair matter. The design of the playback tool (hardware or software)
influencing usefulness is a possible bias. The resulting ranked data from these variables
depict the different attribute levels, so that the differences between the numbers reflect the
differences of the attribute. Thus, ordinal leveled data is transformed to interval data. When
developing the questionnaires, the meaning of the levels on the ordinal scales of ease and
usefulness, as they are perceived to be interpreted by the respondents, were defined (tables
4.4 and 4.5).

Level of Usefulness Description Points
Not Useful The user have tried the feature, but feels it had no impact on the

use, was not helpful, and might as well have been excluded.
-2

Somewhat Useful The user thinks the feature was somewhat useful, but it is not
really helpful to the activity of reading.

-1

Non-reply For an unknown reason, the respondent has not replied.
A neutral score is given

0

Medium Useful The user believe the feature is an important part of the tool, and
it helps with the activity of reading.

1

Very Useful The user thinks the feature is vital to the tool, and it really helps
the user a lot with the activity of reading.

2

Table 4.4: Levels of Usefulness

Based on the number of forms possible for each feature to receive points from, the fea-
tures maximum and minimum total points were calculated. Jumping ahead a little, 110
replies were used in the analysis. Further, there was reason to believe that only part of the
population had the opportunity to use full text features, due to the low number of full text
books produced. Based on the share of full text books in the total set of borrowed books (see
2.4.3), as well as the information on type of books used given by the teachers, the number
20 was selected to present the highest (i.e. most conservative) number of students assumed
to have had the possibility to use the full text feature - i.e. chosen as the base for calculations.

The actual and possible points of ease and usefulness respectively were weighted against
the features weight scores to get the final scores - i.e. the score (SC) was calculated by
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points (P) times weight (W). In other words, how much a feature was used times how well it
was evaluated by its users equals the feature’s score. The same is true for each feature set,
and for the overall functional usefulness of DAISY. In table 4.6 the minimum and maximum
possible scores are presented.

Level of Ease Description Points
Very Hard The user feels the execution of the feature was very problematic, and was

perhaps not able to complete it. The feature is not user friendly.
-2

Pretty Hard The user experiences the execution as somewhat problematic, and had some
trouble accomplishing the task. The feature is little user friendly.

-1

Non-reply For an unknown reason, the respondent has not replied.
A neutral score is given

0

Pretty Easy The user perceives the execution as quite trouble free, and had few or no
difficulties completing it. The feature is user friendly, but not optimal.

1

Very Easy The user thinks the execution of the feature was unproblematic, and had no
difficulties completing the task. The feature is user friendly.

2

Table 4.5: Levels of Ease

Feature Maximum Possible Score Minimum Possible Score
Mandatory feature 40 SC * 110 = 4400 SC -40 SC * 110 = -4400
Highly desirable feature 24 SC * 110 = 2640 SC -24 SC * 110 = -2640 SC
Desirable feature 12 SC * 110 = 1320 SC -12 SC * 110 = -1320 SC
Nice to have feature 4 SC * 110 = 440 SC -4 SC * 110 = -440 SC
Mandatory full text feature 40 SC * 20 = 800 SC -40 SC * 20 = -800 SC
Highly desirable full text feature 24 SC * 20 = 480 SC -24 SC * 20 = -480 SC
Desirable full text feature 12 SC * 20 = 240 SC -12 SC * 20 = -240 SC
Nice to have full text feature 4 SC * 20 = 80 SC -4 SC * 20 = -80 SC

Table 4.6: Maximum and Minimum Scores

Defining Criteria for Acceptance Thresholds

The rate to which a feature achieve the maximum score possible, determines the acceptance
threshold it reaches. One may look at both each features level of acceptance and the sum-
marized total score of DAISY compared to the possible maximum score. The latter will
determine whether DAISY should be considered as an useful tool or not. An interesting
use of the scores is to calculate different arithmetic averages. This may for example be the
average scores given DAISY per form, as a measurement on the average student perception
of DAISY. However, spread cannot be assessed this way, and neither can outliers. The scores
are indeed quantifications and interpretations of qualitative and subjective measurements.
The criteria of acceptance are defined as the following: A score less than half of the possible
range (i.e. negative scores) must be considered as not acceptable. Achieving a score more
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than 75% of the possible range must be considered satisfying. Between the half and three
quarters is partly acceptable, and judgement must be used to assess if the feature/tool is
acceptable or not. In table 4.7 the thresholds for each feature type is calculated.

Feature Acceptance Threshold Non-acceptance Threshold
Mandatory feature Above 2200 SC Below 0 SC
Highly desirable feature Above 1320 SC Below 0 SC
Desirable feature Above 660 SC Below 0 SC
Nice to have feature Above 220 SC Below 0 SC
Mandatory full text feature Above 400 SC Below 0 SC
Highly desirable full text feature Above 240 SC Below 0 SC
Desirable full text feature Above 120 SC Below 0 SC
Nice to have full text feature Above 40 SC Below 0 SC

Table 4.7: Thresholds

The a-priori scoring system is an important point of validity for this particular fea-
ture analysis survey. However, although the whole a-priori system was thoroughly thought
through, one realization was made after initial scoring: The problem of maximum and min-
imum scores not being adjusted depending on the maximum amount of forms that can give
points to a feature. If a feature is given the weight 3 for example, it is already determined
that only maximum 50% of the respondents have used this feature. This means, the maxi-
mum feature score is not 4 P * 3 W * 110 forms, but rather 4 P * 3 W * (110*0.5) forms.
The same is the case for the minimum possible feature scores. Therefore, recalculations of
maximum and minimum possible scores and the thresholds for acceptance were made, see
tables 4.8 and 4.9. In addition to being logical, the modified ratings of acceptance levels
was proven to better reflect the impression given by the statistical frequencies, as will be
described in chapter 5.

Feature Maximum Possible Score Minimum Possible Score
Mandatory feature 40 SC * 110 = 4400 SC -40 SC * 110 = -4400
Highly desirable feature 24 SC * (110*0.75) = 1980 SC -24 SC * (110*0.75) = -1980 SC
Desirable feature 12 SC * (110*0.5) = 660 SC -12 SC * (110*0.5) = -660 SC
Nice to have feature 4 SC * (110*0.25) = 110 SC -4 SC * (110*0.25) = -110 SC
Mandatory full text feature 40 SC * 20 = 800 SC -40 SC * 20 = -800 SC
Highly desirable full text feature 24 SC * (20*0.75) = 360 SC -24 SC * (20*0.75) = -360 SC
Desirable full text feature 12 SC * (20*0.5) = 120 SC -12 SC * (20*0.5) = -120 SC
Nice to have full text feature 4 SC * (20*0.25) = 20 SC -4 SC * (20*0.25) = -20 SC

Table 4.8: New Maximum and Minimum Scores
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Feature Acceptance Threshold Non-acceptance Threshold
Mandatory feature Above 2200 SC Below 0 SC
Highly desirable feature Above 990 SC Below 0 SC
Desirable feature Above 330 SC Below 0 SC
Nice to have feature Above 55 SC Below 0 SC
Mandatory full text feature Above 400 SC Below 0 SC
Highly desirable full text feature Above 180 SC Below 0 SC
Desirable full text feature Above 60 SC Below 0 SC
Nice to have full text feature Above 10 SC Below 0 SC

Table 4.9: New Thresholds

Feature Analysis Expert Evaluation

Assigning Feature Importance

A four leveled feature list was used. For more information on the list levels, see appendix
A. To not complicate the analysis more than what was useful, level 2 and level 3 features
were in focus. Level 2 is compound - and may be judged as being present to some degree,
on ordinal scale. For these, the same scale on importance as in the feature analysis survey
was used: ’Mandatory’, ’Highly desirable’, ’Desirable’ and ’Nice to have’. Assessments of
importance are presented in table 4.10. Level 3 features are simple, on nominal scale, and
either present in the tool or not[46]. They were thus considered either important or support
features (see feature list in appendix A). The purpose of the importance of level 3 feature
importance, was to guide the qualitative importance and acceptance assessment of the level
2 features.

Scoring Features according to Acceptability Criteria:

The levels of assessment, and the criteria for reaching these levels, as well as the scoring of
the levels, had to be defined. Four levels of assessment were arrived at: Each feature may be
evaluated as ’Excellent’, ’Above average’, ’Below average’ or a ’Lacking’ (present but lacking,
or non-present) in implementation. Each of the four levels were assigned scores on a scale
from 1 to 4, 4 being the top score. For nominal scale (simple) features, a 4 was given for
present, and a 1 was given for non-present. The criteria for what was considered ’Excellent’
to ’Lacking’, both for level 2 and level 3 features, is described in table 4.11.

Defining Criteria for Acceptance Thresholds:

What levels of assessment were considered acceptable, depended on the importance of each
feature, and was defined as follows: For level 3 features, important features were defined as
acceptable if ’Above average’ or better, and for a support feature the acceptable score was
’Under average’ or better. A mandatory level 2 feature had to minimum meet its definition
of being above average to be considered acceptable. Above average - i.e. satisfying even if
mandatory - level 2 features could be achieved even if not all it’s important level 3 features
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Feature Description Importance
Supplier User assistance should be offered for the licensed software. Being free is

considered an equal benefit.
Nice
to have

Installation The installation process is important, although it is only conducted once
for each user - and some help may be found. If installation is too difficult,
the danger is there that the user will not be able to use the product.

Highly
desirable

Help
Service

Help service is considered important due to lacking user training for
users in this group, even though none of the student testers used it. It
consists of important level 3 features only.

Desirable

User
Interface

Vital! Consists only of important level 3 features. Observations and
survey data show that the way students learn how to use the software
is through exploring and interpreting the interface.

Mandatory

Auditive
features

Vital set of features according to survey. Mandatory

Navigational
features

Vital set of features according to survey. Mandatory

Full text
features

Is an important feature set to the users in the real test, although the
feature set had a low frequency of use according to the survey. The
feature of presenting text on the screen is assessed together with screen
outline under the feature User Interface.

Highly
desirable

Other
Features

Mostly Bookmarks & Notes functionality - support level 3 features. Nice
to have

Table 4.10: Assessment of Importance of Level 2 Compound Features

were acceptably implemented. The same was the case for ’highly desirable’ features, mak-
ing the distinction between ’mandatory’ and ’highly desirable’ less vital for the outcome.
This was beneficial due to the high level of subjectivity involved in deciding on the precise
importance of a knowingly important requirement. The same point was made when both
’desirable’ and ’nice-to-have’ level 2 features had to be at least ’below mediocre’ to be con-
sidered as acceptable.

The overall acceptance criteria for a tool was all mandatory level 2 features was accepted.
Combined with not making any level 3 features mandatory, this is a ”softer” overall accep-
tance criteria than Kitchenham proposes. The reason was the suspicion that all softwares
lack some important features. To only accept tools that have all mandatory level 3 features
accepted was perceived to impose uncertainties and inaccuracies in the recommendation,
instead of bringing clarity, and possibly lead to a biased result, if one tool was lucky with
features chosen to be mandatory. When adding up the average score of the level 2 feature
set, a quantitative measurement on the percent of acceptable level 3 features contained in
each level 2 feature could be derived. This was found to give additional, useful information7,

7It should be noted that this is not done in traditional feature analysis as described by Kitchenham, but
is invented and used by the author.
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Criteria Level 3 Assessment Level 2 Assessment
Excellent The feature is easy to find, and implemented in

a standard/familiar manner. The feature is intu-
itive and well-designed. Feedback is given the user.
The feature is usable without having to depend on
visual information. The feature may be used in
several different manners - according to the users
preference of interaction style and modality - or
have additional functionalities - i.e. is not overly
simplified.

There are no vital drawbacks in the im-
plementation - i.e. all important level 3
features have met their acceptance thresh-
olds. In addition, all or most support fea-
tures are acceptable. The inclusion of fea-
tures is satisfactory. Features are easily
used.

Above
average

The feature is easy or fairly easy to find and is at
least fairly intuitive and well-designed. The feature
is either: -Implemented in a non-standard man-
ner, that is considered unfamiliar to the common
user, or -Not giving satisfying and well-formulated
feedback, or -Is less usable without visual feedback,
or -Is implemented in only one manner where sev-
eral would have been preferred (some simplifica-
tion) and also have no extra functionalities.

The inclusion of features is satisfactory,
but not all features are easily used. Some
vital drawbacks in the implementation ex-
ists - i.e. some of the level 3 features con-
sidered important do not meet an accept-
able threshold.

Below
average

The feature may be: -Hard to find, -Have problems
with bridging the gaps of Execution or Evaluation,
-Is unusable without visual information being read.

Several of the important level 3 features
are not acceptably implemented. Many
support features are not satisfactory. The
inclusion of features is not satisfying or
several level 3 features are very hard to
use. Thus, several vital drawbacks exists.

Lacking The feature does not exist, does not function the
way it is supposed to or is extremely hard to
find. Or, alternatively, the feature have such large
problems with communicating execution possibili-
ties and/or provide the necessary feedback to the
user that it must be considered as lacking in imple-
mentation.

Less than half of the important level 3 fea-
tures are acceptably implemented and/or
most support features are not satisfactory
implemented. The inclusion of features
are not acceptable or features are overly
simplified. The features are mostly hard
to use.

Table 4.11: Description of the Assessment of Feature Criteria

and served as a guide when determining the assessment of level 2 features.

If several or no tools were accepted, further comparisons needed to be made. One could
look exclusively at the broad level 2 features; at average scores of mandatory feature sets or of
the important features, or combine mandatory and highly desirable average scores. Another
choice would be to sum up level 3 points, and compare the tools’ overall feature scores, or
the average points. However, this would not take into consideration whether high scores
belonged to important features or not. Thus, a combination of the two sets of comparisons
were decided on; comparing overall and/or average score of important level 3 features only.
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Chapter 5

Results

First, information on the sample of the questionnaire survey is outlined. Next, results related
to questions on 1) who uses DAISY and why, 2) how DAISY is used and assessed, 3) the
usefulness of DAISY and 4) the universal nature of DAISY, are presented.

5.1 Sample

According to the list provided by Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training, 566
schools borrowed DAISY books. 51 schools have replied, by 67 teacher respondents and
130 student respondents. 42 of the 51 schools have replied by both student and teacher
responses, 2 schools have only given teacher responses, and 7 schools only student responses.
The survey responses are mapped to the different grades, to check for biases, and to the
total population, to check it’s reliability - see tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Teacher Response Student Response
Primary grades 22 schools (29 questionnaires) 23 schools (40 questionnaires)
Secondary grades 24 schools (38 questionnaires) 29 schools (89 questionnaires)
All grades 44 schools (67 questionnaires) 49 schools (130 questionnaires - 1 lacks grade)

Table 5.1: Number of teacher and student respondents

Sent to: Received from: Estimated Response
Primary schools 342 25 7%
Secondary schools 218 30 14%
All schools 566 51 around 10%

Table 5.2: The number of questionnaires sent to and received by the different types of schools

Some of the schools on the list are institutions and others that does not reveal grades,
and these are removed from this estimates. Looking at the 566 schools, their names reveal
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that 218 schools have lower and upper secondary grades, and 13 of these have also pri-
mary grades. If a school with both primary and secondary grades have borrowed DAISY,
there is no way of knowing what grade this book was borrowed for. The number of schools
known to have borrowed DAISY for secondary grades is 205, but it might be as high as 218.
The estimations are based on the highest number. For the primary schools that have both
primary and secondary grades, the same is the case. Thus, 342 schools are regarded as hav-
ing borrowed to primary grade students. 89 of the 130 student replies come from students
in secondary grades, from 29 different schools. Teacher responses came from 1 additional
secondary school. Thus, 30 out of 218 secondary schools have replied, giving a responsive
percent of at least 14%. For primary schools, 25 different schools out of estimated 342 in
the population responded. The responsive percent here is accordingly about 7%.

One tenth overall response is a very small sample. However, we do not know which of
the 566 schools have actually used DAISY. Thus we do not know the exact size of the popu-
lation. We can assume that the population is actually smaller, and therefore the proportion
represented in the sample higher than 10%. Even so the sample cannot be regarded as
representative for the population. Another issue is that the data shows several schools have
replied by more than one student - up to 10 respondents may come from the same school
(mode=1), and up to 5 teachers (mode=1). From almost all schools one has received replies
by both students and teachers. It may be that schools with a more established use of DAISY
and many students using DAISY are more interested, and have replied more frequently than
schools with minimal experience with DAISY. The data must therefore be viewed as coming
from a coincident selection, and the conclusions drawn can only be preliminary.

Four student forms were excluded from the sample, because vital information was missing.
After cleansing the data, only 126 student responses are accepted, but all of the 67 teacher
responses are accepted. 40 schools have now replied by both student and teacher responses,
4 schools have only given teacher responses, and 7 schools only student responses.

5.2 Who Uses DAISY, and Why?

The largest group of the 126 students (87%) use DAISY because of dyslexia (41%) and gen-
eral/other reading/writing difficulties (46%). 3% use DAISY because of visual impairments,
and 2% because of difficulties with concentration (for example ADHD). The reason for use
of DAISY by the rest of the respondents are unsure. The disability/reason for using DAISY
in the 126 accepted student questionnaire is displayed in figure 5.1.

Screening the data material, the decision was made to exclude some of the user groups
and one of the items from the questionnaire. 110 of the 126 students give dyslexia and/or
reading/writing difficulties as reason for using DAISY. These respondents are in this study
regarded as one user group, see 2.4.3, also, not all students may interpret the question of
”reason for use” as ”state the diagnose for which you receive additional learning material”.
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That is, a student with dyslexia may very well state he/she use DAISY because: ”I do not
read well” - thus grouped into the category ”general learning and writing difficulties”.

Figure 5.1: Percentage of students that gave as reason for using DAISY either a general read-
ing difficulty, dyslexia, visual impairment or general learning and/or concentration problem.

Even though the response from the selection could be as low as 10%, and the respon-
dents are very homogeneous when it comes to disability, there is no disability bias in who
has answered the survey. The distribution of visually impaired versus dyslectic in the sample
(3% visually disabled versus 41% dyslectic) corresponds to the distribution in the Norwe-
gian population in general (about five to ten times as many dyslectic as visually disabled),
as outlined in 2.4.3.

The results presented are therefore based on, and valid for, the user group with dyslexia
and reading/writing difficulties, consisting of 110 respondents. This means 16 students have
been excluded, bur not the corresponding teacher questionnaires. These limitations in the
data material, as well as that the reliability of the samples cannot be established, are the
weaknesses of the study. Still, it is an interesting finding that the overwhelming student
user group has dyslectic and similar difficulties, and that the visually impaired student user
group is very small.

The Sample Used: The Users and their Motivations for Use

The demographical description of the 110 students with dyslectic and general reading diffi-
culties can be summed up as follows: Frequencies show that 77 of the 110 respondents (71%)
are in age category 2 (13-16 years). 25 respondents are in category 1 (9-12 years), and only
7 in the third category (17 or more), see figure 5.2(a). Respondents are mainly from 8th,
9th and 10th grade - in all 69 students. These grades compose the lower secondary school
category. 77 of the respondents are male, and 33 are female, as shown in figure 5.2(b).
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(a) Age Groups Distribution (b) Gender Distribution

Figure 5.2: Demography of the Student Sample

Question A6, on what types of learning material students had previously used, is ex-
cluded. The question had clearly been misunderstood: Only 49 of 110 students reported to
have read printed text, while all of them can be expected to have experience with printed text.

Of the 67 teachers 47 are female (70%) and 20 are male. The types of assisting reading
materials teachers have used in the classroom are presented in table 5.3. The teachers’
motivations for using DAISY were asked in an open-answer question. The resulting categories
and their frequencies are found in table 5.4.

Reading Material Number Percent
DAISY Audio Book 58 87%
Other Audio Book 42 63%
DAISY full text Book 8 12%
DAISY and/or Audio Book in combination with printed text 15 22%
Enlarged printed text 7 10%
Braille 2 3%

Table 5.3: Teacher Experience with Assisting Learning Materials

One can sum up motives for using DAISY into the following three groups: a) based on
the problems of the students (64%), b) based on their opinion of DAISY as a good and
fitting assisting reading tool (18%) and c) because on another interested party asks for it’s
use (13%), see table 5.5.

Table 5.6 present the manners in which the 110 students expressed that assisting learning
material support them. In addition, the students with concentration difficulties from the
original sample of 126 students (1%) reported improved Concentration.
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Motivation Category Number Percent
Student(s) with reading difficulties/dyslexia 36 54%
School or specialized teacher wanted it 8 12%
Relieves learning/focus on content 5 8%
Relieves homework for weak student readers 4 *
Student(s) with concentration problems 3 *
Student with visual impairment 2 *
Easy to use for the students 2 *
Student(s) with reading difficulties/dyslexia and visual impairment 2 *
The parents wanted DAISY 1 *
(So) The teacher does not have to read aloud 1 *
Not answered 3 *

Table 5.4: Categories of Teacher Motivations (*No relative values were computed when N<5)

Motivation Number Percent
The students have reading problems 43 64%
Appreciation of positive DAISY attributes 12 18%
Another interested party wants DAISY 9 13%

Table 5.5: Generalized Teacher Motivations

Support Percent
Makes the reading Easier 39% (versus 40% for all 126 respondents)
Improved Understanding of text 29% (26% for all respondents)
Remember More/Better 25% (versus 24% for all respondents)
Makes work more Efficient 11% (versus 10% for all respondents)
Is of General help 6%
None and/or Has not been used 6%
Can read Larger amounts of text 3%
Can work more Independent 1% (versus 1.5% for all respondents)
didn’t know None (versus 2% of all respondents)

Table 5.6: Support from Assisting Learning Material

5.3 How is DAISY Used and Assessed?

5.3.1 Context and Frequency of Use

The context and frequency of DAISY use is outlined in table 5.7 and table 5.8 respectively.
In relation to context, 90% of the group (99 of 110 students) used DAISY at home, for
homework and/or work. This is the only context used by a majority of the students. Just
32% (35 students) made use of DAISY at school for schoolwork, while 73 did not. Only 7
students used DAISY at home for entertaining purposes, and 4 for entertainment at school.
5 students reported using DAISY on transportation. 2 students have not responded to the
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questions on where DAISY is used. Answers concerning the frequency of usage span from
using DAISY ’less frequent than once a month’ up to ’about every day’. The mode is ’several
times a week but not every day’ (39 students), and about 40% used DAISY at least several
times a week. Less than 14 students used DAISY once a month or less.

Context of Use Number Percent
Home, for education 99 90%
Home, for entertainment 7 6%
School, for education 35 32%
School, for entertainment 4 *
Transportation 5 4.5%

Table 5.7: In what contexts DAISY is used (*No relative values were computed when N<5)

Frequency of Use Number Percent
Almost every day 5 4.5%
Several times a week, but not every day 39 35.5%
About once a week 21 19%
Several times a month, but not every week 12 11%
About once a month 5 4.5%
Less than once a month 9 8%
Do not know 14 13%
Not answered 5 4.5%

Table 5.8: How frequent DAISY is used

61 of the 67 teachers reported 183 classroom uses, each classroom represents an unit
consisting of teacher, grade, subject and type of DAISY book used. The 61 teachers come
from 42 different schools. Three of the classroom uses have been given no grade. For the
other 180, 38% are on primary levels, 54% on lower secondary levels and 7% are on upper
secondary levels. See table 5.9 for the distribution of what grades DAISY is used on, and
table 5.10 for the distribution of use related to subjects.

Using a cross-tabulation between what subject DAISY is used in and how the classroom
use has been assessed by the teachers (figure 5.3), one can see that the teachers find DAISY
most useful in verbal subjects (English, Norwegian) and social subjects (Religion, Social
Science). The differences in teacher evaluation are highly significant (Chi-square = 0.000 in
consistency table, both for ratings only, and missing values included).
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Grade Number
4th (primary school) 3
5th (primary school) 23
6th (primary school) 16
7th (primary school) 27
8th (lower secondary school) 36
9th (lower secondary school) 31
10th (lower secondary school) 32
11th (VgS, ”Grunnkurs”) (upper secondary school) 6
12th (VgS, ”VK1”) (upper secondary school) 4
13th (VgS, ”VK2”) (upper secondary school) 2

Table 5.9: DAISY Classroom Use Related to Grade

Subject Number Percent
Social Studies 48 26%
Religion 37 20%
Norwegian 31 17%
Nature and Environmental Studies 30 16%
English 13 7%
History 8 4%
Mathematics 5 3%
Unspecified Theoretical Studies 5 3%
Geography 2 1%
Human Biology 2 1%
Health Studies 2 1%

Table 5.10: DAISY Classroom Use Related to Subject

Figure 5.3: Evaluation of DAISY Use Related to Subject
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5.3.2 Types of DAISY Books Used

In 130 of the classroom uses, audio DAISY books are reported used. In 14 of the classes the
teachers do not know which of the two types of DAISY books they have used, and for 26
classes the question is not answered. Only 13 of the classes have used DAISY full text books,
see table 5.11. Since only 12 of the 110 students reported to have used full text DAISY,
both our sources are in accord that the full text versions are rarely used.

Type of DAISY Book Classroom Use
DAISY audio 130
DAISY full text 13
Do not know 14
Not answered 26
Sum 183

Table 5.11: Type of DAISY Book Used by Teachers in Class

5.3.3 Functionality Used and corresponding Ratings

Students were asked what general DAISY functionalities they had used, and rated those
according to difficulty and usefulness. Table 5.12 lists the number of students that had tried
each general functional feature, how many of these evaluated it to be ’medium’ or ’very’
useful and how many found it either ’fairly’ or ’very’ easy to use. The distribution of all
ratings concerning the general functionalities can be found in appendix A. If the two features
adjusting the narrator speed are viewed as one, 64 students have used it. Of these, 13 have
decreased the speed and 15 increased it, while 34 students have done both.

Feature Used Medium/very useful Fairly/very easy
Listened to natural narrator 99 89 78
Jumped to a specific page 97 86 74
Jumped to or between chapters 96 84 68
Leafed through book page by page 79 61 59 (41 ’very’ easy)
Adjusted narrator to read quicker 49 30 36
Adjusted narrator to read slower 48 31 38
Listened to synthetic narrator 46 32 34
Jump forwards or backwards in time 37 21 16
Bookmark 19 12 10
Textual note 11 6 6
Auditive note 7 5 (all ’medium’) 6

Table 5.12: Functionality used
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Looking into what full text functionalities were used by the 12 full text users, 8 students
read text on the computer screen while using DAISY, as mentioned, 4 adjusted the size of
text, 3 searched for a string of text and 2 adjusted colors. Since there are so few full text
users, their answers cannot be regarded as representative, and ratings are thus not reported.

We can conclude that some features are widely used, while others are hardly used at all.
Most students rate features positively. Comparing the ratings between experienced ease of
use and usefulness, one can assume positive correlation between how useful a student rated a
feature and how ease the student evaluated the feature to be. Scatter plots for the correlations
were made, and even though non-answers (outliers) were removed, linear relationships could
not be determined. In addition, an ordinal scale was used for measurement. Accordingly,
Spearman’s rho bivariate correlation was used. The comparison were only made for general
features (full text ratings are, as mentioned, not considered representative), see table 5.13.
For the feature ’using auditive notes’ correlations cannot be calculated due to identical replies
(4 students, all found it fairly useful and fairly easy). 5 out of the 11 features have positive
relationships, significant at a 0.01 level (2-tailed significance test). The coefficients show
that one correlation is quite weak, three are of mediocre strengths, and only ”Creating a
bookmark” has a strong correlation. The populations in the 5 correlations are quite large,
except for the strongest correlation where only 12 respondents replied.

Relationship Feature Height N
No Relationship Listened to natural narrator N/A 87

Listened to synthetic narrator N/A 42
Adjusted narrator to read slower N/A 43
Jump forwards or backwards in time N/A 25
Textual note N/A 7
Auditive note N/A 4

Weak Positive Leafed through the DAISY book page by page 0.315 69
Medium Positive Adjusted narrator to read quicker 0.529 44

Jumped to or between chapters 0.459 84
Jumped to a specific page 0.451 84

Strong Positive Bookmark 0.83 12

Table 5.13: Relationships between Ease and Usefulness

No statistically significant differences are found (Chi-square, α level 0.05) between how
easy students find general features (item B1) to be related to user training. Thus the
distributions of the ratings on ease are similar regardless of the provided used guidance.

5.3.4 Playback Devices Used

Of the 110 students with reading and writing difficulties, 104 students had used software
(94,5%) on a PC. 85 of these used free-ware, 15 licensed software, and 18 did not know the
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type of software used. Only 10 report to have tried a Mp3-player, and 8 used a DAISY-
player. More than half of the students did not answer the questions on having used a Mp3-
or DAISY-player, and it seems the students have interpreted not responding as ’no’, not
bothering to cross off the ’no’ category on each tool they have not tried.

64 of the 85 students are satisfied with the free-ware, 9 were not. 13 students gave
negative comments, such as that the software did not function the way they expected or was
unstable, 2 students specifically refer to TPB-Reader. On the other hand, 10 comments on
free-ware were positive, and 5 neutral. Some students that are satisfied also give negative
comments. 13 of the 15 students are satisfied with licensed softwares, and 11 of the 18
students found the unknown software to be satisfying. None have commented licensed and
unknown softwares. For Mp3-players, 6 of the 10 users felt this was functioning ’well’. 5 of
the 8 using a DAISY-player were satisfied, and 1 student comments the player negatively.

Playback Device Number Used Percentage Number Satisfied
Free Playback Software 85 77% 64
Licensed Software 15 14% 13
Unknown Software 18 16% 11
DAISY-player 8 7% 5
Mp3-player 10 9% 6
Other devices 2 * 1

Table 5.14: Playback Devices Used (*No relative values were computed when N<5)

These results indicate that within the population, DAISY is usually used on PC, with a
free playback software1. To make an educated guess at what specific softwares are most likely
used, a closer look was taken at the playback softwares with Norwegian language found in
the background chapter: PB2000, TPB Reader, Amis and FSReader (free-ware), LpPlayer,
EasyReader (EaseReader) and Victor Reader Soft (licensed). The assumption is made that
few DAISY users in the population use PB2000, since a newer and improved free-ware, TPB
Reader, exists from the same developer. Both Per Sennels (Huseby Resource Center) and
Morten Tollefsen (MediaLT) agrees: Sennels explains PB2000 always had flaws, especially
handling XML entities for Norwegian signs, and Huseby Center has therefore never profiled
it, while Tollefsen adds that PB2000 does not always work well on newer computers. The
free playback device that is currently mainly used according to The DAISY Project is TPB
Reader 1.0 (Norwegian version). TPB Reader was prior to and during the survey the only2

software recommended by the Norwegian Directorate of Education and Training, and on their
website were links to downloading TPBR as well as a four-page TPBR user manual. Amis
was not yet translated and in use, and FSReader lack features, such as full text function-
ality, and is hence regarded as less useful for students with reading and writing difficulties.

1Also, 12 of the 16 students with other disabilities - from the initial sample of 126 students - used software.
2After the shift in responsibility for DAISY production in May 2006, Huseby Resource Center websites

are used, linking to other playback softwares as well as free downloads to TPBR and Amis[48].
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The most common licensed softwares were determined to be EasyReader (EaseReader) and
Victor Reader Soft, both programs having a small range of different software versions.

It is perceived as a safe assumption that TPB Reader is the dominant playback device
used for the user group of students with dyslexia or read- and write difficulties. In addition,
the licensed softwares are assumed to be used by some. Other playback devices are regarded
as not much used. However, TPB Reader has not been further developed since its release
in 2002, and are described by some as an ”older” software with known problems. Within
The DAISY Project a hope was that the newer Amis 2.5 is developed and translated to
Norwegian with the hope of offering a better and improved free-ware than TPB Reader, and
indications were made that Amis would be the new recommended free-ware.

5.3.5 User Training Received

Only 6 of the 67 teachers reported to have received user training. Of these, 1 teacher had
found instructive material on the Internet, 1 teacher learned through trial and error within
a group of new users and 4 were tutored by some kind of specialized personnel - only 1 of
which received a user manual. This means 90% of the teachers had no training. About half
of the students (57 students, 52%) had received help using DAISY, but according to the
answers given the type of help seems to be random, and in addition of quite basic nature.
The majority appears to have received this assistance by their - overall untrained - teachers.

31 teachers said their students received user training, while 34 answered no and 2 did
not know, thus the information provided from teachers and students fit. Of the 31, type of
training was asked. 20 teachers told students were provided with installed systems and user
explanations, of which 12 teachers had provided this for the students - and 1 teachers also
gave his/her students instructive material, 6 answered that students were given this from
a specialized teacher or qualified personnel - 1 of these that students received instructive
material, and 2 teachers did not tell us who guided the students, but told they also trained
the parents of the students. Of the 11 teachers left, 7 expressed that students had only
received a little help and guidance when starting using DAISY, 1 teacher said the students
are helped at home and 3 teachers did not specify what user training students had received.

Experience with Synthetic Speech

Since The DAISY Project group wanted information on the familiarity of the students with
synthetic speech in general, as well as their knowledge of and expectancies towards full text
DAISY versions, these topics were - as mentioned - included in the student questionnaire.
82 of the 110 students say they had heard synthetic speech (75%), 12 had not and 13 did
not know. Though the majority had listened to synthetic speech, this is done infrequently:
36 not at all during the last week, 21 once or twice, 7 three or four times and an additional
7 more than five times. 11 did not know. 82 students that had not tried full text DAISY
responded to the section on expectancies. 16 students that should have responded to this
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section have not. Of the 82, 62 say they have not heard of full text DAISY. Of the 20 that
have heard of full text DAISY, 12 think DAISY full text may be useful for them, while 3
say they do not know and 5 say no. 12 students state the reason for why they think DAISY
full text would be useful, and 6 why not. All of those that felt DAISY full text would not
be useful, give as reason that they prefer to read text from a book. The answers to why
full text would be useful are more diverse: 6 students believed it would be easier to get hold
of information, 3 felt it would be better without the textbook in front of them, and 1 gave
both reasons. In addition, 1 student felt it would be nice to gather all information (sound,
notes, text) in one place, and 1 wished to see pictures related to the auditive information.

5.3.6 Summary

Based on the questionnaire results, we can now conclude on how DAISY is mainly used by
the sample; DAISY is used several times every week for homework in social studies on lower
secondary grades, the students sitting unsupervised at home without much user training,
using a free playback software and a DAISY audio book, listening to and adjusting the
narrator while navigating through pages and chapters.

5.4 Is DAISY Useful?

The usefulness of DAISY is, as mentioned, evaluated through looking into: (1) Students’
and teachers’ general satisfactions with and attitudes towards DAISY - i.e. their emotional
satisfaction, (2) student feature ratings - i.e. functional usefulness, (3) evaluations of the
playback devices most widely used - i.e. playback software.

5.4.1 Emotional Satisfaction

When the 12 full text using students were asked if they felt functionality lack in DAISY full
text, 1 student described features that already exists and 1 wanted existing functionality to
be easier to use. The rest either reply ”no” or do not reply at all. Thus, it is fair to say that
the users did not feel that DAISY lack desirable functionality.

When full text student users were asked what they like about full text DAISY compared
to other book formats, 5 students replied ”that one does not have to read oneself”. 1 did not
reply and the 7 students left all answered differently, only 1 of which mentioned ”reading text
on computer screen while listening”. When asked what they don’t like, 2 students focused
on technical problems (i.e. the playback software) and 2 more felt it was too hard to use.
3 students did not answer the question and the other 5 all differed. Because of a low num-
ber of full text users and a large spread in their replies, the information is not representative.

Teachers were also asked what they like and don’t like with DAISY (all versions) com-
pared to other formats. 10 teachers (15%) did not know and/or had no personal experience
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with DAISY and 8 teachers (12%) did not answered the questions. 25 teachers had only
positive feelings towards DAISY compared to other types of books, and 2 teachers had only
negative feelings. In all, 54 gave positive reasons - table 5.15 shows an overview - and 24
gave negative reasons - see table 5.16.

Category Number Percent
Efficient use/Easy navigation 20 30%
Easy to use 12 18%
Easier for students to work independently 12 18%
Helps the students 12 18%
Clear speech 3 *
Motivates the Students 2 *
Easily transported 2 *
Full text (picture/audio/text) 2 *
Embed several strategies for learning 1 *
Flexibility in playback tools 1 *
Good idea 1 1.5%

Table 5.15: Teacher Positives with DAISY (*No relative values computed when N<5)

Category Number Percent
Technical difficulties ruin 9 13%
Technology demands for utilization 5 7%
Miss full text functionality 5 7%
Little control with student use 4 *
Little user friendly 3 *
No skippability (captions/page number) 1 *
Miss New Norwegian narrator 1 *

Table 5.16: Teachers: Negatives with DAISY (*No relative values computed when N<5)

Categorized answers presented in the tables are not mutually exclusive. On what they
like, 19 teachers combine several categories - usually one of the four most frequent categories
mixed with one less frequent attribute. As many as 6 teachers mentioned both ”Easy to
use” and ”Efficient use/Easy navigation”, and 3 combined ”Easier for students to work in-
dependently” with ”Easy to use”. On what they don’t like, only 4 teachers mixed categories.

The teachers assessment of how successfully DAISY deploy in classroom use were: ”Very
well” in 43 classes (24%), ”Fairly well” in 88 classes (48%), ”Fairly badly” in 33 classes
(18%), ”Very badly” in 5 classes (3%). The question was not answered for 14 classroom
uses. Thus, teachers were mostly satisfied with DAISY - in 72% of the classes. Still, a
relatively high share - more than one fifth - felt DAISY did not deploy well.
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5.4.2 Functional Usefulness

Frequencies and correlations on feature ease and usefulness (efficiency) in 5.3, as well as any
lacks in DAISY functionality (effectiveness) in 5.4.1, are related to functional usefulness. But,
to arrive at an overall evaluation, a feature analysis survey is conducted using items B1 and
C1 from the student questionnaire - assessing both general and full text DAISY functionality.
Table 5.17 summarize the findings. Appendix A contains the complete calculations.

Auditive functionalities
Narrator (composite) Partly acceptable
Listening to natural speech Acceptable
Listening to synthetic speech Partly acceptable
Adjustment of speed Partly acceptable
Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower Partly acceptable
Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker Partly acceptable

Navigational functionalities
Jumping between or to chapters Acceptable
Jumping to a specific page Acceptable
Leafing from page to page Acceptable
Jumping backwards or forwards in time Partly acceptable

Full Text functionalities
Using full text on screen Acceptable
Using text search (search functionality) Partly acceptable
Adjusting the text size Acceptable
Adjusting interface colors Partly acceptable

Bookmark and Note functionalities
Creating bookmarks Partly acceptable
Creating textual notes Partly acceptable
Creating auditive notes Partly acceptable

Table 5.17: Summary of Final Feature Analysis Survey Calculations

Navigational features are mainly accepted (3 out of 4). Half the full text features are
accepted. No features are ’not acceptable’ - i.e. all features are considered to be more ease
to use than hard to use, and more useful that non-useful by those that have used it. Still,
11 out of 17 features are ’partly acceptable’, and Bookmarks and Notes functionalities are
close to non-accepted thresholds. The 11 partly acceptable features may be split into three
groups: 1) Those that are very close to being accepted, 2) those closer to being assessed as
non-acceptable, and 3) those that are somewhere in between. Table 5.18 aims to illustration
how close to acceptance features are. In the first group, three auditive features are found. In
the second, bookmark and note features belong. The remaining 5 partly accepted features
belong to the third group.
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Vicinity Feature Weight Threshold Score
Nearly Accepted Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower 3/D 330 222

Listening to synthetic speech 3/D 330 218
Adjustment of speed (composite) 6/HD 990 786

No Vicinity Narrator (composite) 10/M 2200 1540
Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker 3/D 330 171
Jumping backwards or forwards in time 3/D 330 156
Using text search 1/N 10 6
Adjusting interface colors 1/N 10 6

Nearly Not Accepted Creating bookmarks 1/N 55 16
Creating textual notes 1/N 55 9
Creating auditive notes 1/N 55 6

Table 5.18: Partly Acceptable Features Grouped based on Vicinity to Threshold

Receiving a score below the acceptance threshold is due to either being used by few re-
spondents in relation to the features importance - i.e. being close to the lower threshold on
the weight score (assigned based on use by >25%, 25-50%, 50-75% or <75%), or to being
rated low by users, or both. In the case where both reasons appear together, the feature is,
or is close to, non acceptance. A low rating may come from either receiving low points on
usefulness, on ease, or on both. Partly accepted features are in table 5.19 grouped based
on following categories: (1) A feature is used by ”many” if used by a percentage in the
upper half of it’s importance level and ”few” if it is not, (2) usefulness and ease are regarded
as ”low” when average points are below 0.4, ”high” if above 0.8, and else ”medium”. The
results show that: A) Half of the features are used by few, 4 of which also have low ease and
usefulness points, and B) most features have several factors contributing to low scores.

Many auditive features are nearly acceptable. The main problem for the auditive fea-
tures are that they were assessed as hard to use. The composite ’Narrator’ feature and the
’Listening to synthetic speech’ are nearly accepted, if only the ease of listening to synthetic
speech are improved. The two partly accepted full text features have low points both on
ease and usefulness. All bookmarks and notes features have low ease and usefulness points
in addition to most being used by few. Their main problem is considered to be that virtually
none use them. Bookmarks and notes features are close to being non-acceptable, and are
considered to be nice-to-have features. Almost all navigational features are acceptable. It is
worth noting that if full text feature scores had been calculated out of the 12 respondents
known to have had the possibility of using full text, instead of the more conservative num-
ber 20, the assessments would have been different. The levels for acceptance for the features
would thus also have been recalculated, and this would have made one of the now only partly
acceptable full text features acceptable too, see table 5.20.

10 of the 17 features are used by less than 50% of the students. All features assessed as
useful is also assessed as easy to use. In most cases, the average score of ease is higher than
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the average score for usefulness. However, a few exceptions exist: 1) The features ”Jumping
between or to chapters” and ”Listening to natural speech” are overall rated high, but useful-
ness is rated even higher than ease, 2) Influenced by the latter feature, the composite feature
”Narrator” - overall medium rated - have higher usefulness points than ease. In addition, a
couple of features have about equal ratings on usefulness and ease. High scores in ease and
usefulness seem to correlate, as was indicated when conducting inferential statistics.

Feature Used By Ease Usefulness
Creating textual notes Few Low Low
Creating auditive notes Few Low Low
Jumping backwards or forwards in time Few Low Low
Adjusting interface colors Few Low Low
Adjustment of speed (composite) Few Medium Low
Using text search Many Low Low
Creating bookmarks Many Low Low
Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower Many Medium Low
Listening to synthetic speech Many Medium Low
Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker Many Medium Low
Narrator (composite) Many Medium Medium

Table 5.19: Partly Acceptable Features Grouped based on Categories of Use

Feature Used by Weight Threshold Score Acceptable
Using full text 66.7% 6/HD (24SC*(12*0.75))/2 = 108 138 Yes
Using text search 25% 3/D (12SC*(12*0.5))/2 = 36 18 Partly
Adjusting the text size 33.3% 3/D 36 36 Yes
Adjusting interface colors 16.7% 1/N (4SC*(12*0.25))/2 = 6 6 Yes

Table 5.20: Alternative Calculation of Full Text Feature Scores

Feature Set Actual Scores Maximum Possible Accepted
Auditive 5 257 12 760 Partly
Navigational 5 922 11 440 Yes
Full Text 93 180 Yes
Bookmarks and Notes 31 330 Partly
Sum 11 303 24 710 Partly

Table 5.21: Actual Overall Feature Analysis Scores versus Maximum Possible Scores

For the overall assessment of DAISY, the maximum and actual scores (table 5.21) was
calculated. The navigational and the full text feature sets are accepted. The overall score
is 46% of the maximum scores, thus 73% of the total score range. This means DAISY as a
tool for reading cannot automatic be considered acceptable (threshold at 75%), but must be
regarded as partly accepted and very close to being accepted.
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5.4.3 Evaluation of Playback Software

The evaluation results describe four types of data: (1) Feature analysis survey calculations for
commonly used playback devices (2) relevant items in student questionnaire, (3) information
gathered in student test sessions and (4) the expert evaluation.

1. Feature Analysis Survey for Common Playback Devices

The commonly used playback device is freeware. Looking at feature analysis survey cal-
culations for freeware users, provide insight into the practical usefulness of DAISY for the
main part of the user population at the time of the survey. The choice was made to include
respondents that did not know what software they used, since the assessment is made that
these are likely to be freeware. Thus, some overlapping with licensed softwares may occur.
Feature scores and thresholds are re-calculated to fit the new minimum and maximum scores
based on the new number of respondents, see tables 5.22 and 5.23.

Feature Maximum Possible Score Minimum Possible Score
Mandatory feature 40 SC * 84 = 3360 SC -40 SC * 84 = -3360
Highly desirable feature 24 SC * (84*0.75) = 1512 SC -24 SC * (84*0.75) = -1512 SC
Desirable feature 12 SC * (84*0.5) = 504 SC -12 SC * (84*0.5) = -504 SC
Nice to have feature 4 SC * (84*0.25) = 84 SC -4 SC * (84*0.25) = -84 SC
Mandatory full text feature 40 SC * 15 = 600 SC -40 SC * 15 = -600 SC
Highly desirable full text feature 24 SC * (15*0.75) = 270 SC -24 SC * (15*0.75) = -270 SC
Desirable full text feature 12 SC * (15*0.5) = 90 SC -12 SC * (15*0.5) = -90 SC
Nice to have full text feature 4 SC * (15*0.25) = 15 SC -4 SC * (15*0.25) = -15 SC

Table 5.22: Free and Unknown Software - Maximum and Minimum Scores

Feature Acceptance Threshold Non-acceptance Threshold
Mandatory feature Above 1680 SC Below 0 SC
Highly desirable feature Above 756 SC Below 0 SC
Desirable feature Above 252 SC Below 0 SC
Nice to have feature Above 42 SC Below 0 SC
Mandatory full text feature Above 300 SC Below 0 SC
Highly desirable full text feature Above 135 SC Below 0 SC
Desirable full text feature Above 45 SC Below 0 SC
Nice to have full text feature Above 7.5 SC Below 0 SC

Table 5.23: Free and Unknown Software - Thresholds

Full text features are now measured from a perceived maximum of 15 users instead of
20. For all 110 forms, 12 respondents (10.9%) used full text features, and the conservative
number 20 (18.2%) was a perceived maximum of how many respondents had the possibility
to use full text. In the sample of only free-ware and unknown software users, only 9 of
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84 respondents (10.7%) have used full text. The conservatively chosen number is therefore
lowered to 15 (17.9%). As previously mentioned, a lower number makes it more likely that
features are accepted.

Complete device-specific calculations may be found in appendix A, and summarized
results are presented in table 5.24. No large differences are found compared to the device-
free results. Only 2 features differ in acceptance: The features ’Leafing from page to page’
and ’Adjusting the text size’ were accepted in the general survey, but are now only partly
acceptable. With this, 13 of the 17 features are partly acceptable, and 4 accepted.

Feature Rate of Acceptability
Auditive functionalities

Narrator (composite) Partly acceptable
Listening to natural speech Acceptable
Listening to synthetic speech Partly acceptable
Adjustment of speed Partly acceptable
Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower Partly acceptable
Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker Partly acceptable

Navigational functionalities
Jumping between or to chapters Acceptable
Jumping to a specific page Acceptable
Leafing from page to page Partly acceptable
Jumping backwards or forwards in time Partly acceptable

Full Text functionalities
Using full text on screen Acceptable
Using text search (search functionality) Partly acceptable
Adjusting the text size Partly acceptable
Adjusting interface colors Partly acceptable

Bookmark and Note functionalities
Creating bookmarks Partly acceptable
Creating textual notes Partly acceptable
Creating auditive notes Partly acceptable

Table 5.24: Summary of Feature Analysis Survey Calculations for Freeware

Looking at closeness to acceptance, table 5.25, the composite feature ’Adjustment of
speed’ is no longer close to being accepted, while the two full text features ’Using text
search’ and ’Adjusting interface colors’ have become closer to being accepted. Of the new
partly accepted features, the full text feature ’Adjusting text size’ is also close to being ac-
cepted, but ’Leafing from page to page’ has gone from acceptance to no vicinity. Full text
features thus score higher in relation to maximum values when looking solely at free and
unknown softwares, as was expected. Bookmark and note features are still the only ones
close to non-acceptance.
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Vicinity Feature Weight Threshold Score
Nearly Accepted Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower 3/D 252 150

Listening to synthetic speech 3/D 252 171
Adjusting text size 1/N 7.5 6
Adjusting interface colors 1/N 7.5 6

No Vicinity Narrator (composite) 10/M 1680 1190
Adjustment of speed (composite) 6/HD 756 288
Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker 3/D 252 138
Jumping backwards or forwards in time 3/D 252 141
Using text search 1/N 7.5 4
Leafing from page to page 10/M 1680 1210

Nearly Not Accepted Creating bookmarks 1/N 42 12
Creating textual notes 1/N 42 8
Creating auditive notes 1/N 42 8

Table 5.25: Freeware: Partly Accepted Features Grouped based on Vicinity to Threshold

The maximum and actual scores of DAISY for students that only use free and unknown
softwares are presented in table 5.26. The full text feature set is the only one that is accepted.
The score is 44% of the maximum, thus 72% of the score range, and once again the tool is
partly accepted but close to being acceptable.

Feature Set Actual Scores Maximum Possible Accepted
Auditive 3 747 9 744 Partly
Navigational 5 171 10 584 Partly
Full Text 73 135 Yes
Bookmarks and Notes 28 252 Partly
Sum 9 019 20 715 Partly

Table 5.26: Actual Overall Feature Analysis Scores versus Maximum Possible Scores

2. Student Questionnaire Items

A high percentage of the students are satisfied with the softwares used: 87% for licensed,
75% for free and 61% for unknown softwares. Even if subtracting the users of the free-ware
that gave contradictory responds - saying the software worked ’well’ while giving negative
comments - the satisfaction with free software is still around 70%.

3. Student Tests

TPB Reader (version 1.0) and EaseReader (version 2.02) were chosen for the usability tests
- the criteria being choosing one of the most common free and licensed softwares respectively
(as described in methodology) - based on the results in 5.3. EaseReader was selected over
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Victor Reader Soft out of practicalities: Access to a EaseReader software license through Me-
diaLT. The findings from the student tests of TPB Reader and EaseReader are summarized
in table 5.27. Findings are described below.

Area EaseReader TPB Reader
Navigation Hard to find functionality Hard to use functionality
Bookmarking OK Not useful
Vital issue Scroll problem Instability

Table 5.27: Summary of Student Test Findings

Comparing TPB Reader and EaseReader: No gender differences were observed dur-
ing the tests, neither did the interview data support such an assumption. But, a major
stability difference was found during observation: EaseReader worked as expected, whereas
TPB Reader crashed twice for the first tester, and once for the second. The reason behind
TPB instability and crashing seems to be slow response time combined with a non-familiar
interface. Young users are known for high expectancies to interface response and feedback.
At the same time, they seldom suffer from computer anxiety, and are usually not afraid to
click around to explore possibilities in non-familiar interfaces - or to click again if nothing
happened the first five times. The observations revealed extensive mouse clicking in the
TPB interface, and this seemed the reason TPB Reader crash suddenly, and without warn-
ing. EaseReader testers described a situation where non-efficient design, frustrations and
disturbed concentration lead to reduced learning. However, although reduced efficiency was
important to the students, it cannot compare to the seriousness of TPB Reader’s instability,
which led to the students being unable to use DAISY.

When comparing students goals for DAISY usage, several testers imply that they do not
want to spend more time than necessary learning, and by extension using DAISY. A few
are more focused on having leisure time for hobbies and friends, and getting homework done
as quickly as possible. Others are interested in getting a good knowledge base for social
and educational needs, and achieving successful careers. These motives are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. All students want primarily to gain more knowledge in less time - i.e
efficient learning. Although students might find DAISY more interesting to use than an
ordinary text book, the aim is clearly to learn as efficiently as possible.

None of the testers used the help manuals available, although struggling to solve tasks.
Thus, necessary information for an effective use of DAISY must be available in the interface,
for example through ”mouse over” and textual explanations of icons. Such learnability lacks
were common in both tools. Both in EaseReader and TPB Reader information on the
possibilities in the different menu was reported lacking, and the remark was made that this
leads to a less efficient interaction.
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(a) Scroll-bar navigation (b) Mini-mode

(c) Search, Bookmark and Highlight (d) Pause-button, Mouse-over and Highlight

Figure 5.4: EaseReader Screenshots

Navigating in TPB Reader and EaseReader: The EaseReader navigation button
was hard to find, having non-standardized icon (a helm) that none of the students related
to navigation, and also students seem to not relate the term ”navigation” to methods for
looking up information. It is placed on the toolbar at the bottom of the screen. Behind this
button, most of the navigational functionality is hidden. As soon as they (through random
exploration) clicked on the button, hidden features were exposed, which they managed to use
with ease. TPB Reader had quite the opposite problem from EaseReader: The navigation
function was easily found, but none of the two testers figured out how to use it.

While navigating, several strategies were used, but the scroll-bar was the main navigating
tool. Especially when jumping to a specific page, the scroll-bar was preferred over the more
efficient (if found and used correctly) search function. One would expect the text to visually
stay on the page to which one has scrolled, even through the narrative voice is turned on,
thus is reading from another point in the text. Instead, in EaseReader the text ”jumped
back” to the narrating point just a few seconds after scrolling - even when one does not
release the mouse-button. When ”jumping back”, a ”ping” sound is made. The EaseReader
testers did not understand what they did wrong - why this scroll-bar behaved differently than
in other software interfaces, and was very annoyed. One participant expressed frustration
after 5 attempts on using the scroll-bar. Another mentioned that it was frustrating with
a navigation function that ”jumped around”. 2 complained about the annoying ”pinging”
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(a) Mouse-over and Highlight lack (b) Volume

(c) Use of Terms (d) Search

Figure 5.5: TPB Reader Screenshots

sound, and some complained about the narration. All these complaints are understandable
when related to the scrolling problem. Still, all but one EaseReader tester - as well as the
interviewed TPB Reader tester - felt navigating functions made the program more effective.

Using Bookmarks in TPB Reader and EaseReader: Inserting new bookmarks in
EaseReader was problem-free, and the text is marked with a pin for each bookmark. In
TPB Reader, creating new bookmarks was also easy, but no feedback is given that the
creation was successful. Therefore, several bookmarks were often inserted on the same line,
not knowing that a previous operation was successful. In EaseReader it is possible to make
notes within the bookmark, add textual descriptions and name the bookmarks, which later
made it easier to get back to the right bookmark. The bookmark functionality is split into the
option ”bookmarks” for adding bookmarks and ”navigation” for finding added bookmarks
created confusion. Thus, stored bookmarks cannot be found when clicking on the bookmark
button - instead, they are hidden behind the navigation button. After repeatedly trying to
find the bookmark using the bookmark button, the students had to be given hints to try
the navigational button. Doing this, they successfully found the bookmarks. Bookmarks
in TPB Reader are stored only according to creation number, and lack a way of naming,
or describing, added bookmarks. None of the TPB testers could find back to bookmarks.
During the interviews, none of the EaseReader testers complained about the bookmark
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function. Two did not mention it, interpreted as indicating they had no large difficulties
with it. One EaseReader user praised it, and felt it made it easier to get back to sections he
had previously visited. The TPB Reader tester reported she did not understand how to use
it3, and tried to experiment by clicking the interface. This experimenting made TPB crash,
and she was therefore very negative towards the bookmark function.

4. Feature Analysis Expert Evaluation

The 3 criteria for choosing playback tools to assess (see methodology) were: 1) Is the tool
heavily used, or is it likely to soon become heavily used?, 2) Does it have full text functionali-
ties?, and 3) Does the tool include Norwegian languages? Based on these, Amis, EasyReader
(name change due to newer version) and Victor Reader Soft were chosen. TPB Reader had
serious stability issues during the student tests, thus assessed as little useful. Also, The
DAISY Project Group regarded it as on its way to be replaced by the freeware Amis. Amis
was therefore the included instead.

Although the authors expert evaluation was completed prior to their final upgraded
releases, the newest versions of all the 3 chosen programs were made available for the evalua-
tion: Amis 2.5, Victor Reader Soft 1.5 and EasyReader 2.3. Suppliers reported some details
that had not yet been fixed in these beta versions, but that were known and planned to
be fixed prior to release. These details, mainly in the installation process, were ignored in
the evaluation and had no influence on the scoring of the tools. The author was not aware
that a large number of non-valid DAISY books exist, and even though the books used in the
tests were perceived to be valid, this cannot be guaranteed. This might be related to the
disability of some of the tools to open books. In particular should books complying to the
DAISY 2.02 standard place the NCC-file on the highest hierarchical levels.

When presenting findings below, the different level 2 features (comprising of level 3 fea-
tures) for each playback software are textually described. Tables show assessment summaries
for all level 3 and level 2 features, for each of the 3 softwares tested - i.e. 6 tables in all.

4.1. EasyReader Evaluation

EasyReader 2.30 assessments are summarized in tables 5.28 and 5.29.

(A) Installation: One cannot adjust the installation process, but EasyReader is oth-
erwise easily installable. It opens all DAISY books tested, and has no problems navigating
through file-hierarchies to find and open books4. License-prompting could have been better
explained, as a possibility exists to use a free trial for a limited time span.

3The observers tested the TPB Reader bookmark function themselves, and also found it very hard to
use.

4Victor Reader Soft could not open any of these (three) books. Thus, the number of books used in the
evaluation had to expanded later on. The later books have not been tested on EasyReader.
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Level 3 Feature Importance Assessment Acceptable
Installation Interface Important Above average Yes
Easily Installable Important Excellent Yes
Installation Adjustability Support Lacking No
Load/Open Book Important Excellent Yes
Easily Usable Help Service Important Above average Yes
Understandable Help Service Important Excellent Yes
Help Search Important Excellent Yes
Help Service Completeness Important Above average Yes
UI learnability Important Below average No
UI behavior Important Below average No
Communicating UI Possibilities Important Above average Yes
Robustness/Stability Important Excellent Yes
Auditive on/off Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Speed Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Volume Important Excellent Yes
No internal narrator Important Excellent Yes
Remember position Support Above average Yes
Jump Chapter Important Excellent Yes
Jump Page Important Above average Yes
Leaf page Important Above average Yes
Leaf phrase Important Excellent Yes
Jump in Time Support Excellent Yes
Skippability Important Excellent Yes
Text Search Important Excellent Yes
Adjust font size Important Excellent Yes
Adjusting font type Support Lacking No
Adjust colors Important Above average Yes
Automatic full text Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Highlighting Important Excellent Yes
Create Bookmarks Important Excellent Yes
Find Bookmark Important Above average Yes
Text Note Support Excellent Yes
Auditive Note Support Above average Yes
Further Adjust UI Support Excellent Yes
Additions Support Excellent Yes

Table 5.28: Ease Reader Level 3 Features Expert Evaluation Summary

(B) Help Service: When restarted (without an opened book), the screen is blank. No
auditive nor visual information is given. This is a drawback. When ”help” is selected by
right-clicking the mouse, a ”mouse-menu” pops up. A concern is that not all users will know
to right-click, and the suggestion is to implement ”help” in the visual menu-bar.
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Level 2 Feature Importance Assessment Reason Accepted
Supplier Nice to have Present Yes
Installation Highly Desirable Excellent All important level 3

features are acceptable
Yes

Help Service Desirable Excellent All level 3 features are
acceptable

Yes

User Interface Mandatory Below average Only half of the impor-
tant level 3 features are
acceptable

No

Auditive Features Mandatory Excellent All level 3 features are
acceptable

Yes

Navigation Features Mandatory Excellent All level 3 features are
acceptable

Yes

Full text Features Highly Desirable Excellent All important level 3
features are acceptable

Yes

Other Features Nice to have Excellent All important level 3
features are acceptable

Yes

Table 5.29: Ease Reader Level 2 Features Expert Evaluation

Figure 5.6: EasyReader 2.30 - User Interface Screenshot

The help manual has excellent language, explanations and manual outline. Explained
procedures are numbered sequences. Icons and pictures from are used as illustrations in ad-
dition to audio. An interactive index (mouse-clicking, trackball, touch-screen etc) provides
an overview. The manual starts directly with explaining features, and is not dwelling on
product information. It is relatively complete, but lack information on how to contact local
distributors and the installation process - install different options, uninstall and reinstall.

The search functionality is the same as within books - since the manual is also a DAISY
book - a well working pop-up dialog-window with options: ’Search for..’, ’Find All’ and
cancel. A list over hits is shown, clickable to get there in the text. Both mouse and keyboard
may be used to move down the list. The list stay open even when a hit is selected, but is
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then hidden by default underneath the (main) text-window. This could have been avoided
by implementing default pop-up where the main frame ends. All windows are moveable.

(C) User Interface: Familiarity lack, and interface behavior is neither understandable
nor consistent. No menu bar exists - one has to right-click the mouse to get a menu. The
icons are not standard, with the exception of the search-icon (a magnifying glass). However,
the icons have mouse-over explanations, including information on shortcuts. The placement
of the icons may be re-considered, with the most central is in the middle, due to eye focus
and movements. The scroll-bar problem detected in student tests is annoying. A com-
mon scenario is scrolling, forgetting that the narrator is turned on and being automatically
”jumped” back. Feedback to the user explaining this behavior, and an option to turn it off,
should be considered. Contrast between light blue icons and grey background is low, and
cannot be adjusted - a problem for dyslectic and visually impaired.

(D) Auditive features: Narrator may be turned off and on by either space-key, icon
or mouse-menu. If internal narrator lack, an acceptable synthetic voice is used. One may
also chose between hearing only natural or only synthetic speech.

(E) Navigation features: Page up and page down keys function well for leafing
through pages, but no icons or mouse-menus can be used. Going directly to a specific
page is easily confused with search for text (trying to search for a page in the text-search
option). The explanation of the feature for leafing though phrases - ”next with level” - could
be improved. Jumping in time is not implemented in compact-mode, and the suggestion is to
do this by using a ”timeline”. The last reading position of a book is mapped. Page-numbers
shown may be a little confusing, since when the narrator reads on, the page number im-
mediately disappears. One may adjust where page numbers should be presented, and open
numbers in the middle of a page, but the adjustments are quite hard to understand.

(F) Full text features: Full text is automatically shown when a book is opened.
One cannot adjust text type. Adjusting text size is complicated. Only 5 size options are
possible - but these are defined for each selectable style-sheet. ”Large” in one style is defined
differently than ”large” in another. Style-sheet options are a little hard to find, but provide
a flexible, adjustable interface - and include a ”Restore” button. Adjustment of colors of
text and background are supposedly implemented, but the functionality for adjusting the
colors of text simply does not work - likely a bug. The way text is highlighted may be very
well adjusted, with abilities to change color of text and background, make text bold, italic,
underlined, enlarged and/or in capital letters. For text search, no alternatives are proposed
when words are misspelled. Including this would have been helpful for dyslectic.

(G) Other features: Creation of bookmarks is easy, but finding back to bookmarks is
harder, since one has to select a specific tab within the navigational icons dialog windows to
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do this5. A plus is the pin-illustration in the margin - giving excellent visual feedback that
creating a bookmark is completed and where the bookmark is located. Creating textual and
auditive notes is done in the same action as creating bookmarks - natural and consistent.
However, icons for start/stop taping of auditive notes and start/stop playing the notes may
be confused - since it is natural to look for one button to start taping or playing, and another
button to stop. The tool is using multi-modality for several features, but not for all. The
tool has some additional features, such as having different user-modes (mini-player mode,
enlarged controller icons mode) and a compact version of both.

4.2. Victor Reader Soft Evaluation

Tables 5.31 and 5.30 show Victor Reader feature assessments, and figure 5.7 the interface.

Figure 5.7: Victor Reader Soft 1.5 - User Interface Screenshot

(A) Installation: The ”choose language” option is unnecessary since only Norwegian
may be selected. A built-in narrator is available during the installation, but possibilities
to enlarge text is lacking. The license agreement is in English only. The term ”PGDN” is
used, but it should not be assumed that all users know what this means. Screen-readers
have to be turned off prior to installation if built-in speech is going to be used. This is a
drawback for visually impaired, since some likely do not know how to turn off and on their
screen-reader. A sound indicating what is happening while installing could be considered for
visually impaired. The option for opening a book is easily found, but only the fourth book
opened successfully. One book crashed Victor Reader 4 times in 4 trials. When installed,
the MS Windows software start menu is in reversed order: Uninstall on top, Start last.

(B) Help system: Two help systems are provided. The first consists of auditive
information only. When listening to the narrator, no explanation is given on how to navigate

5Even though for the expert the implementation is acceptable, the student testers found the bookmark
function very hard to use without hints and guidance. This shows the importance of improving all features
that are not deemed excellent by the expert, to get a fully graspable UI for all users.
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this information. The second explains shortcuts in a dialog window, but it is not clickable
for further information on the features. For sighted users, learning shortcuts is of limited
usability. No textual or visual help manual explaining features and actions is available, thus
the help system is not covering all necessary aspects. Language, expressions and explanations
can thus not be evaluated. No illustrations are used, and there is no search function.

Level 2 Feature Importance Assessment Reason Accepted
Supplier Nice to have Present N/A Yes
Installation Highly Desirable Above Average No all important level 3 fea-

tures are acceptable
Yes

Help Service Desirable Lacking Inclusion of features is not
satisfying, Help manual is
simplified with several short-
comings

No

User Interface Mandatory Lacking More than half of the impor-
tant level 3 features are ac-
ceptable

No

Auditive Features Mandatory Excellent All level 3 features are accept-
able

Yes

Navigation Features Mandatory Below Average 2 of 5 important (and 1 of 2
support) level 3 features are
not acceptable. Several level 3
features are very hard to use.

No

Full text Features Highly Desirable Above Average 2 of 5 important (and the sup-
port) level 3 features are not
acceptable. However, search
functionality was quite good.

Yes

Other Features Nice to have Lacking No important level 3 features
are acceptable. 1 of 4 level
3 support features is not ac-
cepted. Some support fea-
tures are just barely accepted.

No

Table 5.30: Victor Reader Soft Level 2 Features Expert Evaluation

(C) User Interface: The interface consists of two horizontal frames - very different
from the common vertical frames in text editors, web pages etc. The main text frame is on
top, with a menu-bar. Other navigational controllers are missing. The menu-bar opens a
separate window, presenting a clickable index of the book to get to the related text in the
main window, but does not stay open after click. The lower frame is used as a log for actions
taken - this make sense from a software development perspective, since it seems useful for
debugging the system. Sometimes feedback is given the user in a form similar to that of
programming comments and prompts for additional information. When trying to use the
log as a shell with command line, this actually works for some features. The log frame does
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not provide the necessary feedback and interaction for an average skilled (sighted) user. The
interface seems developed to blind users, assumed to use keyboard shortcuts as input, and
audio output. The stability of the tool is debatable due to crashes when trying to open
books. However, it seems robust when a book is successfully opened.

Level 3 Feature Importance Assessment Acceptable
Installation Interface Important Excellent Yes
Easily Installable Important Above average Yes
Installation Adjustability Support Above average Yes
Load/Open Book Important Below Average No
Easily Usable Help Service Important Lacking No
Understandable Help Service Important Lacking No
Help Search Important Lacking No
Help Service Completeness Important Lacking No
UI learnability Important Below average No
UI behavior Important Lacking No
Communicating UI Possibilities Important Lacking No
Robustness/Stability Important Above average Yes
Auditive on/off Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Speed Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Volume Important Excellent Yes
No internal narrator Important Excellent Yes
Remember position Support Below average Yes
Jump Chapter Important Above average Yes
Jump Page Important Below average No
Leaf page Important Above average Yes
Leaf phrase Important Above average Yes
Jump in Time Support Lacking No
Skippability Important Lacking No
Text Search Important Above average Yes
Adjust font size Important Below average No
Adjust font type Support Lacking No
Adjust colors Important Above average Yes
Automatic full text Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Highlighting Important Below Average No
Create Bookmarks Important Below average No
Find Bookmark Important Lacking No
Text Note Support Below average Yes
Auditive Note Support Lacking No
Further Adjust UI Support Below average Yes
Additions Support Above average Yes

Table 5.31: Victor Reader Soft Expert Evaluation Summary
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(D) Auditive features: Narrator, speed and volume may easily be adjusted - either
through the menu or by shortcuts. Book may be read with or without built-in narrator, and
an acceptable synthetic voice is generated when needed.

(E) Navigational features: Jumping between chapters can only be done by the use
of shortcuts. Going directly to a specific page is an option in the menu-bar, but the page one
wishes to go to is only vaguely prompted in the log window, and works correctly when the
page number is typed in the shell-like log and enter is pressed. However, the average user is
assumed to expect a pop-up or similar - thus the feature has problems with the visibility of
the feedback, and bridging Norman’s gap of evaluation. ”Expression” is the best term seen
yet to try to explain what a phrase is, although this is not really the meaning of a phrase. It
might be better to just use the standard word ”phrase”. It is not possible to jump in time
nor to use skippability. Reading position from the last time a book was used is remembered,
however this is not well communicated to the user, as it takes a while before visually jumping
to previous position.

(F) Full text features: Full text is automatic. The size of text may be adjusted, but
the not the type. Colors, contrast and background are adjustable, but highlighting color is
blue - not providing a good contrast - and changing it is not possible. Text search is opened
in a dialog box, giving the user the options to search in titles only, search direction (forwards
or backwards) and if capital letters should be recognized. No misspells are recognized. Only
the first hit is displayed, instead of showing a list of possible hits.

(G) Other features: The possibilities for changing and adjusting the interface are of
mixed quality. Multi modality is low in most features, and different visual styles can not
be chosen/adjusted. The log frame is used as a command line when creating bookmarks -
without the interface guiding the user. It is not possible to name the bookmarks, and finding
bookmarks is extremely hard. Much the same is the case with creating textual notes. Some
additional features are added, such as quick-bookmarking.

4.3. Amis Evaluation

Figure 5.8 display the Amis interface. Tables 5.33 and 5.32 show assessments of level 3
and level 2 features. The process of downloading Amis was not included in the evaluation.

(A) Installation: Several formulations in the installation interface could be improved
- in particular the use of jargon, for example instructions about the ”SAPI” (Speech Applica-
tion Programming Interface). When trying to add a Norwegian language package, the option
’File’-’Preferences’-’Language’-’Select language’ crashed the software. Since no feedback is
given, external factors were assumed the problem, and the process was repeated several times
changing these. When ”user support” (which does not exist for the real users) was called,
the problem was uncovered: The language pack needs to be downloaded and installed prior
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to selection. Several books crashed the software. Nine trials were made before finding a
book that could be opened. Adjustability of interface and process is lacking.

Level 2 Feature Importance Assessment Reason Accepted
Installation Highly Desirable Lacking Only 1 of 3 important level

3 features is acceptable, and
support feature is not accept-
able.

No

Help Service Desirable Below average Half of the important level 3
features are acceptable

No

User Interface Mandatory Above average Most of the important level 3
features are accepted. Lack
of robustness is a major draw-
back.

Yes

Auditive Features Mandatory Above average Most of the important level 3
features are accepted.

Yes

Navigation Features Mandatory Excellent All important level 3 features
are acceptable

Yes

Full text Features Highly Desirable Below average Only half of (and 3 of 5 impor-
tant) level 3 features are ac-
ceptable.

No

Other Features Nice to have Lacking Only 2 of 6 level 3 feature
are acceptable, no important
level 3 features are accept-
able. Poor bookmark func-
tionalities.

No

Table 5.32: Amis Level 2 Features Expert Evaluation

(B) Help Service: It is hard to understand how to get back to the book from the
help manual. This is a serious flaw, as it means one may resort to restart the software and
reopen the book each time the manual is used. The manual has a ”Quick start” section for
getting started, but does not include use of mouse or menus. The outline and clarity of the
manual is considered poor, but the themes covered are sufficient. Jargon in the manual is
also a problem. The search feature is very simple, and does not apply to the index. Hits are
presented in a list. However, when searching for ”bookmark”, two completely irrelevant hits
were presented before the hit on bookmarks in the help manual. Some screening and rating
of the hits could be implemented.
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Figure 5.8: Amis 2.5 - User Interface Screenshot

(C) User Interface: The interface window is split in two vertically, with the index of
the book shown to the left (about 1/3 of the window) and the textual content of the book
to the right (about 2/3). Both sub-windows have a scroll-bar. Some icons are unnecessary
creative, such as for example the page-up and page-down. More standardized icons could be
considered. Many shortcuts are non-standard and may be a problem for visually impaired.
Further, there is again heavy usage of terms and acronyms (TTS, SAPI etc.). Controllers
are explained, but the language used is a little heavy. The toolbar could also have been
more carefully designed in this respect. A major issue regarding the tool is stability. Amis
is neither reliable nor robust. It crashed 11 times during regular usage (not including 9
crashes from opening books). The duration of the evaluation was, excluding the installation
process, a little under 4 hours. In other words, Amis crashed every 20 minutes from regular
use. It was not observable that a crash was on its way, the tool did not stop further input
(for example through an in-determinant indicator or cursor hinting), nor were the crashes
explained in detail.

(D) Auditive features: Turning on/off narrator and adjusting speed is easy. Rasping
and noise is present at slow speeds. When adjusting the volume, no dedicated button exists,
and the built-in volume is too low. It is not possible to listen to synthetic versions of books
that lack inherent narration.

(E) Navigational features: Amis does not remember the precise previous position
in a book, only the last heading. Recently used books can be opened from the menu-bar.
Features are multi-modal: Both mouse, keyboard and menus may be used. When leafing
from phrase to phrase, keyboard shortcuts function differently depending on what window
the cursor (focus) is, and it seems the reason is overlapping use of the arrow-keys. This
is a quite tricky to get a hold on for non-visual users. It is not possible to jump in time.
One is not given a choice of what level(s) to navigate on when jumping between chapters.
Skippability features are a little hard to find, and the choices for skippability has to be
repeated every time a book is (re)opened.
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Level 3 Feature Importance Assessment Acceptable
Installation Interface Important Above average Yes
Easily Installable Important Lacking No
Installation Adjustability Support Lacking No
Load/Open Book Important Lacking No
Easily Usable Help Service Important Below average No
Understandable Help Service Important Below average No
Help Search Important Above average Yes
Help Service Completeness Important Excellent Yes
UI learnability Important Above average Yes
UI behavior Important Above average Yes
Communicating UI Possibilities Important Above average Yes
Robustness/Stability Important Lacking No
Auditive on/off Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Speed Important Above average Yes
Adjust Volume Important Above average Yes
No internal narrator Important Lacking No
Remember position Support Above average Yes
Jump Chapter Important Above average Yes
Jump Page Important Excellent Yes
Leaf page Important Excellent Yes
Leaf phrase Important Above average Yes
Jump in Time Support Lacking No
Skippability Important Above average Yes
Text Search Important Below average No
Adjust font size Important Below average No
Adjust font type Support Lacking No
Adjust colors Important Above average Yes
Automatic full text Important Excellent Yes
Adjust Highlighting Important Above average Yes
Create Bookmarks Important Lacking No
Find Bookmark Important Below average No
Text Note Support Lacking No
Auditive Note Support Lacking No
Further Adjust UI Support Below average Yes
Additions Support Above average Yes

Table 5.33: Amis Expert Evaluation Summary

(F) Full text features: Full text is automatic. Full text search differ from the search
in the help manual. No list of hits is presented. To find the next hit, one needs to make a
new search. This is inefficient. Highlighting of text is easily changed, and has usable default
settings, but only offers the basic: Changing the color of text and background. Colors and
contrast are not very good by the default standards - default interface contrast is low, using
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white text on a blue background, and the index is not visually separated from textual book
content due to identical colors and presentation - but may be adjusted satisfyingly. Text font
and layout is less adjustable, and neither type of text nor text attributes can be selected.
There are few levels for adjusting text size, and tricky to adjust text to be smaller.

(G) Other features: Creating and finding back to bookmarks is hard. Bookmarks
are not presented visually nor auditively, but auditive feedback is given once a bookmark is
found. One cannot name bookmarks or attach notes, nor create textual or auditive notes.
Possibilities for changing from synthetic to natural speech is rather poor. Some additional
features exists, most already mentioned.

Summary: Expert Evaluation Comparisons

The evaluation of EasyReader showed that most features are well-designed, but there are
some issues related to the user interface features. Although the robustness is quite good, the
learnability of the interface could be improved. All mandatory feature sets are not accepted
as satisfying in implementation. Thus, the overall conclusion is that EasyReader does not
reach a satisfying acceptance level.

For Victor Reader Soft, the only mandatory feature set accepted as implemented well
enough is the auditive functionality. All in all, Victor Reader Soft would not be accept-
able and recommended for this user group. The user interface is not well-designed, and the
navigational features have severe shortcomings. It seems the tool is targeted more towards
visually impaired users.

In Amis, all the mandatory feature sets are acceptably implemented, and the tool is thus
the only one that is recommended for the user group. However, it should be noted that Amis
was lucky in getting the important features in the mandatory feature sets rated this high.
No other feature sets were acceptable. The vital issue with Amis is not related to feature
implementation, but to robustness.

Both licensed softwares have good user support, and their costs are approximately the
same (500,- NOK excluding taxes for EasyReader and 850,- NOK excluding taxes for Victor
Reader Soft). Other than this, supplier features are disregarded.

When distributing the results of the expert evaluation to The DAISY Project, Huseby
Resource Center sent a list of user requirements they base their playback recommendations
on, and the importance of these requirements. Huseby Resource Center use only two levels
of importance: Mandatory must-have (M) features and optional should-have (S) features.
As can bee seen in appendix A, their feature list is very similar to the one decided on in
the authors expert analysis. The main difference is that Huseby Center does not assess the
user interface features - which is regarded as a mandatory feature set to comply to in this
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evaluation. Huseby focus only on functionality in the tool, while this analysis also look at
usability. This has an impact on software assessments.

The overall scores (for all 35 level 3 features) can be found in table 5.34. The scores of
only the important (27) level 3 features are presented in table 5.35.

Tool Total Score Average Total
EasyReader Installation: 12, Help manual: 14

User Interface: 11, Navigation: 25
Auditive: 16, Full text: 21,
Other: 22, Total sum: 121

Installation: 3, Help manual: 3.5
User Interface: 2.75, Navigation: 3.57
Auditive: 4, Full text: 3.5
Other: 3.67, Total average: 3.46

Victor Reader
Soft

Installation: 12, Help manual: 4
User Interface: 9, Navigation: 15
Auditive: 16, Full text: 15
Other: 11, Total sum: 82

Installation: 3, Help manual: 1
User Interface: 2.25, Navigation: 2.14
Auditive: 4, Full text: 2.5
Other: 1.83, Total average: 2.34

Amis Installation: 6, Help manual: 11
User Interface: 10, Navigation: 21
Auditive: 13, Full text: 15
Other: 10, Total sum: 86

Installation: 1.5, Help manual: 2.75
User Interface: 2.5, Navigation: 3
Auditive: 3.25, Full text: 2.5
Other: 1.67, Total average: 2.46

Table 5.34: Scores for all level 3 features

Tool Total Important Score Average Important Score
EasyReader Installation: 11, Help manual: 14

User Interface: 11, Navigation: 18
Auditive: 16, Full text: 20
Other: 7, Total sum: 97

Installation: 3.67, Help manual: 3.5
User Interface: 2.75, Navigation: 3.6
Auditive: 4, Full text: 3.33
Other: 3.5, Total average: 3.59

Victor Reader
Soft

Installation: 9, Help manual: 4
User Interface: 9, Navigation: 12
Auditive: 16, Full text: 14
Other: 4, Total sum: 68

Installation: 3, Help manual: 1
User Interface: 2.25, Navigation: 2.4
Auditive: 4, Full text: 2.8
Other: 2, Total average: 2.52

Amis Installation: 5, Help manual: 11
User Interface: 10, Navigation: 17
Auditive: 13, Full text: 14
Other: 2, Total sum: 72

Installation: 1.67, Help manual: 2.75
User Interface: 2.5, Navigation: 3.4
Auditive: 3.25, Full text: 2.8
Other: 1, Total average: 2.67

Table 5.35: Scores for important level 3 features

5.4.4 Summary

From the results thus far and the overall DAISY ratings, it seems DAISY is quite useful for
the students as a tool for reading - having received 73% of possible functional feature scores
and being assessed as emotionally satisfying.
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5.5 Is DAISY potentially Universally Designed?

If the positive results on usefulness hold for all users, DAISY is potentially universally
designed. The question on universal design can therefore be answered in two ways: (1) By
asking the users opinions and (2) by looking for significant group differences.

5.5.1 User Opinions

Since full text DAISY is perceived to be the most universally designed DAISY version,
only students that had used this type was asked if they thought students without reading
difficulties would like to use (full text) DAISY. All of the 12 relevant students answer the
question, but their answers are evenly distributed between ’yes’, ’no’ and ’don’t know’.
However, teachers do believe all students would like to use DAISY (33 answer ’yes’, 30 ’do
not know’, and only 4 said ’no’). Reasons stated are given in table 5.36.

Reason (DAISY will) Number
Bring variation 14
Help the auditive/weak students 13
Utilize two learning channels (listen/read) 5
Make reading easier 5
Improve concentration 4
Motivate 2
Be flexible, and may be used jointly in class 2
Contribute to language/pronunciation training 2

Table 5.36: Teacher Reasons for Believing All Students would Benefit from DAISY

5.5.2 Group differences or Generalizable findings?

The student group differences that were looked at are those of age/grade and gender. Dif-
ferences between age and grade were not found, and the decision was made to focus on age
before grade (the latter equals the three school types). 3 significant gender differences were
found, and in addition 3 variables showed a tendency to be non-random (see table 5.37). For
age differences, 2 significances and 1 non-random tendency were found, see table 5.38.

Gender and age differences are mainly based on differences in features frequencies of.
Some may relate to differences in book size and amount of homework between grades: ’Jump
to a specific page’ are less used by the eldest students, ’Jump to/between chapters’ are less
used by younger girls: Young students are often given a specific page to read, whereas older
students more commonly to refer to chapters, within larger books.

Next, that few younger students have heard of full text may be explained by looking at the
curriculum produced in full text versions. No full text books existed, or exists, for students
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in age-category 1, whereas 2 books were available for each of the two older age-categories.
The difference of 31% versus 50% between the categories 2 and 3, is probably coincidental,
due to low N in the oldest user group (2 out of 4 had heard of full text). Differences related to
context remains unexplained, but is not considered practically important since all students
mostly use DAISY at home. As shown, most of the student differences can be naturally
explained, and are not considered linked to the usefulness of DAISY.

Difference Explanation
Significant:
”Jump to/between chapters”
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.049)

Boys (92%) used the feature more frequently than girls (79%).

Significant: ”Creating textual note”
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.038)

Boys (12%) used the feature more frequently than girls (0%).

Significant: Context of Use:
’In school for educational purposes’
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.011)

40% of the boys, while only 15% of the girls, used DAISY in
this context. No age differences appear, and though there are
significances at level 0,01 for both age and grade, gender distri-
butions on grades and age-categories reveal no general trends.
Age and grade distributions are also calculated for the genders
individually, but no significances or tendencies are found.

Tendency: ”Jump to specific page”
(Kruskal-Wallis two-sided, p=0.049,
Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0,0726)

Boys seem more inclined to rate feature usefulness the highest.

Tendency: ’General help’ Category
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.073)

7 boys, but no girls, gave general replies when describing what
help the learning material provided.

Tendency:
”Jump back-/forwards in time”
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0,062)

Boys (35%) used the feature more frequently than girls (17%).

Table 5.37: Gender Differences among Students

Difference Explanation
Significant: Heard of full text
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.012)

No students in age-category 1 had heard of full text, while 31%
of age-category 2 and half (2 of 4) in age-category 3 had.

Significant: ”Jump to specific page”
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.013)

A large majority in categories 1 and 2 used the feature, but
only half of category 3 did.

Tendency:
”Jump to/between chapters”
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.053)

Girls in age-category 1 cause the significance. In other gen-
der/age sets either all or a large majority used the feature, but
only half the girls in category 1 did. Looking into both gender
and age distributions, we find: Category 1 has a significant gen-
der difference on usage (p:0.0077), and a significant difference
is also found between age distributions for girls (p=0.018).

Table 5.38: Age Differences among Students
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For teachers, gender is the only variable to be tested for group differences. 4 signifi-
cances, and 2 variables with a tendency to be non-random, are found. Most are based on a
low N, and none is perceived as influencing usefulness.

Difference Explanation
Significant: Motivation for using
DAISY in classroom
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.028)

None of the 47 female, but 2 of the 20 male, teachers say their
motivation is based on full text functionality. The strength is very
low, thus the difference should be considered coincidental.

Significant:
Negative feelings towards DAISY
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.028)

No female, but 2 male, teachers mention only negatives with
DAISY (compared to other formats). Another highly significant
difference regarded as coincidental due to few respondents.

Significant: ”Not user friendly”
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0,007)

3 male teachers replied this as a negative attribute of DAISY
against no female teachers. Again considered coincidental.

Significant:
Would students without reading
problems like DAISY?
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.006)

51% of female teachers said ”yes”,the other half didn’t know. None
replied ”No”. The male teachers, however, distributed themselves
as 9 positive (45%), 4 negative and 7 unsure. There are no clear
difference on feeling DAISY would be useful, but rather on the
number believing students wouldn’t like DAISY versus being un-
sure. This interesting finding generate many hypothesis, but none
of which can be tested against survey data.

Tendency:
Subjects DAISY is used in
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.076)

Male teachers use DAISY more in English (13% vs 5%) and Math
(6% vs 1%), female teachers more in Norwegian (20% vs 8%) and
History (6% vs 0). This is assumed related to general gender
differences in what courses are taught.

Tendency:
Use of DAISY or audio books
combined with text
(Pearson’s Chi-Square, p=0.060)

Only 1 of 20 male respondents tried this, against almost half (14
of 32) the female. 1 (female) teacher did not respond. The Chi-
Square is recalculated excluding the non-reply, and the surprising
result was p=0.023 - i.e. clearly significant.

Table 5.39: Gender Differences among Teachers

5.5.3 Summary

If DAISY does not function well for the users it was intended for, one cannot argue that
DAISY is universally designed. If, on the other hand, DAISY works well for all these groups,
DAISY may have potential for universal design. No vital differences exists between the
students group, indicating that usefulness scores outlined are not valid for all subgroups.
These results indicate that DAISY may indeed be universally designed.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In this chapter, the main findings are discussed. These are:

1. Use of feature analysis methodology applied in new ways have proved very successful.

2. DAISY is overall assessed as useful for the sample, and have potential for universal
design - however, a proposition is made that focus remains on current users instead of
on visions.

3. The chief problems with playback software is learnability and robustness issues

4. Improving the software user interfaces will make DAISY more useful for the sample,
in addition to combat digital divides caused by dependency of surroundings due to no
systematical and lacking user training.

5. Two gaps are found between presumed developers’ intentions and real use; (1) Devel-
oped for visually impaired and usage by the dyslectic, and (2) a wide range of features
in the standard versus more than half the functionality used by less than half the
students.

6. 6 core features are found, representing the vital DAISY functionality for the user group

This study focuses on the knowledge relevant to 1) understand the users needs, and 2)
understand the needs for further development, from a software development perspective.
When comparing the quantitative and broader results in this study with other, more qual-
itative and in-depth, research on the use of DAISY, a strong consensus is found on several
topics. Main findings concur - surprisingly well - even when shifting the methodology from
open-ended interviews to feature analysis survey. Despite weaknesses in the different studies,
when joint together, this thesis show the results pointing to similar conclusions. Qualitative
findings add in many cases a deeper understanding of possible reasons behind the results
found in this study. Through building on previous research, a strong voice can be made on
this study’s main findings.
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6.1 Who uses DAISY, How and Why?

Age and Gender

Previous studies targeting the print-disabled user group in the Norwegian School System
directly selected their informants, and did not attempt representativeness. In this study,
however, the size of different user subgroups within the Norwegian School System may be
indicated:

• Student users are mainly 13 to 16 years and in 7th to 10th grade - i.e. largely in the
lower secondary school.

• Around 90% of the students have non-visual print disabilities, such as dyslexia or
general reading and writing difficulties.

• About 2/3 of this user group are male students.

• Around 2/3 of the teachers are female.

That only 6% of the respondents are placed in age-category 3 may seem surprising. However,
two 11th graders and one 12th grader are 16 years old, and placed in age-category 2. During
the school-year 2006/2007, 230 of 1748 schools that borrowed DAISY from Huseby Resource
Center was upper secondary, i.e. 13.2%, and a similar percentage should be present in the
570 schools that ordered DAISY from the Directorate the school-year 2005/2006. Looking at
school type reveals there are 10 upper secondary respondents, i.e. 9.1% of the sample, and
these came from 6 of 51 responding schools - i.e. 11.76%. These are considered corresponding
percentages - i.e. no age bias in the sample.

Motivation for Use

The students main reasons for using DAISY is: It makes the reading easier, improves the
understanding of text, students remember more and they work more efficiently. The
survey shows that being able to work more independently is not a main motivation for using
DAISY (although elaborated on in some qualitative studies).

Teachers mainly use DAISY ”because their students have reading problems”. In other
words, the focus is on reducing their students disabilities, instead of on appreciation and
knowledge of positive DAISY attributes.

One could say that teachers are not focused neither on DAISY nor solving reading dif-
ficulties, an assumption strengthen since several of the teachers who do mention positive
DAISY attributes refer to an increased ability of students to work independently.

The findings fits very well with those of Lundeland[57]:77. She finds similar attitudes ex-
pressed in teachers interviews, but focuses on the positive pedagogical aspects independency
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has for students. However, this study show similar answers allow another interpretation: The
vague answers might reflect that the possibilities of independent work benefits the teachers,
because they may spend less time on an individual student.

In view of knowledge issues and the students’ use of DAISY, both discussed later on,
one might get the idea that students are often left alone to learn curriculum and cope
with DAISY, having received minimal or no user training. Consequently, increased student
independency may have both positive and negative aspects.

Contexts of Use

DAISY is found to be mostly used in social and oral subjects as well as nature- and envi-
ronmental studies. The highest rates of successful deployment are given to social and oral
subjects. 90% use DAISY at home, for homework and school assignments. In addition,
about 1/3 use DAISY at school. The use of DAISY is almost exclusively for homework and
educational purposes.

Information from in-depth studies fit these findings, for example: Both what subjects
DAISY is used in and in what subjects DAISY is preferred, match Bredtvet’s[50]:14 findings,
and contexts of use discovered by studies that have not provided user training of students,
parents or teachers, fit well within these ratios[57]:58.

When used at school, all previous studies are consistent on the fact that DAISY is
not much used in classroom teachings[3]:9[50][57][39], but rather individually or in groups,
although indications are made that print disabled may benefit from a larger use of DAISY in
school and classroom teaching[57]:60. Many report that teachers lack knowledge of how to
adapt teaching to using DAISY, technical competence on how to use DAISY and technical
equipment. They also confirm the feeling that some teacher respondents had never explored
DAISY functionalities[3]:14, see 5.4.1. Drawing on this, the assumption that the benefits of
independent use are exaggerated is further strengthened.

User Training and Support Received

The survey shows that 90% of the teachers do not receive any user training. Only about half
the students receive guidance. No connections are found between feature use, the assess-
ment of ease and user training. There are no differences in the evaluated ease of the DAISY
functionality between students reported to have received help and those that have not.

This indicates that the training and help received by the students does not make DAISY
easier to use - i.e. students obtain the same knowledge of different DAISY functionalities
when exploring the playback tools on their own. A preliminary explanation was that the
DAISY system is user friendly enough to make training superfluous. The ease of which stu-
dent testers used navigation features in EaseReader, as soon as they were detected, shows
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that it is not overly ambitious to expect users to understand the basic use of navigation in
DAISY, even when they have no prior knowledge of the structure of a DAISY book. DAISY
is useful even without user training. This is assumed due to structural similarities to both
other electronic documents and printed books makes.

However, a closer look revealed that the help provided for the students seems very basic,
such as receiving help from the IT-personnel equaling installing the system. Most students
were guided their teachers or parents - who also lack training. Thus, it may be that the user
training is to poor to influence the utility of DAISY. If the guidance provided to the student
is mostly non-structured, by adults not knowing how to use DAISY themselves, this would
fit in both with the data, the known impact of training in software development and with
previous research on DAISY.

Previous research confirms that the large minority of teachers and students receive or-
ganized user training. Lundgren, Eklund et.al.[3]:16 and Lundeland[57]:78-82 all stress the
influence of the lack of DAISY competence with the teachers. They worry about the teach-
ers’ competence and attitudes against digital learning materials, and that students will not
be encouraged to use DAISY by their teachers because of this.

Combining the in-depth information from previous studies on individual cases with the
general picture provided by the survey, paints a grim picture of a likely reality: As Huseby
Resource Center confirm, most teachers order DAISY on behalf of their students. The stu-
dents are thus dependent on their teachers knowledge of DAISY to receive DAISY books.
Lundeland[57]:81 illustrates this point by telling of parents contacting the school and telling
that new digital books existed. Up until then, the school was not aware that tapes had been
replaced. Further, it seems teachers hand the DAISY books over to their print-disabled
students without much guidance. Students are sent home with the books to parents that is
not offered any guidance. Either student or parents have to figure out on their own how to
download and install a playback software, and learn how to use DAISY functionalities.

At school, about half the students receive help installing DAISY. Very few receive any
real user training. Their teachers do not know how to use DAISY either. Again, Lundeland
provide an illustrative example: Three students were supposedly given training on how to
use DAISY by the IT-personnel at school, but none of them were shown full text options -
though all used a full text book. 1 student detected this on her own after some time, whereas
the other 2 were quite ecstatic when Lundeland showed them how to view the text[57]:68-69.

This thesis thus aligns itself with previous warnings that teachers’ lack of knowledge on
computers and technical issues may hinder the use of DAISY.
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The Impact of lacking User Training on Digital Divides

The survey shows that the knowledge of DAISY, and of how to use DAISY, is not systematic
distributed to teachers and students, and that the help received largely vary. One can only
conclude that access to DAISY, and information on how to utilize the system, provided to
the students, is based on the individual teachers and parents. A student’s profit thus largely
depends on the surroundings having sufficient competence and positive attitudes. Other
studies have also made similar conclusions[57]:82[58]:40, but based on limited data.

Looking at warnings related to ICT and digital gaps in school[38][52][30][31] (see 2.1.2),
this generalized finding indicate DAISY contributes to maintain internal digital divides.
Just as for other technologies, stereotypes of users, computer anxiety and cultural digital
divides are inherited in the school system. In addition, knowledge and resource differences
are kept through the impact of each individual student’s social support on the student’s
access to and utilization of DAISY, including the abilities of the student him/herself. For
example, a student cannot use DAISY at home without a computer and access to knowledge
on how to find, install and use a playback software. Even though offering a narrowing of the
learning differences between print-disabled and non-disabled students, digital divides related
to education, income, gender, disability, ethnicity and language are upheld.

Approaches to Improving the Utilization of DAISY

Based on findings and worries related to lack of user support, and as a closure of The DAISY
Project, MediaLT and the Norwegian Dyslexia Association have together initiated a course
in the use of DAISY, targeted to teachers and parents. Although there is clearly a need for
such courses, two comments can be made against such approaches. First, only students with
resourceful and digitally non-marginalized teachers and/or parents will benefit from such
an arrangement, and thus the inequalities causing digital divides are continued. Second,
attempting to ensure information on use being distributed to all student users, is a large
and expensive task. It needs to be issued and financially supported by the government, and
each school have agree to, adopt the aims and implement the program. As Gansmo[30] show
from an Actor-Network stand, this process is very complicated.

From a software development point of view, another perspective may be taken on this
problem. As illustrated in the usability tests, students are in fact able to utilize DAISY
features for which the learnability of the software interfaces is high. If one can get to the
state where DAISY is user friendly enough that user training is not needed to detect and
use the main functionality, the importance of the surroundings are diminished. This will
of course not solve pedagogical issues on use in school, nor access to books and playback
devices, but it will lessen digital divides and increase the overall efficiency and usefulness.
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Gaps between Development and Use

Two gaps between development intentions and actual deployment of DAISY seem apparent:
1) A gap between the features implemented and features used and 2) a gap between the user
group developed to and the disabilities of the real user group.

The DAISY standard embeds a wide range of features, derived at from a pedagogical
perspective. The survey show that more than half the features mapped (10 out of 17) are
used by less than 50% of the students. At the same time, DAISY is used frequently by
almost 50% of the students, usually several times a week. Only 15% use it seldom - once a
month or less. Thus, the student respondents must be considered frequent users, and the
level of knowledge they have achieved on using DAISY should be considered high.

That training received is not adequate for actually using DAISY explain why so few
features are used, even though students and teachers concur in reporting that 50% of the
students have received user training. However, another explanation should also be consid-
ered: That not all the features implemented in the standard - thus in the playback tools - are
necessary and important. The latter assumption is supported by 2 factors: First, the feature
analysis survey show usefulness is rated high even without using a wide range of features.
Second, although Bredtvet Centre gave their observed student thorough training, they still
report only a minor set of core features are used.

Thus, two factor contribute to a gap between the intentions and visions of the developers
and the actual deployment - at least as it shown to be in the Norwegian educational sys-
tem: A) Lacking user knowledge of how to use and utilize DAISY and B) lacking developer
knowledge of what is important to the user. Such gaps between the developers of a product
and the end-users are common, and not viewed as digital gaps. However, if remaining this
large - or, worse, increasing - they may cause the development process to be out of sync
with real user needs, and the visions embedded in the product will not be realized. User
participation, as well as research appraising the actual use, might improve this. This study
hopes to contribute in that respect.

Students with dyslexia and general reading- and writing difficulties are found to be the
main print-disabled user group within the Norwegian educational system. What is interest-
ing to notice, is that several playback tools seem not to focus on the graphical user interface.
It appears DAISY have largely been developed and deployed with visually impaired in mind,
forgetting that these are only a small part of the print-disabled user group. A well-designed
graphical user interface is necessary for the non-visually print-disabled, whereas visually im-
paired are usually a lot less dependent on graphical designs.

In addition, the requirements engineering process of DAISY - mapping user needs - might
not have been adapted to the prerequisites for use in the school system, even if from a sound
pedagogical base. These issues may explain the - up until recently - lack focus on distribut-
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ing and supporting information in the school system. Coming from a perspective where
visually print disabled users are perceived as the main users, this issue is of less importance,
as visually impaired seems to receive information on recourses more systematic - outside of
the educational system.

It seems needs perceived as vital for the utilization of DAISY for the main student user
group, have not been in focus when establishing DAISY as the additional learning material
for student users. It is unknown who is responsible for the follow up of additional learning
materials. It seems neither the schools, teachers, parents, developers or any governmental
institutions initiate assessments of the deployment and actual use of DAISY.

Feature Use and Importance

DAISY is considered an effective tool for reading - covering all necessary functionality. The
problem is rather, as mentioned, that not all the features implemented in the standard
are used - thus not considered necessary. As the evaluation of DAISY’s usefulness show,
the improvements would mainly be related to the user interface - learnability - of playback
softwares, in addition to the robustness. When ensuring learnability and robustness, it
may be beneficial to concentrate on a smaller set of core functionality, and ensure a proper
implementation of this. Findings related to the different feature sets and trade offs in the
production process are discussed next, and 6 core features are derived at.

Bookmark and Notes - Superfluous Features

Bookmark- and notes features were close to non-acceptance. Users of the features rate the
functionality low on ease and usefulness. All feature were used by very few in the sample.
For notes, this contributed to pull the score further down, whereas bookmarks were used
by relatively many in relation to the weight assigned. The little use coincides with both
Bredtvet[50]:9 and Lundeland[57]:62’s findings for dyslectic students reading non-fiction.

Navigation - The Main Feature Set

As mentioned, navigational functionalities are acclaimed by both teachers and students.
Almost all navigational functions are used by almost all the student users, and most got
acceptable scores in the feature analyses. Thus, the navigational feature set is considered
the main set contributing to the usefulness of DAISY.

The navigation features considered particularly important by the analyses (both overall
and for free-wares only) are ”Jumping to or between chapters” and ”Jumping to a specific
page”. In the analyses, the latter received the highest score and jumping to chapters came
close behind. Both features were clearly acceptable, and considered core features1.

15 of 7 students in Bredtvet’s study[50]:8 jumped directly to a certain page, and 88.2% of ours. Bredtvet
assessed it as useful, having 4 students using it frequently. They observed that the students used it when
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”Leafing from page to page” is one of 2 features going from being acceptable in the
overall feature analysis to being only partly acceptable when looking exclusively at freeware.
It received a little lower importance and score than the others two accepted in the overall
analysis. It’s usefulness is the same for freeware, but importance goes up by one category,
since 5% more use it. At the same time, ease drops from an average of 0.75 points to 0.69.
Thus, for the new level of importance, the feature is not easy enough to use to be accepted.
The feature assessments change from being accepted but of less importance, to not even
being near acceptance but being of the highest importance - even though the use and as-
sessments of this particular feature has not changed very much. The feature ”Leafing from
page to page” is thus not considered a core feature. However, it should be noticed that it
has received little attention in previous studies, although actually being a much used and
fairly important feature.

The only navigational feature that is only partly accepted is ”Jumping backwards or
forwards in time”. This may be because the feature is not very visible in TPB Reader - the
assumed main playback software in use. It is however very visible in EaseReader - and was
observed used in the usability tests. No previous studies mention observing use of the feature.

Heavy use of scrolling for navigation was detected by by user tests in this study, as well
as by both Lundeland[57]:62 and Bredtvet Centre of Competence[50]:8. Observations in the
usability test show that navigating by the use scroll bar is also common for reaching a specific
page. Though it proved to be inefficient at times, the testers still continued to use it to solve
their task instead of exploring new functionality. This is consistent with observations made
by Bredtvet - even though their testers were given training prior to observation - giving
a more solid base for concluding. The findings on heavy use of scrolling is not surprising,
considering users usually have experience with electronic documents, where vertical scrolling
is a common navigation. In addition, the scroll-bar is at all times a visually accessible
navigational controller.

Importance of Full Text Features

The vast majority of both students and teachers in the survey have only used original audio
books. Thus, full text is almost not used at all. If not used, the feature set cannot be
considered helpful. The finding generated several working hypothesis as to why full text
functionalities were not used. One of the reasons why was assumed to be that the full text
use require user training. The hypothesis was that students that have used full text thus
have received training. This assumption was tested by comparing full text usage (represented
by the main full text feature - watching the text on a computer screen) and user training.
However, of the 8 students that had tried the feature, none had received user training. The 8
students came from 5 different schools. None of the teachers, 8 in all, from these schools had

wanting a page far away from their current positions, and the same did Lundeland[57]:62.
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received training either. Further, only 1 of the 8 teachers said his/her student(s) received
training. Unfortunately it was not reported what type of training. With this, the hypothesis
was not confirmed.

Lacking knowledge of the features may however still be a contributing issue. However,
the main reason found was the low production of full text books. As mentioned in 2.4.3, less
than 1% of the available titles are full text. 10% of the teachers report full text versions are
used, and 11% of the students in the selection have tried full text features - and the two user
groups thus concur. It now seems all students that have received full text books have used
at least some of the full text functionality, and that full text are preferred over mere audio
books when possible.

When comparing the subjects DAISY is preferred in to information from Huseby on what
full text books were offered in the school year 2005/2006, we see that it is precisely in the sub-
jects full text books are offered2 that teachers are most satisfied. Around 70 full text religion
books were lent out, about 40 full text english books and some social sciences full text books.

Looking at ease and usefulness scores, students that have used full text features are sat-
isfied. Compared to replies on other functionalities, however, the enthusiasm is not unique.
Since few in this study have used full text functionalities, the positive replies could be argued
coincidental. However, with the rate of use, teacher satisfaction, the positive attitudes to
text on screen in the usability tests, and supported by Lundeland[57]:69-72, the assessments
are considered reliable. Full text features seems equally important to the students having
been able to use this functionality, as auditive functionalities are to the total selection. Full
text functionality should not only be kept because being harmless extra features, but should
be considered promoted to non-visually impaired print disabled students as equally impor-
tant to auditive features.

With this, the view was taken that full text features could be considered important for
the user group, even if the overall use is still very limited. It should however be noted that
the emotional satisfaction of DAISY in this study is based mainly on audio versions. It
should also be noted that students that have used full text features focus on the benefits of
audio functionalities in the comments on what they like about DAISY compared to other
reading formats. Thus, at the same time as considering full text features as one of the feature
sets of particular usefulness, one has proof that audio and navigational features alone make
DAISY useful.

Looking at the feature analysis survey, the full text features ”Reading text on screen”
and ”Adjusting the text” were accepted as useful. These are considered the most important
and most widely used full text features. Of the two, only the first - being the only of high

2”Midt i v̊ar verden” - Religion (KRL) - 10th grade, ”Flight 9 Extra” - English - 9th grade, ”Human-
biology”, ”Nutrition” and ”Social subjects” - Health and Societal Subjects - 11th grade (GK)
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importance, and the one receiving the highest scores - are considered a core feature.

”Adjusting the text” is the second of the features accepted in the overall analysis, but
not when looking at freeware only. The ratings drop fairly drastic, even though being a full
text feature and thus only available in software, which the free-wares are a large part of. The
ease dropped from an average 0.25 to 0.13, and the assessed usefulness from 0.35 to 0.27.
This indicates that the free software do not provide as good an implemented as the licensed.

The other two full text features, ”Adjusting colors” and ”text search”, were only partly
acceptable. ”Searching for keywords” were found to be little used . It was not rated highly
in the survey, and is assessed as non-important for the student users.

The feature analysis has taken into consideration the low number of full text book, so
that the usefulness of full text is generalized to the overall use in relation to the proportion
of distribution of full text book. This is why the two full text features are accepted. This
means that even if full text was distributed and used by the hole sample, as it is now used
by the 10%, it would not impact the usefulness of DAISY as much as navigational features.

The findings on features used and the usefulness of mere audio DAISY books are sup-
ported by Lundeland. Both Lundeland[57]:66, Eklund et.al.[3]:12 and Bredtvet[50]:8, in the
latter case even if training was received, agree that the search feature is not used by the
dyslectic students.

Auditive Learning - The Basis

Listening to a narrator is perceived as a base functionality in DAISY. This is reflected by
the analyses, where the feature ”Listening to natural voice” received high importance and
scores, and was accepted. ”Listening to synthetic voice”, on the other hand, was given a
bit lower importance and scores, thus only nearly accepted. This holds both for the overall
analysis and the device specific.

About 90% found (digitalized) natural speech useful, compared to 70% for synthetic.
79% found natural speech easy and 74% found synthetic speech easy. Natural speech is
clearly preferred over synthetic. Lundeland[57]:64 and Bredtvet[50]:16 all received strong
positive feedback on natural speech, underpinning this. But, even though not given the
highest ratings, synthetic speech received mostly positive points in the survey assessments.

Being acceptable by the feature analyses and being accepted as good enough by the users
is two different things. Because of the similarities and positive experiences with both natural
and synthetic recorded readings, and since 75% of the students say they have experience with
synthetic speech, the assessment is made that developers should not be overly worried with
the impact of replacing natural speech with synthetic for this user group. Still, the quality
of the synthetic voices, especially with regards to engaging narrating, could be improved.
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”Adjusting the speed” of the narrator - either up or down - are quite frequently used.
However, though it is rated high on ease of use, it is rated rather low on usefulness, and
not accepted. A majority of more than 60% rated it on the positive side of the scale, but
the average is still just barely positive (at 0.14 points per respondent, on a scale from -2 to
2). This may be explained by looking into the results from Bredtvet[50]:16 showing that the
default speed of the narrator in the DAISY books were assessed as very good or good by
almost all student, teacher and parents informants.

Further, the analyses show that an equal number have adjusted the speed up and down,
and half of the ones that have adjusted the speed have done both. This strengthens
the indicating of the default speed being well suited for the users. Thus, adjusting the
speed is not considered an important feature in DAISY for this user group - contradicting
Lundeland[57]:67 who regarded it as important, since her informants reported to have used
it and was positive about it.

DAISY book Production Costs

The production costs with natural speech are very high[66], mostly due salaries and train-
ing, which secures a high quality. It is also time consuming. With a push towards computer
generated speech, concerns are expressed by Huseby that not all curriculum fits being in syn-
thetic speech - indicating that current synthetic speech pronunciation quality is considered
to poor when compared to pedagogical considerations. Other pedagogues are also concerned,
such as Hildén[39]:36 - who found that engaging style of speech is important.

The benefit of human readers related to production, is that some design decisions can be
left up to them - such as where and how to include information in tables, pictures, to read
or spell acronyms etc. Therefore, using human readers requires very little work prior to the
reading process. If, on the other hand, converting to synthetic speech, the expenses will shift
into the need for more detailed ”tagging” of text in the XML files, dictating to generators
how to ”read” the text.

The need for detailed XML ”tagging” is also true for the production of full text books -
to obtain a pedagogical, correct and consistent way of presenting text-information visually
to the user, and to be able to link audio and text together in a SMIL file. Some markup is
always necessary in a DAISY book for the user to be able to navigate to for example pages
and chapters, but a lot less than for full text and speech generation. A non-full text book
can generally not be read by anything else than a human, since there is no XML file to
generate speech from.

With the full text markup, human reading of text will be somewhat less time-consuming,
since an age-appropriate, pedagogical, correct and consistent way to present the information
to the user is already in place - but the time and costs saved here will not at all cover the time
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and costs of the full text tagging. However, regardless of costs, using synthetic generated
speech will substantively reduce the production time. The synthetic voice would need some
subsequent control, but a similar inspection is also necessary for natural speech, since human
error cannot be removed from the process. Even though it is feared that the flaws of the
generator will be of a larger number, it is likely that errors made will diminish over time, as
a generator may be ”trained”.

XML Issues

The ”tagging” preparations for generating synthetic speech would be substantially shortened
with the full text markup in place. The intersection between full text and synthetic speech
production in XML is an interesting point. In a full text production, a lot of the neces-
sary mark-up for generating speech would be in place, although the generator needs some
additional detailed information. For example, for the generator to distinguish between lower-
case and capital letters, this may be tagged as: <span audio=’liten b’>b</span><span

audio=’stor B’>B</span>.

The process of tagging require a highly competent staff, not only trained in XML/HTM-
L/SMIL, but also understanding the pedagogical needs of their audience as well as the
content of the curriculum. Tools are developed to ease the markup-processes, though these
might not meet the high demands of pedagogical markup, an it is assumed that some ”tag-
ging” must continue to be done ”by hand”. Thus, even if partly automated, the process of
creating a full text base will increase production costs further.

Considering the current DAISY book versions, there are 3 main types of books are con-
sidered: (1) DAISY audio books with natural speech, (2) DAISY full text with synthetic
speech and (3) DAISY full text with natural speech. The first have high audio quality, and
fits visually impaired, but does not provide full text features. The second provides full text,
but does not have the same audio quality. The third is the type with the highest quality -
both full text and natural speech - but have high production costs and is time consuming,
due to both having to use human readers and tag up the XML extensively.

Thus, the actual choice of book type for a large production is between the first two. Here,
the assessment of how important full text features are compared to good audio quality is
the discussion. Since so few have had the opportunity to use full text, it is hard to assess
their importance relative to other features. Also, this will depend on type of print-disability,
as well as the grade and subject a book is intended for. If full text is to be regarded as an
important feature to be included in DAISY books, it’s implementation will be at the expense
of natural speech.
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Considerations: Full Text vs Natural Speech

Conversations related to these choices have occasionally been made within The DAISY
Project group. Related to choosing between synthetic and natural speech, the mention
of age as of particular importance have been made. Since younger students have a less rich
passive vocabulary, they may have less ability to compensate for the mispronunciation of
words - which is considered likely as more frequent with synthetic speech. Thus, for the
youngest students, the proposition is made to keep using natural voice at the expense of full
text.

It seems reasonable that the pedagogical need for natural voice for young students is
indeed much higher than the need for full text features. Even though with a lacking ped-
agogical base, the proposition is made to use illustrations instead of full text, to provide a
visual learning channel for the young non-visually print disabled students. For older students
with dyslexia and general reading- and writing difficulties, the assumption is made that full
text features are more important than a natural speech, at least for social- and language
subjects.

For subjects where the auditive presentation of the curriculum is very hard to produce,
such as mathematics and physics, a special attention is needed. A natural reader, with the
necessary experience of informing the particular curriculum in an audile, pedagogical and
understandable way, seems the best choice. The use of audio DAISY in such subjects re-
ceived lower ratings than in others - even if using natural voices. In primary and secondary
education, the natural sciences mainly consist of mathematics. Therefore, one might allow
the costs of using both natural speech and full text in the curriculum. Also, the assump-
tion is made that these subjects might not need of frequent updating. Again, illustrations
of graphs, equations and so forth could be visually available for non-visually print-disabled
students.

Sennels at Huseby Centre expressed that due to pedagogical and quality reasons, along
with the largely increased work force needed to create the full and marked up text base,
synthetic voice generation best fit temporary solutions - to provide the latest books as quick
as the students need. However, it seems Scandinavian book producers are forced to move
from natural to synthetic speech to save costs[66] - seemingly deemed necessary to be able to
produce as rapidly and inexpensive as is needed, even if synthetic voice is not preferred by
the students and pedagogical reasons exists to warn it’s use for some audiences. With this,
full text would be worth adding as a standard feature set, since it is no longer added on the
expense of high quality reading. Or, the opposite approach may be taken: Sennels mentioned
a possible transfer to a master-file based production system, where full text books will be
the common version - automatic generated from a textual master-file. With this, work,
time and costs needed to produce synthetic speech will better match the end result. Such
changes would make DAISY more suited for a visual audience, and are therefore considered
to improve DAISY usefulness for the sample.
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Core Functionality

For almost all features, a majority of the students finds them easy and useful. As shown,
features with ratings high enough to be considered acceptable, has despite this not always
been denoted a core feature. Features used by the highest number of students are: ”Listening
to audio” - usually natural speech, ”Jumping to a specific page”, ”Jumping to or between
chapters”, ”Leafing through the book page by page” and ”Adjusting the narrator” (either
quicker or slower). But not all of these are considered vital features.

Only those features that have received high enough ratings to be accepted, or are nearly
accepted, at the same time as considered basic and vital features or being used by a majority
of the students are considered the core functionality. In addition, the importance of most
core features are supported by related research. The core features, in ranked order - reflecting
their vitality for the students in this sample - based on the considerations above, are found
in table6.1.

Feature Impor-
tance

Overall
Ease

Overall
Usefulness

Overall
Accepted

FW
Ease

FW
Usefulness

FW
Accepted

1. Scrolling N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
2. Jumping to a specific page 10 1.31P 0.99P Yes 1.05P 1.37P Yes
3. Jumping to or between chapters 10 0.84P 1.2P Yes 0.87P 1.26P Yes
4. Using full text (text on screen) 3 0.65P 0.5P Yes 0.67P 0.6P Yes
5. Listening to natural speech 10 0.95P 1.15P Yes 0.94P 1.21P Yes
6. Listening to synthetic speech 3 0.42P 0.27P Nearly 0.43P 0.25P Nearly

Table 6.1: Ranked Core Features (P=average points, FW=Freeware)

6.2 DAISY Usefulness and Universal Design

Emotional Satisfaction

Based on the almost unanimous positive replies, and backed by previous research, DAISY is
considered emotionally satisfying.

Almost half the teachers found DAISY worked ’fairly well’. In addition 1/4 found it
worked ’very well’. Teachers were generally twice as positive as negative about DAISY.
Almost 1/3 of the teachers said DAISY is efficient in use - emphasizing the navigation -
in an open question. Other common, open answers were: DAISY is easy to use, make
it easier for the student to work independently, and help the students, each made by 1/5.
The largest category on the negative side is the mention of technical difficulties, made by 1/5.

The positive attitudes to DAISY are also apparent in other studies - see section 2.4.4.
It seems both parents, teachers and students agree on DAISY being an improvement from
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other audio books - the navigational structure in particular[57]:61 - and helpful and moti-
vating for the students[50]:13-14[3]:13[57]:76-77. Both in this survey (see section 5.2) and in
Lundeland’s study, students say that in addition to easier access to the information - making
reading is less exhausting, they understand and remember more - i.e. have improved learning.

More and more teachers order DAISY for their students. The population of schools having
borrowed DAISY was almost tripled from the school year 2005/2006 (from the Directorate
in December 2005) to the school year 2006/2007 (from Huseby Resource Center in November
2006). This underpins the satisfaction with DAISY.

Functional Usefulness

As previously outlined, the functional usefulness of a feature is assessed by viewing how
many have used the functionality, and the experiences of those users. That is, if many have
tried a feature, but experienced it as hard to use/not profitable, the feature is not helpful.
On the other hand, if few have used a certain functionality, but those that have assessed it
as very profitable and user friendly, it is regarded as a helpful feature. The scores address
how the features - and thus DAISY in total - comply to the subjective assessments of the
students of how the tool should support the reading activity.

DAISY’s overall functional usefulness is through overall feature analysis given a 72%
share of the total possible score. Since the threshold was set at 75%, this means DAISY
is measured to be ”partly acceptable” when it comes to functional usefulness - although it
should be noted that it is generally very close to being accepted as functional useful. That
most features are partly acceptable show that most features in DAISY have to be considered
as fairly well employed, and reflects how difficult it is to assess the usability of DAISY: Some
users give DAISY excellent scores, others are more critical. When conducting the feature
analysis calculations for those that had used free-ware, about the same points were given as
for the overall usefulness, again arriving at a 72% share of the total possible score. Thus, the
questionnaire survey shows that the overall score is not highly influenced by students using
other devices than free-ware.

Feature Analysis Survey Assessment

As shown, when comparing the features found to be important in the feature analysis survey
to those for student users with dyslexia and similar reading/writing difficulties in previous
studies, their assessed importance are mainly equal. Thus, the analysis indicates feature
usefulness that concur with qualitative research3.

3Lundgren found a lot of features to be necessary to include, but have not focused exclusively on students
with dyslexia and reading- and writing disabilities, nor examined the features within DAISY. Therefore, his
assessments were disregarded when looking into what features are found to be important for the students
users in the sample.
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Since the feature analysis results coincide so well with previous qualitative research done,
it is deemed to correctly assess how usable DAISY is as a tool for reading in a specific user
population. The feature analysis has methodology has thus successfully been deployed in di-
rectly evaluating how well a tool fit a user population, and not only assess ”best fit” through
comparing different tools against each other. Thus, the usability of a single software tool
may be directly assessed - avoiding the problem of lacking previous measurements to com-
pare against. The success of which this method in a generalizable manner is able to retrieve
detailed feature and usability information concurrent with previous qualitative studies, was
surprising.

The feature analysis survey also present the survey data in new light. The quantitative
measures decided on makes sense of the qualitative survey information. The quantified re-
sults are easy to interpret, and give guidance to the overall evaluation process of DAISY.
Instead of a general qualitative evaluation of DAISY, each feature or feature set is broken
down and evaluated on its own. This makes the evaluation process more tangible and lucid.

In addition, when basing the conclusions of DAISY and playback devices on the feature
analysis, both assumptions, thresholds for acceptance and other criteria are articulated. This
makes the base for reasonings clear and discussable, and the level of openness open up for
other viewpoints and interpretations throughout the evaluation. One should keep in mind
that the survey data is authentic information from the user, and is thus considered more
dependable, correct and unbiased than mere subjective assessments - although not more so
than the survey itself. From the scores, even if one does not totally agree as to how they were
assigned, a quantitative comparison may be made as to how useful and ease one feature is
perceived compared to another. The same can be said for comparing how many use a feature.

The analysis thresholds and results provide a base for further quantitative measurements
of DAISY’s usefulness - for example after a shift to producing and distributing mainly full
text books with synthetic speech. It may also be used to investigate other user populations,
for example visually impaired students.

Feature Analysis Expert Evaluation Assessment

Applying the feature analysis methodology to the expert evaluation was successful, thus
extending the use of feature analysis to a new area.

Overall Usefulness

Because of the tangible, quantitative evaluation of a seemingly fitting overall functional
usefulness, it was felt that this could be used as a base for a fitting general overall usefulness
evaluation. Since the functional usefulness was nearly acceptable, and the responses agreed
with previous research that DAISY can be considered emotionally satisfying, it was felt that
overall, DAISY should be regarded as a useful tool for reading, for the students in the sample.
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Perspectives on Possibilities for Universal Design

DAISY is considered overall useful for the sample, since no vital differences exists between
the student and teacher groups. Some significances are found between subgroups, but these
differences are not perceived to be of practical importance. Usefulness score and appraised
emotional satisfaction is thus considered generalizable results for the user group evaluated.
Therefore, there are no indications from this study that DAISY is not universally designed.
The conclusion is that DAISY is potentially universally designed.

From this conclusion, one may go on to find out how DAISY works for the average reader
- see 7.1 - or as in this thesis, simply conclude upon whether it is likely or not that DAISY
is universally designed.

The evaluation of DAISY as being useful, holds for all students in the sample - regardless
of gender, age/grade and playback device used. Next, suggestions have to be made about
the usefulness for other user groups.

The few students with visual and concentration problems in this survey, and their teach-
ers, are emotionally satisfied. Although the highest benefit for visual and non-visual users
perceived linked to different DAISY versions, it seems both user groups benefit from both
versions.

The students respondents have no clear opinion on whether or not it is likely that non-
disabled students would benefit from DAISY. Teachers are positive to a general student
benefit - even though some focus on weak students. Many of the teachers make statements
similar to those of Hildén[39] - aligning with pedagogical research, which show audio support
stimulate and increase the wish to read.

However, it seems DAISY is being viewed as particularly fitting for auditive students.
With this, teachers indicate that they do not perceive DAISY as a replacement for printed
text. The non-disabled students in the student tests, however, are positive towards DAISY
- perceiving it as more fun to use than traditional printed books. Thus, the teachers beliefs
in DAISY as potentially contributing to motivation, variation and improved concentration
also for the average student seems probable.

Interviews reveal that the main goal behind the non-disabled students wish to use DAISY
is efficiency. If DAISY become a more efficient tool for reading and learning than the tradi-
tional book format, this would make it probable that DAISY would be preferred. Whether
or not DAISY would be preferred for students of higher education and non-disabled fiction
readers are not explored.

Tollefsen’s study strongly suggest that adult, visually impaired fiction readers find DAISY
to be useful.
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With these findings, it is considered likely that DAISY is universally designed - in the
sense of being useful for all. How useful, however, is not considered. It seems DAISY could be
a universal reading format replacing audio books on CDs - particularly if playback software
is improved. The visions of universal design related to DAISY seem however often to be that
DAISY will replace printed material. The aim with DAISY should perhaps be more clearly
stated from the Consortium. Is the aim to develop a universally designed format too take
over for and replace printed text, or is the aim to develop a format complimentary to printed
text - fitting those that cannot, or prefer not, to use printed text? If the aim is the latter,
what focus should further DAISY development have? This study was aimed at appraising
and evaluating the needs of students that currently use, and thus prefer, DAISY, and it’s
input may be of value when deciding on the further focus.

Universal Design and Digital Divides

As presented in the background chapter, we as technical engineers enlarge digital divides be-
tween disabled and abled users, usually through the interface design. Disabled user groups
are often dependent on and empowered by technological facilities. At the same time, new
technologies are seldom adapted to this marginalized user group. This is viewed as a paradox.
The study base itself on the view that software and technological artifacts are non-neutral,
designed for a specific user, and may thus discriminate others. A re-negotiation of the user
perspective, like Näslunds[70] cyborg-user, may contribute to a more inclusive technology.
Perhaps may some of this be accomplished through universal design? Could universal design
approaches firmly grounded in systems development turn the trend of a widening disability
divide?

It is important that universal design do not become another ”fix it” phrase, that is
believed to drastically minimize the divides. The belief that people will in fact use the
technology merely because it exists, is both technological deterministic and very optimistic.
Products do not change the underlying reasons for exclusion. They are merely products bet-
ter designed with respect to fitting more users in a (recognized) diverse society. This does
not mean, however, that the approach does not contribute to diminishing digital divides, but
rather that one always has to be aware of the deeper dividing and segregating issues when
dealing with digital divides and technological developments, regardless of the chosen strategy.

One should also remember the power-structures in a development project, in politics and
in the societies. Complete and total UD - Design for all - is in my opinion only possible from
either a mechanical view of the world4 (which is not recommended) or from a view of system-
evolution and the possibility of consensus within Soft Systems Methodology. All other views,
as far as I am aware of, realize that in practical systems development, trade-offs between

4The traditional view on systems development, from classical computer science. A rational and math-
ematical view of a static world, breeds ”hard” system perspectives and methodologies based on systems-
construction
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user types and wishes has to be made. This holds for both the dialectic view on systems,
most of Soft Systems Methodology and soft system perspectives, ANT5, socio-technological
views and co-constructive perspectives.

Kirk et.al raise the issue that many (decision-making) engineers lack an understanding
of why social factors matter, and calls for focus on such issues in technological educations.
However, very few social researchers debate the importance and influence of software en-
gineering and systems development techniques, methodologies and epistemologies. Based
on reviewed research it seems that a major contribution by the computer science commu-
nity to both mend and avoid existing and future divides, would be to stress the importance
and effects of a nuanced user perspective early on, for example through user participation
techniques as was done, and is further recommended, for DAISY.

Universal Design in Software Development

The software developer seems often situated in the middle of a network of conflicting actors,
users and stakeholders. More interventionistic approaches may therefore be necessary, also
within universal design. Even if the ultimate goal is to design products to fit all users this
is not always possible, and some users have to prioritized to the disadvantage of others. I
therefore propose a development concept best described as ”reversed universal design”. This
strategy takes an incremental process towards universal design, were the first increments are
designed for a specific marginalized user group considered important. Then, if necessary, the
product may be adapted to other users in a stepwise refinement - integrating more and more
users until all groups are included. The common system engineering approach to ensure a
successful development, is to first design the most crucial and complicated parts of a system,
and add easier parts later on. In a reversed universal design process it seems natural to start
with users most likely to be excluded - such as blind users in the case of reading, as was
done for DAISY - whereas non-disabled users may be targeted in later iterations.

I view the development of DAISY as such a reversed universal design process, and see
DAISY as a potential common book-format for everybody. However, the most interesting
assessment is not considered to be whether DAISY is universally designed or not, but in
what aspects of DAISY function well, and what aspects it does not work so well, for the
different subgroups. Throughout such a reversed universal design process, the feeling is that
focus should always be on the current users and finding indications as to why some aspects
are not successful, and to how they may be improved - even if the ultimate aim is to become
a universal product.

Influences on Usefulness

Positive linear relationships between a users perceived usefulness and ease of a function were
found in this study. This may indicate that a function that is easy to use considered more

5Actor-Network Theory
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useful by the student, or that a useful function is experienced as easier to do, or both.

Bredtvet[50]:13 found similar indications: Especially for the students, the rate of use-
fulness seems to relate, negatively, to having experienced technical difficulties. Positive
correlations between user satisfaction and perceived ease of use and usefulness were also es-
tablished by Yeo et.al.[90]. Several research have proved the impact of perceived usefulness
for system usage. The importance of ease of use is also stressed, and it is an assumption
that ease affect usage and usefulness[37][1][18]. However, correlation between two variables
give no indication on a possible cause and effect (causal) relationship. There may of course
also be other underlying variables that influence both of the compared variables, for example
that positive feelings towards a function manifest themselves in both questions.

As shown, the current user guidance given the students does not influence the usefulness
of DAISY. However, the general lacking training is assumed to affect the overall utility of
DAISY - including possible pedagogical potentials within classroom teaching.

The feature analysis survey did only convey minor differences based on playback device
used. This may be due to one playback software - TPB Reader - dominating both calcula-
tions. When looking at usability tests and the authors expert evaluation, on the other hand,
these reveal variations in the software - mainly in interface design and system reliability -
that influence the usefulness.

Software Usability

As outlined, software largely dominate as playback devices. When comparing the results
from students experiences and the expert evaluation, the overall feeling is disappointment
with the playback tools. None of them live up to the standards expected for a software
designed to help young students weak at reading dealing with this most problematic activity.

The questionnaire respondents are also overall satisfied with the playback devices used
- although some problems are mentioned by teachers and students on tool instability and
technical problems. TPB Reader is the only device named in relation to these problems.
These complaints are manifested in the user tests on TPB Reader, which revealed dissatis-
factions and irritations - contradicting the survey findings.

Since few students tested TPB Reader in this study, and to explain the positiveness of the
student questionnaire respondents in relation to the negative attitudes displayed in student
tester interviews, the data were cross-checked with other studies, to see if they concur. They
do; Bredtvet[50]:15-17 used a trial version, and were assured that many of the problems
found would not occur using TPB Reader 1.0. But, in our tests with TPBR 1.0, issues
found on high response time - making the program ”freeze”, be ”choppy” or even crash - and
hard-to-use bookmark functionality were still present. [3]:9 also discovered some technical
difficulties with TPB Reader, and Huseby, KABB and MediaLT all confirmed that many
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users have complained about TPB Reader’s instability. Both the survey and Lundeland’s
findings indicate that awareness of TPB Reader being free, is a major plus in the eyes of
the users - and probably affecting their satisfaction with TPB Reader positively. This may
explain why our are more positive than the test users.

Comparing Software: Fitting the User group

Since TPB Reader is found to have major instability issues, high response time and hard to
use navigational functionalities, it is not assessed as a fitting tool for the user group, even if
offering the necessary features.

The free-ware Amis was the only software to receive acceptable feature analysis scores,
as it implements all the feature sets suited for this user group fairly well. Amis have high
scores on (and only on) the mandatory features sets. The strengths of Amis in relation to
the user group is detected in the feature analysis. However, Amis has a serious robustness
issue, similar to that of TPB Reader. Since Amis and TPB Reader are freeware, no user
support can be expected.

EaseReader/EasyReader receives much better test reviews. These Dolphin tools are the
only that seem developed both in a professional manner and with the particular user group
in mind. EasyReader received the highest overall and average scores, but does not have ac-
cepting levels of implementation for all the mandatory feature sets. The combined problems
related to learnability made the software only nearly acceptable as useful for the students in
the expert evaluation.

The last software evaluated through a feature analysis, Victor Reader Soft, was not close
to being acceptable, with shortcomings related to both the user interface and the naviga-
tional features. Victor Reader Soft did not measure up to the other two tools. It has the
lowest feature scores, and the most expensive of the two licensed softwares. It seems Victor
Reader Soft is targeted towards visually impaired users, and the tool is not recommended
for students with reading- and writing difficulties.

EasyReader got the highest scores in the evaluation, 121 in total - compared to Amis’
86 points and the 82 points of Victor Reader Soft. The reason it is not automatically
recommended over Amis is because of the distribution of the scores. EasyReader is a lot
more stable then Amis, and has good explanations and a well-designed user manual. The
software costs around 500 NOK excluding taxes, but offers a robust tool with user assistance.
EasyReader may therefore be more usable than Amis in practice.
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6.3 Software Improvement Recommendations

In the case of students with dyslectic disorders, it seems the gap between ”developed to”
and ”used by” have lead to user interfaces that lack learnability - especially with regards to
familiarity, predictability and synthetization (see 2.3.2) - as revealed in both usability tests
and the authors evaluation.

In addition, the lacking robustness - chiefly responsiveness and recoverability - of the
software may be linked to young, visual users interacting in a more demanding manner.
Norman’s gaps of evaluation and execution are largely present in the tools.

The softwares should be very, very easy to use - letting these students focus only on
improving their reading skills, and giving them a positive and empowering experience. They
should also be as efficient as possible, helping the students learn as much as possible at the
shortest possible time - and not having to spend their time on dealing with usability diffi-
culties. Thus interface learnability needs improvement. The look and feel of the interfaces
needs to be more: Predictable, synthetic, familiar, generalizable and consistent.

Tool robustness is another point of particular interest to suit the young users - generally
considered more reckless than other user groups.

The student testers have high interface and usability demands, and express irritation,
frustration and hostility towards the tool when these demands are not met. The testers
agree on the positives with DAISY being everything that contributes to getting to the right
information and learning it as quickly as possible.

Building on findings from pedagogical in-depth studies, 6 main DAISY features are found,
see table6.1. There are strong indications that these 6 are vital for the usefulness of DAISY.
Thus, if a playback device aims to be useful for the student user group considered in this
study, the implementation of these 6 features must be satisfying in terms of ease and use-
fulness. Thus, for each software evaluated, recommendations for improvements are made in
relation to these features.

Presenting the feature ratings in relation to the categories in 5.4.2, makes it quite clear
how important a feature is to the users with regards to use (their assigned importance), ease
and usefulness (low, medium or high), what prohibited a feature from being accepted, and
if the only partly acceptance was due to several factors or only one. This makes it apparent
what aspects of the tool should be improved in systems development, and - since overall
DAISY is regarded as useful - what features are the essential in using DAISY.

TPB Reader 1.01 Recommendations: 1) The most important flaw in TPB Reader,
is that the navigational functionality is hard to use. The navigational feature set was experi-
enced as hard to understand how to use by our testers. This is a serious, since the analysis of
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the survey data show that navigational functionality is vital for DAISY being useful. Results
show that the gulf of evaluation in particular needs to be lessened. Scrolling, jumping to a
specific page and to or between chapters must be reviewed with this in mind. 2) Second, the
robustness must be improved. The instability is assumed related to both low tolerance for
error and error recovering and to a high response time. The responsiveness of the interface
needs to be increased, the recoverability must be looked into, and debugging initiated. 3)
The TPB Reader user interface could be improved in relation to familiarity and consistent
design. The learnability of the graphical user interface needs consideration.

EasyReader 2.30 Recommendations: 1) The problems with the scroll-bar detected
in EaseReader 2.02 trough usability tests were also found through expert evaluation in
EasyReader 2.30. The scroll-bar is hard to use. Improve the implementation of the scrolling
navigational feature is considered an important part of improving the EasyReader interface.
When re-designing the scroll-bar, familiarity, synthetization and predictability are principles
that could be kept in mind. 2) Usability tests show it is hard to find core navigational
functionality in Easy Reader. The gulf of execution is to high, and the two core naviga-
tional features aside from scrolling should be easier to detect in the user interface. Once
detected, the implementation is functioning well as it is. Navigational features are shown
to be the most important feature set, thus the two navigational issues are considered vital.
3) The results from expert evaluation stressed the need to focus more systematically on the
learnability of the user interface, which has general issues with regards to Norman’s gap of
evaluation, familiarity and consistency.

Victor Reader Soft 1.5 Recommendations: 1) Interface: It seems Victor Reader
Soft is developed to a visually impaired audience. The graphical user interface is lacking on
most levels, and needs to be re-designed. The gap of execution particularly large. 2) The
core navigational feature ”Jumping to a specific page” is assessed as below average in imple-
mentation. This is mainly due to the lacks in the interface, which initiate a dialogue through
prompting in a shell-like window - a barely visible and understandable feedback even for the
expert. Jump in time and skippability are navigational features lacking in implementation.
The feature analysis survey indicate that jumping in time may need improvements related
to both the gap of execution, the ease of use and profit. In addition to this, the second
core feature of jumping between chapters can only be done by using shortcuts. Thus, the
conclusion is that the navigational feature set is not user friendly and well-implemented in
Victor Reader - at least not for the visual user. 3) Full text features: Adjustments of font,
size and highlights needs improvements. These are not core full text, but is still considered
to be of use for the targeted users.

Amis 2.5 Recommendations: 1) Amis’ largest problem is related to instability: The
Amis experiences indicates that the tool crashes approximately every 20 minutes under nor-
mal working load. The robustness thus needs to be improved, by looking into recoverability
- in particular the tolerance for error. 2) Full text features: Adjustability of font type and
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size, plus text search, are features not accepted. The opportunities for adjusting the inter-
face could be better communicated to the users, especially since the default contrasts in the
interface are low. Ease of use needs to be improved for both adjustability features and text
search. The usefulness of text search is assumed to be largely improved if a spelling suggest-
ing functionality is implemented within the feature. In addition, a clickable list over the hits
should be presented to the users. Different search possibilities could also be implemented.
Automatic full text is however excellent. 3) In Amis, it is not possible to jump in time.
This feature could be added. Other navigational features are assessed as ”above average”
or ”excellent” in implementation. 3) Amis seems to be lacking an internal narrator - and
cannot generate synthetic speech to textual information.

Since Amis is an open-source software, and since most all core features are implemented
and accepted in Amis, to improve Amis instability and distribute the freeware is considered
the quickest way to improve DAISY usability and usefulness for the sample.

General comments regarding the recommendations: Bookmark & note features
and help service & manual are not considered vital enough issues to be included in the recom-
mendation lists. Similarly, missing flexibility during installation is not addressed. Problems
related to open and loading books are disregarded since the validity of the books cannot be
established with certainty.

When preliminary test findings were presented at a DAISY project meeting, this revealed
that no-one in The DAISY Project had been aware of the scroll-bar problem in EasyReader.
MediaLT has been distributing EasyReader, but had not discovered this issue. The probable
reason for this is that the expert testers at MediaLT are visually impaired, and thus do not
use the graphical scroll-bar.

6.4 Summary

The survey results appraise different sub-groups, and their proportion, within the sample.
DAISY enabling independent work is shown to be a possible double-edged sword. Teachers’
interests and knowledge of DAISY functionality and deployment is questioned.

The DAISY standard embeds a wide range of features, derived at from a pedagogical
perspective. However, this study shows that less than 50% of the features are used. It is
considered a far more appropriate improvement of DAISY for the user group to improve
the implementation main features with regards to learnability and robustness, than it is to
keep broadening the DAISY standard. Also, some graphical user interfaces seems developed
with visually impaired users and developers in mind as main users, instead of visual print-
disabled. The gaps between developers intentions with DAISY use and how DAISY is used
in reality needs to be bridged.
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The trade off in production costs and time is considered for full text and digital natu-
ral speech. After discussing the importance of the different feature sets, 6 central features
are arrived at, shown to be the base for both functional usefulness and emotional satisfac-
tion. Thus, these 6 features represent the core functionality for DAISY to be useful. They
are: ”Scrolling”, ”Jumping to a specific page”, ”Jumping to or between chapters”, ”Using
full text (text on screen)”, ”Listening to natural speech” and ”Listening to synthetic speech”.

Even though 50% of the students have received some help, there is no structured user
training given. This explains why few features are used, and why user training does not in-
fluence ease of use. Since follow-up of the user group seems lacking, the question is raised of
who are responsible for the deployment of DAISY as an additional learning material. Thus,
students are in the present system dependent on their surroundings to utilize DAISY. This
is contributing to sustain internal digital divides.

Organized user training of students, teachers and parents could avoid such inequalities.
But, such an approach is expensive and grand. A far more practical approach for improving
the usefulness of DAISY, is improving the usability of playback software.

The feature analysis survey measurement of the usefulness of a single tool, has proved to
be successful. Since the results are in quantitative measurements, they may also be used as
thresholds for acceptable implementation - similar to using a gap analysis between: 1) What
scores features have received and 2) the developers assessments of what scores the features
should have received. Quantitative aims may be set up as to what scores are acceptable on
each feature (in total and on use, ease and usefulness), and the feature analysis survey form
may be distributed again within an iterative development process, to see if the implementa-
tion meet these quantitative aims. Also, applying feature analysis methodology to an expert
evaluation worked well, and was useful.

DAISY is considered emotional satisfying and functional useful. Based on this, the as-
sessment is made that an overall usefulness evaluation of DAISY can be made, and DAISY
is appraised as a useful tool for reading for the students in the sample. Further, possibili-
ties for universal design is discussed, and DAISY is determined to be potentially universally
designed. The development of DAISY is denoted a ”reversed universal design” process. Sug-
gestions are made that the aims with process are clearly stated, and that focus should be
kept on current, rather than future, users.

Recommendation are made for central improvements in the playback software evaluated.
Amis is the only tool that has acceptable levels of implementation for all mandatory feature
sets, and should thus be assessed as the most fitting for the particular target user group.
However, this is a hard call to make with such robustness issues. Since Amis is an open
source freeware, the best way to combat digital divides and increase DAISY usefulness, is
considered to implement the suggested Amis improvements. User tests with younger users,
as well as evaluations by HCI experts, are recommended.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Based on the statistics, the main user group within the educational system is made clear.
Most students are dyslectic or have reading difficulties, and of ages 13 to 16. Their aims using
DAISY are to ease the reading process, make them more focused on content, remember more
and work more efficiently. Research show that the use of DAISY helps non-visually print-
disabled students learn on more equal terms as their non-print disabled classmates[50][57]:75.
This is agreed on by both parents, students and teachers. Thus, DAISY lessens the disability
divide in education.

The overall conclusion is that DAISY is quite useful for the student group. The fea-
ture analysis survey seem to correctly assess how usable DAISY is as a tool for reading in a
specific user population. Even if one does not totally agree with the score systems and analy-
sis processes of the two feature analyses, the results may be used as a comparison of features.

DAISY books started out as auditive books with largely improved navigational struc-
tures. When looking at the organizations being members of the DAISY Consortium, these
indicate that visually impaired users were and are the main focus, and that organizations for
physically handicapped and dyslexic have been less involved. Based on the findings that the
main user group has non-visual print-disabilities, a gap is apparent between who the DAISY
software are developed to, and who the majority of the users are.

DAISY is now evolving into integrated auditive and visual books, ”full text” DAISY,
suited for a larger market. Full text DAISY are by many held to be a universal designed
product, since it can be read by both non-impaired, visually impaired, hearing impaired,
kinetic hindered, dyslectic and users with other reading difficulties.

No vital features are missed by the students. There is a large spread in features are
used. A human narrator is considered much more useful than a synthetic, even though the
students are fairly satisfied, and familiar with synthetic speech. Because of production time
and costs, a trade-off is necessary between full text and natural audio. Based on the limited
knowledge of full text importance - due to limited production and use - makes it a tough
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choice to decide whether to focus on the audio quality or the full text from a perspective of
what is more useful. For older students (secondary schools), full text is considered to gen-
erally be more vital than natural speech, since a majority of the students are non-visually
print disabled. However, images and illustrations could perhaps be used instead of a large
text body for young audiences, along with natural, engaging voicing.

Any lacks in the usefulness of DAISY functionalities may be either due to shortcomings
in the playback tools, to the use of tools and/or books, due to deficiencies in the DAISY
standard itself, or being a combination of these. This study indicates that the standard is not
lacking, but rather that the playback tools and knowledge of use could be improved. Offer-
ing systematic user training of teachers, parents and/or students, and informing teachers on
how DAISY may fit in with learning methods, can be approaches to increase the usefulness
of DAISY, ensuring a fair utility of the additional learning material, and combat internal
digital divides. The largest reported problem with DAISY is, however, the dependency on
technology, and the flaws in this technology. That is, problems not related to the DAISY
format itself, but to playback devices, are diminishing the usefulness of DAISY-books.

Indications are found that the DAISY Consortium and DAISY retailers keep adding new
functionalities to DAISY. The Consortium also seems to aim at promoting DAISY as uni-
versally designed. This is viewed is a paradox if the real usefulness of DAISY is in a few
basic features, and the learnability and stability of playback softwares. The attention could
instead be centered on improvements related to the needs of those who already prefer DAISY
to printed text.

DAISY was developed with the base features of audio and navigation in mind, and these
are still the core of DAISY usefulness. With the growth of a visual user group, full text could
be regarded as a new base feature set. (1) Scrolling, (2) navigating to a specific chapter (3)
or page, (4) Viewing text on screen and (5) listening to a natural narrator are important
to the users. In addition, listening to synthetic speech and (6) is increasingly important, as
full text features are becoming the default standard. These features may therefore be inter-
preted as the vital functionalities of DAISY. These six features are suggested as been given
the main focus in further developments. Improving generated synthetic speech are thus also
considered important for influencing DAISY usefulness. Adjusting text size and leafing from
page to page are also influential features. Despite pedagogical reasons for including more
features, and the wish to be usable to all, simplicity in design might be better - providing
the device producers with time to implement fewer features well, and the user with a simpler
user interface.

The evaluations of the software show that the student users are provided two unpleasant
choices: (1) Using a robust licensed software (EasyReader and Victor Reader Soft), that
seems developed with another user group in mind - not providing all features necessary for
visual user group, in addition to lack a well-designed graphical user interface, and (2) choose
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a freeware (TPB Reader and Amis) that seems developed with the visual users in mind -
thus have all or most features considered vital to these users implemented - but that are
seriously lacking in robustness, crashing about every 20 minutes, as well as having the same
user interface lacks.

More attention must be directed to improving the interfaces of the playback softwares,
and to the efficiency of the system. The results strongly suggest improved robustness and
learnability in the software, especially with regards to 6 core features derived at. These 6
features represents the most essential needs of the student user group with dyslectic disorders.
By ensuring this basic functionality can easily be detected and utilized through the interface,
the usefulness of DAISY will increase. Furthermore, this will largely impact the degree
to which students are dependent upon their surroundings to benefit from DAISY - thus
diminishing digital divides.

7.1 Weaknesses of the Study

Some lacks and omits, as well as some ideas for further research, have already been mentioned.
These will not be repeated.

Questionnaire Development

Some headings in the questionnaire forms were formulated ambiguously, and received too
little attention in the development of the survey. This may have led to some confusion, with
some students either skipping a section they should have filled out, or filling out two sections
were they should have chosen only one. Luckily, in most cases the students have filled in the
forms correctly, or it is clear what sections and answers should be kept.

On some items, avoiding words that may have several opposite characteristics have been
a great challenge. The reason for this is that hidden premises and leading alternatives often
are results of attitudes towards a question that one is not aware of is not neutral, or that
there may be more alternative answers than previously believed. On usefulness of features,
the word ”non-useful” (unyttig) should have replaced with ”not useful” (ikke nyttig). Also,
”medium useful” may have been interpreted as a middle alternative on a four scale because of
the word ”medium”, when it in fact means ”above average”, possibly leading the respondents
to use the upper end of the scale.

Some focuses that otherwise would have been natural to include in an analysis of a tool
for reading (as DAISY is defined within the concept of feature analysis) - such as contex-
tual design, reading efficiency in the use context and user assessments of the presentation
of information - were hard to formulate in a student questionnaire. This is also the case for
functionality such as self-voicing (i.e. shifting from natural to synthetic speech, either by
turning off the natural narrator in a book by will, or by reading text without inherent natu-
ral narrating) and leafing through phrases (the term ”phrase” is hard to properly explain).
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Whether full text is shown automatic, or must be turned on, is related to the playback
device used. Some of these features are hard to ask because it is difficult to ensure a proper
and single-interpretive explanation, others because it requires that the students remember a
precise part of the use.

However, there are some feature items that could and should have been included in the
questionnaire - and later in the feature form1. These are:

• Adjustment of Volume

• Turning on/off the narrator

• Adjustment of Font/Text (bold/italic/underlined, fonts, serif/non-serif etc.)

• Adjusting Highlighting (both colors and font/text of the highlighted area)

• Turning on/off highlighting

In addition, the newest feature ”Skippability” is not included, since it was considered not
yet implemented in the playback softwares used the school-year 2005/2006.

Feature Form Developments

Assessing a feature list in collaboration with representatives from the user group is strongly
advised by Kitchenham[46]. No direct access to experienced DAISY student users were avail-
able in this study, but Morten Tollefsen was asked to assist in reviewing both the expert
evaluation feature lists and the survey feature form. Tollefsen - both an experienced DAISY
user and a DAISY book producer - views and suggestions were helpful, especially with re-
gards to what features are necessary for visually impaired users.

The questionnaires were developed quickly due to time pressure, and the possibilities for
analysis of DAISY functionalities implemented were not perfected towards a feature analysis
survey. A more thorough definition of a survey feature form prior to the development of the
student questionnaire, as well as being familiarized more with the DAISY standard, would
have been beneficial.

Form Distribution

Three factors in the distribution of the questionnaire forms may have contributed to heighten
the threshold for responding: (1) There were no time nor resources to translate the forms to
New Norwegian - unfortunate for students with New Norwegian as main language, (2) only
one example of each form was printed out and sent to each school - due to post expenses -
asking schools to copy the form if needed, and (3) there was not enough financial resources

1These were not included because they were forgotten. Reasons why is considered (1) due to stress when
developing the questionnaire and (2) not being familiarized enough with DAISY.
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to send out CDs with electronic versions. Some of the reasons for these obstacles were due
to MediaLT - who assisted the author in sending out the questionnaire forms - moved their
location the same month the forms were sent out. Thus confusion as to where office mate-
rial were. The main reason, however, was lack of experience with sending out large surveys
combined with a tight time schedule. Not enough planning of the practicalities were done,
thus the task quickly became time consuming, having to print and number the forms and
write addresses on and post the envelopes manually.

The letter accompanying the forms stressed that different formats were available for both
student and teacher forms on request, and care was taken to be able to offer this and at the
same time ensure duplicates could not occur. However, none requested electronic versions.

The survey was sent to schools that have borrowed DAISY from the Norwegian Direc-
torate for Education and Training. Students that have borrowed DAISY through other
channels was not targeted.

Data Analysis

It would have been interesting to take a closer look at the teacher distributions, where only
the most pressing investigations were made. The spread in the assessments of DAISY was
not looked deeply into, and neither was connections between grades, types of books and
assessment. Further differences between the larger student groups and the 16 students with
other disabilities were not looked into, in addition to previous mentioned missing significance
tests, and also comparisons between the students with general reading/writing difficulties
and dyslexia were omitted. Any difference in usability score between these students are thus
unknown. Users with cognitive problems are not studied.

Expert Evaluation

The author regrets that TPB Reader was not included in the expert evaluation process. At
the time, one thought that Amis would be a much better tool, and take over TPB Reader’s
current position as the most used free-ware and software. However, the evaluation showed
several weaknesses with Amis similar to the ones experienced with TPB Reader - the most
apparent is the robustness issue. The author is thus not convinced that Amis is a better
tool than TPB Reader. It would have been very interesting to see what scores TPB Reader
would have received in the analysis. Further work to be done would be to compare the two
free-wares, and decide on which of the two - if any - should be recommended.

Since Tollefsen has been involved in development of one playback program and has dis-
tributed others, the fact that Tollefsen assisted in deriving the feature list for software
evaluation creates a need to stress that Tollefsen and MediaLT was not heavily involved in
the evaluation. Tollefsen did not contribute to the assessment criteria or to the qualitative
software analysis itself.
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7.2 Future Work

It is important not to stereotype the student users, bearing in mind that DAISY will be
used as an assisting tool for several user types. Still, the sample represents an important
and large DAISY user group. Also, much of the information gathered is likely to hold up for
users with other disabilities, age and contexts of use. Therefore, the suggestions made here
may be useful for determining further general development focuses, as part of the ongoing
iterative development and improvement of DAISY.

Survey Subgroup Differences

There was not enough data on full text versions to base the evaluation only on these. Thus,
type of book version could not be clearly distinguished in the discussions on usefulness. With
the new production trend, the opportunity to later assess how useful full text features are
emerges. As is shown in this study, this may be done for a large number of users through a
feature analysis survey. If the same analysis is re-calculated based on full text book types,
this also gives opportunities for comparisons with the data of this survey - strongly domi-
nated by auditive book versions.

Because of time constraints, the only comparison between subgroups conducted in this
study was between all users and users of freeware (assumed TPB Reader). It would be
beneficial to further compare the scores and acceptances between subgroups - both for each
feature and for the total score for DAISY - based on the collected data.

Further, a generalizable appraisal of the visually impaired DAISY student users should
be considered, including a reliable mapping of the proportion of this user group.

Playback Devices

The assessment of features used seem fairly equal regardless of what software was used. To
be absolutely certain of this, a significance test would have had to be conducted between the
device-specific sets of data. This was not done - instead, some of the softwares were tested
and evaluated.

The survey data show almost none of the students have tried using an Mp3-player for
playing DAISY. Most Norwegian upper secondary students have Mp3-players of some sort,
for example implemented in their cell-phone, and thus this may be an interesting field of
promotion to look into for the DAISY industry. However, full text functionalities would not
be reachable from such a player, and in addition, detailed tagging of synchronous audio/text
file will result in a large number of smaller audio files. These would then have to be played
in a sequential order by the Mp3-player.
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Use of DAISY Features

The pause-button was highly deemed by both Bredtvet[50]:9, Lundeland[57]:63 and Hildén,
but not included in the feature analysis nor the focus of the usability tests. Neither was
adjusting the volume of the narrator. A generalizable appraisal of the use of these features
is therefore considered lacking.

This study showed that bookmark and notes are not much used, nor assessed as useful,
by the sample. This fits with previous findings for visual student users, reading non-fiction.
Tollefsen[60] found that bookmarks were important for visually impaired users reading fic-
tion. It is unknown if appreciation of the bookmark feature is based on disability, or on the
type of literature.

Originally, more questions on context of use were designed: What playback tools were
used in each setting, what DAISY version was used (full text or other), and how DAISY was
experienced in the different contexts. The latter would have been particularly interesting
in relation to context-based experience as a part of experienced satisfaction. The questions
were removed because the student questionnaire had to be shortened.

Previous experience with personal computers and general data competence was also omit-
ted from both questionnaires. As mentioned, more detailed questions on the experience with
DAISY was deleted due to length issues. How DAISY is experienced by first time users
compared to experienced users is considered to be better portrayed through user testing. A
question on what specific playback software is used was not included in the questionnaires.
The reasons for this was mainly the concern that young students would not be able to answer
this.

User Support

Tollefsen[60] believe non-visual print disabled in the educational system are the DAISY user
group given the poorest training and information, and that visually impaired receive more
structured information as well as financial support for a DAISY-player. If this is correct,
the continuum of internal digital divides through introducing DAISY and other ICT-based
additional learning materials is mainly happening in the case of non-visual print disabilities.
Also, looking into who is responsible for appraising the use of support technology, such as
DAISY, could be a future perspective.

Tollefsen also discovered that the user manuals were beneficial for his sample, consisting of
mainly visually impaired adults. Results from the usability tests in this study as well as tests
conducted by Eklund et.al.[3]:12 show that students with dyslexia and general read/write
difficulties do not use user manuals extensively - if at all. Since the user training given is
considered inadequate, and found to not affect the ease of features, reading user and help
manuals would perhaps have improved ease of use for students users. Investigations into the
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use of user manuals and help systems could thus be interesting.

Motivating Effects

It would have been interesting to map if the amount of reading by DAISY users has increased
in relation to other students. To be able to do this, quantitative data on reading amounts
should previously have been mapped and be compared against. This data does not exist. A
direct question to the student respondents asking them is perceived to give subjective and
unsure data, and was not included. Further questions on the preference of DAISY over other
formats was felt to be a loaded, thus leading. An underlying hypothesis connected to these
questions is that those who prefer DAISY also use DAISY, and the other way around. Since
few DAISY titles are released, it would have been interesting to know what genres users
are interested in reading, and what type of literature they have already read in DAISY, to
see if DAISY offers fitting genres and what genres should be focused on. Also, the lack of
desired titles might influence the usefulness of DAISY for entertaining purposes. In addition,
different types of readers could have been identified. Instead, the choice was made to focus
on DAISY for educational purposes.

It may seem as if mostly visually impaired DAISY users read non-fiction. Some indicate
however that dyslectic students are motivated to broaden their reading through positive
experiences with DAISY curriculum. Few studies have investigated the feature needs in
non-fiction DAISY.

Software Compliance to User Needs

The evaluation form and scoring system may be used freely for re-evaluation and re-scoring
of features, to adjust the results of the analysis better to visually impaired (or other) student
user groups. It is worth noting that if the expert evaluation results are going to be used to
advise visually impaired students on tool choice, the feature list must be revised and tailored
for this user group. The evaluation in terms of scores given each feature holds for other user
groups, but that the analysis conclusion may differ due to different emphasis on features due
to different requirements. For blind users, the full text feature score should be extracted
from the assessment base, as well as the score for textual note feature, since these features
are visual. Also, any minus for lack of pictures and illustrations in the help manual should
be removed. For users with some vision, possibilities of adjustability in the visual interface
may determine visual benefit. The features adjustability in installation, auditive feedback,
reading books without internal narrator, and adjustability of interface should probably be
given extra importance. A possibility is to extract these features from their respective places
and place them under a new grouping: Adaptability features. This would make it easier too
see the total score the tool received for these kind of features.

Some features are far better assessed by visually impaired experts than by myself. Thus,
even if the relative importance of each feature for each user group is known, to act as an
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expert evaluator on behalf of all of these user groups seems to be an overly courageous
attempt. Thus, this was not attempted. It would be very interesting to compare a visually
impaired expert’s evaluation of software interaction and learnability to those in this study.

Improving Amis

The most important work at hand is implementing the software improvement recommenda-
tions outlined for Amis. Improving the robustness is the central issue. Amis is, as mentioned,
an open source software. Such an assignment is proposed as a future master thesis. With
this, the largest student user group would finally receive a well-design and fitting playback
device.
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Appendix A

Feature Analysis Calculations

A.1 Feature Analysis Survey

A.1.1 Results from Feature Analysis Survey Calculations

Results from Initial Survey Calculations

• Auditive functionalities:

– Narrator

∗ Used by: 107 (either natural or synthetic) of 110 = 97.3%
∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Points of Ease: 105 P + 46 P = 151 P
∗ Average Ease: 0.69 P (per respondent*2 (220))
∗ Points of Usefulness: 127 P + 30 P = 157 P
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.71 P
∗ Points: 151 P + 157 P = 308 P
∗ Score: 10 W * 308 P = 3080 SC
∗ Threshold: 3080 SC / 2 features = 1540 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Listening to natural speech
· Used by: 99 of 110 = 90%
· Assessment: 10 W
· Score of Ease: (40*2P) + (38*1P) + (11*0P) + (7*-1P) + (3*-2P) = 105 P *

10 W = 1050 SC
· Average Ease: 0.95 P (per respondent (110))
· Score of Usefulness: (46*2P) + (43*1P) + (2*0P) + (8*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 127

P * 10 W = 1270 SC
· Average Usefulness: 1.15 P
· Score: 1050 SC + 1270 SC = 2320 SC
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· Threshold: 2320 SC
· Conclusion: Acceptable

∗ Listening to synthetic speech
· Used by: 46 = 41.8%
· Assessment: 3 W
· Score of Ease: (22*2P) + (12*1P) + (3*0P) + (8*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 46 P * 3

W = 128 SC
· Average Ease: 0.42 P
· Score of Usefulness: (13*2P) + (19*1P) + (1*0P) + (11*-1P) + (2*-2P) = 30

P *3 W = 90 SC
· Average Usefulness: 0.27 P
· Score: 128 SC + 90 SC = 218 SC
· Threshold: 218 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjustment of speed

∗ Used by: 63 (either quicker or slower) = 57.3%
∗ Assessment: 6 W
∗ Points of Ease: 53 P + 47 P = 100 P
∗ Average Ease: 0.45 P
∗ Points of Usefulness: 21 P + 10 P = 31 P
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.14 P
∗ Points: 100 P + 31 P = 131 P
∗ Score: 6 W * 131 P = 786 SC
∗ Threshold: 786 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower
· Used by: 48 = 43.6%
· Assessment: 3 W
· Score of Ease: (22*2P) + (16*1P) + (4*0P) + (5*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 53 P * 3

W = 159 SC
· Average Ease: 0.48 P
· Score of Usefulness: (11*2P) + (21*1P) + (1*0P) + (8*-1P) + (7*-2P) = 21

P * 3 W = 63 SC
· Average Usefulness: 0.19 P
· Score: 159 SC + 63 SC = 222 SC
· Threshold: 222 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker
· Used by: 49 = 44.5%
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· Assessment: 3
· Score of Ease: (21*2P) + (15*1P) + (5*0P) + (6*-1P) + (2*-2P) = 47 P * 3

W = 141 SC
· Average Ease: 0.43 P
· Score of Usefulness: (9*2P) + (21*1P) + (0*0P) + (9*-1P) + (10*-2P) = 10

P * 3 W = 30 SC
· Average Usefulness: 0.09 P
· Score: 141 SC + 30 SC = 171 SC
· Threshold: 171 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Navigational functionalities:

– Jumping between or to chapters

∗ Used by: 96 = 87.3%
∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Score of Ease: (50*2P) + (18*1P) + (9*0P) + (12*-1P) + (7*-2P) = 92 P * 10 W

= 920 SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.84 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (59*2P) + (25*1P) + (4*0P) + (5*-1P) + (3*-2P) = 132 P *

10 W = 1320 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 1.2 P
∗ Score: 920 SC + 1320 SC = 2240 SC
∗ Threshold: 2240 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Jumping to a specific page

∗ Used by: 97 = 88.2%
∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Score of Ease: (68*2P) + (18*1P) + (4*0P) + (4*-1P) + (3*-2P) = 144 P * 10 W

= 1440 SC
∗ Average Ease: 1.31 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (51*2P) + (23*1P) + (10*0P) + (10*-1P) + (3*-2P) = 109 P

* 10 W = 1090 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.99 P
∗ Score: 1440 SC + 1090 SC = 2530 SC
∗ Threshold: 2530 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Leafing from page to page

∗ Used by: 79 = 71.8%
∗ Assessment: 6 W
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∗ Score of Ease: (41*2P) + (18*1P) + (8*0P) + (7*-1P) + (5*-2P) = 83 P * 6 W
= 498 SC

∗ Average Ease: 0.75 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (38*2P) + (23*1P) + (2*0P) + (12*-1P) + (4*-2P) = 83 P *

6 W = 498 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.75 P
∗ Score: 498 SC + 498 SC = 996 SC
∗ Threshold: 996 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Jumping backwards or forwards in time

∗ Used by: 31 = 28.2%
∗ Assessment: 3 W
∗ Score of Ease: (16*2P) + (5*1P) + (4*0P) + (4*-1P) + (2*-2P) = 29 P * 3 W =

87 SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.26 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (11*2P) + (10*1P) + (2*0P) + (7*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 23 P *

3 W = 69 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.21 P
∗ Score: 87 SC + 69 SC = 156 SC
∗ Threshold: 156 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Full Text functionalities:

– Using full text (text on screen)

∗ Used by: 8 (of estimated 20 possible) = 40%
∗ Assessment: 3 W
∗ Score of Ease: (5*2P) + (3*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 13 P * 3 W =

39 SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.65 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (4*2P) + (3*1P) + (0*0P) + (1*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 10 P * 3

W = 30 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.5 P
∗ Score: 39 SC + 30 SC = 69 SC
∗ Threshold: 69 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Using text search (search functionality)

∗ Used by: 3 (of estimated 20 possible) = 15%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (1*2P) + (1*1P) + (1*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W = 3

SC
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∗ Average Ease: 0.15 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (2*2P) + (0*1P) + (0*0P) + (1*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W

= 3 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.15 P
∗ Score: 3 SC + 3 SC = 6 SC
∗ Threshold: 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjusting the text size

∗ Used by: 4 (of estimated 20 possible) = 20%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (1*2P) + (3*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 5 P * 1 W = 5

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.25 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (3*2P) + (1*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 7 P * 1 W

= 7 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.35 P
∗ Score: 5 SC + 7 SC = 12 SC
∗ Threshold: 12 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjusting interface colors

∗ Used by: 2 (of estimated 20 possible) = 10%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (1*2P) + (1*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W = 3

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.15 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (1*2P) + (1*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W

= 3 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.15 P
∗ Score: 3 SC + 3 SC = 6 SC
∗ Threshold: 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Bookmark and Note functionalities:

– Creating bookmarks

∗ Used by: 16 = 14.5%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (5*2P) + (3*1P) + (3*0P) + (5*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 8 P * 1 W = 8

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.07 P
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∗ Score of Usefulness: (4*2P) + (6*1P) + (1*0P) + (4*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 8 P * 1 W
= 8 SC

∗ Average Usefulness: 0.07 P
∗ Score: 8 SC + 8 SC = 16 SC
∗ Threshold: 16 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Creating textual notes

∗ Used by: 9 = 8.2%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (3*2P) + (2*1P) + (1*0P) + (2*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 4 P * 1 W = 4

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.04 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (3*2P) + (2*1P) + (1*0P) + (3*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 5 P * 1 W

= 5 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.05 P
∗ Score: 4 SC + 5 SC = 9 SC
∗ Threshold: 9 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Creating auditive notes

∗ Used by: 5 = 4.5%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (0*2P) + (4*1P) + (0*0P) + (1*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W = 3

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.03 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (0*2P) + (4*1P) + (0*0P) + (1*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W

= 3 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.03 P
∗ Score: 3 SC + 3 SC = 6 SC
∗ Threshold: 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

Results from Corrected and Final Survey Calculations

Weight (W) and scores (SC) are inherited from - and thus equal to - initial calculations,
and not recalculated for brevity. The only aspect corrected is the conclusions on acceptance,
that differs based on the re-calculations of the acceptance criteria.

• Auditive functionalities:

– Narrator

∗ Assessment: 10 W
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∗ Threshold: 3080 SC / 2 features = 1540 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Listening to natural speech
· Assessment: 10 W
· Threshold: 2320 SC
· Conclusion: Acceptable

∗ Listening to synthetic speech
· Assessment: 3 W
· Threshold: 218 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjustment of speed

∗ Assessment: 6 W
∗ Threshold: 786 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower
· Assessment: 3 W
· Threshold: 222 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker
· Assessment: 3 W
· Threshold: 171 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Navigational functionalities:

– Jumping between or to chapters

∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Threshold: 2240 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Jumping to a specific page

∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Threshold: 2530 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Leafing from page to page

∗ Assessment: 6 W
∗ Threshold: 996 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Jumping backwards or forwards in time
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∗ Assessment: 3 W
∗ Threshold: 156 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Full Text functionalities:

– Using full text (text on screen)

∗ Assessment: 3 W
∗ Threshold: 69 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Using text search (search functionality)

∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Threshold: 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjusting the text size

∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Threshold: 12 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Adjusting interface colors

∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Threshold: 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Bookmark and Note functionalities:

– Creating bookmarks

∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Threshold: 16 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Creating textual notes

∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Threshold: 9 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Creating auditive notes

∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Threshold: 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable
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A.1.2 Common Playback Devices - Survey Calculations

The common playback device was free-ware, and the following calculations is based on re-
spondents using either free or unknown playback softwares.

• Auditive functionalities:

– Narrator

∗ Used by: 84 of 84 = 100%
∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Points of Ease: 79 P + 36 P = 115 P
∗ Average Ease: 115 / (2*84) = 0.68 P
∗ Points of Usefulness: 102 P + 21 P = 123 P
∗ Average Usefulness: 123 / 168 = 0.73 P
∗ Threshold: 115 P + 123 P = 238 P, 238 P * 10 W = 2380 SC, 2380 SC / 2 = 1190

SC.
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Listening to natural speech
· Used by: 76 of 84 = 90.5%
· Assessment: 10 W
· Score of Ease: (32*2P) + (27*1P) + (8*0P) + (6*-1P) + (3*-2P) = 79 P * 10

W = 790 SC
· Average Ease: 0.94 P
· Score of Usefulness: (36*2P) + (34*1P) + (2*0P) + (4*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 102

P * 10 W = 1020 SC
· Average Usefulness: 1.21 P
· Threshold: 790 SC + 1020 SC = 1810 SC
· Conclusion: Acceptable

∗ Listening to synthetic speech
· Used by: 36 of 84 = 42.9%
· Assessment: 3 W
· Score of Ease: (18*2P) + (8*1P) + (3*0P) + (6*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 36 P * 3

W = 108 SC
· Average Ease: 0.43 P
· Score of Usefulness: (9*2P) + (16*1P) + (0*0P) + (9*-1P) + (2*-2P) = 21 P

* 3 W = 63 SC
· Average Usefulness: 0.25 P
· Threshold: 108 SC + 63 SC = 171 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjustment of speed

∗ Used by: 52 of 84 = 61.9%
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∗ Assessment: 6 W
∗ Points of Ease: 38 P + 39 P = 77 P
∗ Average Ease: 77 P / 168 = 0.46 P
∗ Points of Usefulness: 12 P + 7 P = 19 P
∗ Average Usefulness: 19 P / 168 = 0.11 P
∗ Threshold: (77 P + 19 P) * 6 W = 576 SC, 576 SC / 2 = 288 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Adjusting the speed of speech to be slower
· Used by: 39 of 84 = 46.4%
· Assessment: 3 W
· Score of Ease: (16*2P) + (13*1P) + (4*0P) + (5*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 38 P * 3

W = 114 SC
· Average Ease: 0.45 P
· Score of Usefulness: (9*2P) + (15*1P) + (1*0P) + (7*-1P) + (7*-2P) = 12 P

* 3 W = 36 SC
· Average Usefulness: 0.14 P
· Threshold: 114 SC + 36 SC = 150 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

∗ Adjusting the speed of speech to be quicker
· Used by: 40 of 84 = 47.6%
· Assessment: 3 W
· Score of Ease: (18*2P) + (12*1P) + (3*0P) + (5*-1P) + (2*-2P) = 39 P * 3

W = 117 SC
· Average Ease: 0.46 P
· Score of Usefulness: (7*2P) + (17*1P) + (0*0P) + (8*-1P) + (8*-2P) = 7 P

* 3 W = 21 SC
· Average Usefulness: 0.08 P
· Threshold: 117 SC + 21 SC = 138 SC
· Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Navigational functionalities:

– Jumping between or to chapters

∗ Used by: 77 of 84 = 91.7%
∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Score of Ease: (41*2P) + (13*1P) + (7*0P) + (10*-1P) + (6*-2P) = 73 P * 10 W

= 730 SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.87 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (48*2P) + (20*1P) + (2*0P) + (4*-1P) + (3*-2P) = 106 P *

10 W = 1060 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 1.26 P
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∗ Threshold: 730 SC + 1060 SC = 1790 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Jumping to a specific page

∗ Used by: 78 of 84 = 92.9%
∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Score of Ease: (40*2P) + (20*1P) + (8*0P) + (8*-1P) + (2*-2P) = 88 P * 10 W

= 880 SC
∗ Average Ease: 1.05 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (54*2P) + (16*1P) + (2*0P) + (3*-1P) + (3*-2P) = 115 P *

10 W = 1150 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 1.37 P
∗ Threshold: 880 SC + 1150 SC = 2030 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Leafing from page to page

∗ Used by: 64 of 84 = 76.2%
∗ Assessment: 10 W
∗ Score of Ease: (31*2P) + (13*1P) + (8*0P) + (7*-1P) + (5*-2P) = 58 P * 10 W

= 580 SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.69 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (29*2P) + (21*1P) + (2*0P) + (8*-1P) + (4*-2P) = 63 P *

10 W = 630 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.75 P
∗ Threshold: 580 SC + 630 SC = 1210 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Jumping backwards or forwards in time

∗ Used by: 28 of 84 = 33.3%
∗ Assessment: 3 W
∗ Score of Ease: (15*2P) + (4*1P) + (4*0P) + (3*-1P) + (2*-2P) = 27 P * 3 W =

81 SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.32 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (10*2P) + (9*1P) + (1*0P) + (7*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 20 P * 3

W = 60 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.24 P
∗ Threshold: 81 SC + 60 SC = 141 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly Acceptable

• Full Text functionalities:

– Using full text (text on screen)

∗ Used by: 6 of 15 = 40%
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∗ Assessment: 3 W
∗ Score of Ease: (4*2P) + (2*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 10 P * 3 W =

30 SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.67 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (3*2P) + (3*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 9 P * 3 W

= 27 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.6 P
∗ Threshold: 30 SC + 27 SC = 57 SC
∗ Conclusion: Acceptable

– Using text search (search functionality)

∗ Used by: 2 of 15 = 13.3%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (1*2P) + (1*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W = 3

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.2 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (1*2P) + (0*1P) + (0*0P) + (1*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 1 P * 1 W

= 1 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.07 P
∗ Threshold: 3 SC + 1 SC = 4 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjusting the text size

∗ Used by: 2 of 15 = 13.3%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (0*2P) + (2*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 2 P * 1 W = 2

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.13 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (2*2P) + (0*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 4 P * 1 W

= 4 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.27 P
∗ Threshold: 2 SC + 4 SC = 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Adjusting interface colors

∗ Used by: 2 of 15 = 13.3%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (1*2P) + (1*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W = 3

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.2 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (1*2P) + (1*1P) + (0*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 3 P * 1 W

= 3 SC
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∗ Average Usefulness: 0.2 P
∗ Threshold: 3 SC + 3 SC = 6 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

• Bookmark and Note functionalities:

– Creating bookmarks

∗ Used by: 11 of 84 = 13.1%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (4*2P) + (2*1P) + (2*0P) + (4*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 6 P * 1 W = 6

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.07 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (3*2P) + (4*1P) + (0*0P) + (4*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 6 P * 1 W

= 6 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.07 P
∗ Threshold: 6 SC + 6 SC = 12 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Creating textual notes

∗ Used by: 7 of 84 = 8.33%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (3*2P) + (1*1P) + (1*0P) + (1*-1P) + (1*-2P) = 4 P * 1 W = 4

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.05 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (2*2P) + (2*1P) + (1*0P) + (2*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 4 P * 1 W

= 4 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.05 P
∗ Threshold: 4 SC + 4 SC = 8 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable

– Creating auditive notes

∗ Used by: 5 of 84 = 5.95%
∗ Assessment: 1 W
∗ Score of Ease: (0*2P) + (4*1P) + (1*0P) + (0*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 4 P * 1 W = 4

SC
∗ Average Ease: 0.05 P
∗ Score of Usefulness: (0*2P) + (5*1P) + (0*0P) + (1*-1P) + (0*-2P) = 4 P * 1 W

= 4 SC
∗ Average Usefulness: 0.05 P
∗ Threshold: 4 SC + 4 SC = 8 SC
∗ Conclusion: Partly acceptable
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A.2 Feature Analysis Expert Evaluation

A.2.1 Deriving the Feature List

The Supplier

If the playback tool is free-ware, no user assistance is offered. Virtually none of the teach-
ers respondents had been given any user training. Without external assistance, especially
technical problems may seem overwhelming to the users. On the other hand, free-ware may
be vital to getting started using DAISY in schools and families with tight budgets. By this,
the benefits may somewhat outweigh the negatives when it comes to suppliers. No strict
supplier demands exist in the population (disregarding individual school policies). The only
real negative would be to buy licensed software, but not get user assistance along with the
product.

The Functional Features:

Based on the information provided from the survey, the two main functionalities are the
auditive and the navigational. When collecting real user experiences through the usability
tests, full text features were important to the student users. Full text functionalities were
therefore considered important. Other functionalities are a third grouping. The following
features were identified as user group requirements:

Auditive features Turning on the narrator, turning off the narrator, auditive presentation
of books without internal pre-read narrating voice, adjusting the speed of the voice and
adjusting the volume.

Navigational features Remembering the last read position when opening a book that
has been previously loaded and read, jumping between chapters, going directly to a specific
page, leafing through the book page by page, leafing through the book phrase by phrase,
jumping back and forth in time and so-called skippability.

Full text functionalities Text search (search for a string or a word), adjusting the size
of the text shown, adjusting the colors of text and background shown - and thus also the
contrast, adjusting the color of text highlighting, turning on and off highlighting, adjusting
the type of font, automatic presentation of text.

Other functionalities are mainly related to bookmarks and notes.

Demands for User Training:

The playback tools cannot have high demands of training. This is simply because the survey
show that only half of the student users receive any help at all, and that the help received
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often is very limited. Virtually none of the teachers have received any user training. This
means there are very high demands on the ability of the tool interface to be learnable, in-
tuitive, familiar, consistent, robust, stable, predictable, communicate execution possibilities
(bridging the ”gulf of execution”) and communicate feedback on behavior (bridging the ”gulf
of evaluation”).

A demand also made is that the installation process has to be easy, as well as to load
and open a book. This is specified through demanding that the default settings in the in-
stallation process have to be usable by the average user, so that one can simply click ”next,
next, agree, finish” and the program will be installed correctly. The installation process
itself should in addition be understandable for users dependent on audio information - i.e.
adjustable to user needs. Also, the loading and opening of a book should be done more
or less by automation (’Open book?’ - ’Yes’/’No’) when a DAISY book is loaded in the
CD-ROM. Alternatively, a menu-bar option is also acceptable if the loaded DAISY book is
easily detected by the software (for example ’file’ - ’open’ - TheLoadedBook, or ’file’ - ’open’
- ’CD-ROM’ - TheLoadedBook). If finding the right file to open from the CD-ROM is up to
the user, the tool is not easy to use for the beginner user.

In addition, the tools should have a help service, and this should be complete (cover
all aspects of tool functionality and possible difficulties), have a clever structure, be under-
standable (simple language, explanations etc.), be easily usable (for example through using
a familiar layout) and have a easily usable search function.

The Feature List

• Supplier

1. User Assistance for the licensed software (N)

• Usability

1. Installation (HD)

– Familiar and/or understandable installation interface (Important)
∗ Look and feel
∗ Interaction behavior
∗ Language and terms

– Easily installable: Correctly installed just by clicking next (...) agree and finish
(Important)

– Adjustability: Audio support (Support)
– Easy to load and open a book (Important)

2. Help Service (D)

– Easily usable (Important)
∗ Familiar layout
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∗ Standard layout
∗ Intuitive layout

– Understandable service: Outline - structure (Important)
∗ Simple language - not using terms
∗ Simple language - formulations
∗ Easily understandable explanations
∗ Use of pictures and illustrations

– Search functionality (Important)
– Completeness (Important)

3. User Interface (M)

– Learnability (Important)
∗ Special focus on familiarity and consistency

· Use of standards
· Explaining controllers, menus, icons etc.

– Behaviour/Flexibility (Important)
∗ Special focus on customization and Norman’s gaps: Communicating execution

possibilities and feedback to the user both visually and auditive
– Robustness/Stability (Important)

∗ Special focus on stability, observability and responsiveness

• Functionality

1. Auditive Features (M)

– Turn the narrator on/off (Important)
– Adjust speed (Important)
– Adjust volume (Important)
– Reading of books without internal narrator (Important)

2. Navigation Features (M)

– Remembering the last reading position in used books (Support)
– Jumping between chapters (Important)
– Jumping to a specific page (Important)
– Leafing through pages (Important)
– Leafing through phrases (Important)
– Jumping in time (Support)
– Skippability (Important)

3. Full text Features (HD)

– Text search (Important)
∗ String
∗ Word
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– Adjusting size of font (Important)
– Adjusting font (Support)
– Adjusting colors of text and background (good contrast achievable) (Important)
– Automatic showing of full text (Important)
– Adjusting text highlighting (Important)

∗ Adjusting colors
∗ Turning highlighting on/off

4. Other Features (N)

– Creation of bookmarks (Important)
– Finding back to bookmarks (Important)
– Textual notes - create and use (Support)
– Auditive notes - create and use (Support)
– Possibilities for further adjusting the interface (Support)

∗ Changing from integrated speech to synthetic (choosing)
∗ Changing interface style - outline and/or style sheets
∗ Multi-modality (interaction style and I/O-devices)

– Additional features in the tool (Support)

A.2.2 Comparing Feature List to Huseby Centre Assessments

In the expert evaluation, the Huseby mandatory feature of whether the players were able
to play the audio files in the correct order, as defined by the producer of the audio book,
were considered so basic that it was not included in the feature list. All tested softwares
managed this. Adjusting the volume was assessed as an important feature, but mot included
by Huseby - probably considered as basic in a similar manner.

Some features are placed in different feature sets and given different names, for example
is the Huseby mandatory feature of ”presenting a book by playing the first audio event in
the book when it is inserted” mapped to the important feature ”Easy to open and load a
book”. To offer navigation by headings is considered equal to jumping between chapters.
Navigation by page numbers are defined as leaf through pages and/or jump to a specific page.
These are fairly similar to Huseby’s interpretation, although not exactly the same. What
Huseby groups as features specific for playback softwares is the same as the grouping I call
full text features. Only playback softwares have the opportunity to have full text features.
To automatic show full text is the same as to automatic show the books index file.

Offering the possibility of reading books that does not have internal narrator - i.e. being
offered an automatic synthetic speech output of the text - is also not included on Huseby’s
list. This is considered important in the analysis, but have no effect on the overall assess-
ment, since all tools have acceptable mandatory auditive feature sets. Although creation of
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bookmarks and finding back to them (i.e. memory of and navigation possibilities to book-
marks) is considered important, the feature set is considered less than highly desirable, and
so the true importance of the features are similar to Huseby’s assessment. Because of the
overall low importance of the additional functionalities (textual notes, adjustments of in-
terface, additional features versus ”where-am-I” and ”information-about-book” functions),
differences in these are not considered important for the overall assessment of the softwares.
Huseby does not pay attention to the help manual. Even though this has been done in
this evaluation, the conclusions that the manual is not important enough to have a large
impact on the assessment is agreed on. In particular, by being defined as only ”desirable”,
the manual is not affecting the recommendation of the tool. It is only a smaller part of the
overall assessment of tool benefits and drawbacks, mostly useful when comparing tools in
detail.

Real practical differences between the two lists are considered to be:

• In this study, ”jumping to a specific page” was assessed as an important feature,
whereas Huseby only consider this a support feature.

• The fast forwards/backwards feature was not included in this evaluation - but consid-
ered part if the other navigational features, such as jumping in time. The jumping in
time feature was viewed as supportive. The opportunity for ”fast forward” or ”fast
backward” is however defined mandatory by Huseby.

• Remembering the reading position was considered only a support feature, while Huseby
consider it mandatory.

• Skippability is here assessed as important, but as supportive by Huseby.

• Text search is considered supportive by Huseby, and important here.

• Possibilities for adjusting size of text, type of text and foreground/background colors
are in this analysis split up into three features, but kept as one single feature by
Huseby. Huseby regard these as support features, whereas adjusting size of text and
colors are considered as important functions in this study. In addition, adjustments of
highlighting is defined as an important feature.

• Offering audio support during installation is not assessed by Huseby, while in this
evaluation it is defined as a support feature.

• To offer a familiar and understandable installation interface is considered vital in this
study, as well as being easily installable. Neither of these features are included by
Huseby.

• Coping with books so large that they span over several CDs is not thoroughly tested
in this analysis.
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• Huseby does not assess the user interface features, which is regarded as a mandatory
feature set to comply to in this evaluation - thus has an impact on the assessments.

The feature list of Huseby Resource Centre

• Basic Functionalities:

– The player must be able to play the audio files in the correct order, as defied by the
producer of the audio book (M)

– The player must have start/stop (pause) functionalities (M)

– The player must have opportunities for ”fast forward” or ”fast backward” (M)

– The player should have opportunities for faster/slower playback speed, without real
distortion of the sound (S)

– When inserting a book, the player must present the book by playing first audio event
in the book (M)

– For books earlier used in the player, playback must be started from last previous position
(M)

• Basic Navigations:

– The player must offer navigation by headings (M)

– The player must offer navigation by page numbers (M), and by this:

– The player should offer navigation by going directly to a page (S)

– The player must offer navigation by phrase (M)

– The player should offer navigation by time jumping (S)

• Bookmarks:

– It should be possible to insert an adequate number of bookmarks (S)

– The player should remember the bookmark positions specific to each book (S)

– The player should offer navigation to a given bookmark (S)

– The player should offer auditive bookmarks - i.e. auditive notes attached to a part of
the book (S)

• Other:

– The player should offer support for selective playback - i.e. skippability (S)

– The player should offer a ”where-am-I” function that informs of current page, narrator
time so far and time left (S)

– The player should offer an ”information-about-book” function that minimum informs
of the title, total narrating time and number of pages (S)

– The player should cope with CDs that include several books (S)
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– The player should cope with books so large that they span over several CDs (S)

• Specific for playback softwares:

– The player must show the books index-file (M)

– The player should offer possibilities for adjusting style-sheets, or size of text, type of
text and foreground/background colors (S)

– The player should offer text search (S)
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Appendix B

Background Methodology,
Questionnaire Forms and Statistics

B.1 Background on ”The Laddering Technique”

The laddering interview technique is often used in consumer research to not only map at-
tribute preferences, but also capture consumer motivations. The idea behind the technique
is that consumers do not have easily access to this information themselves, because they sel-
dom are aware of or think about these “hidden” values and motivations. Therefore, simply
asking them a direct question will not bring this information forward. Instead, a probing
stand is taken through an interview, always asking them for the reason behind their liking or
disliking. This is typically done by making them state or choose some attributes they like or
don’t like about a product and then ask “Why is (this attribute) important to you?”. As the
interviewee answers the question by stating a value, a consequence of the attribute or a linked
new attribute, one continues to ask: “Why is (this) important to you?”. The hope is that
the interviewees will reveal the consequences they want/don’t want as reasons behind chosen
positive/negative attributes, and ultimately their values as to why these consequences are
desirable/non-desirable. The process continues until the interviewer feel he/she has reached
the “highest” values possible.

B.2 Background on Statistical Analysis

B.2.1 Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics summarize the data. Tabular descriptions of the replies are calculated,
summarized and presented. The distributions are only used for presenting frequencies, since
the variables are mostly categorical data on nominal level - not numerical values. Thus, cal-
culations of central tendencies like arithmetic mean and median, and statistical variability
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such as standard deviations, are meaningless. However, the modes1 of the samples on each
question are described.

Some of the variables are on ordinal level, i.e. ranked data. These are mainly replies on
how easy and helpful features are. When treated as ordinal data, the non-replies are omitted.
Ranked data are often assigned numerical values based on their ranks, and although it is
possible to calculate median on numerical ordinal data, this is not done as frequencies and
modes are perceived to give satisfying information. Scoring of the ordinal data will therefore
mainly take place during the feature analysis survey, which is a qualitative analysis of the
data from the questionnaires, and described later.

B.2.2 Inductive Statistics

With a questionnaire survey, one cannot determine causes and causal relationships between
values. One can however determine connections between variables. Assumptions on the
cause of these connections have to be based qualitatively, and are not certain. Connections
and differences in the data material is explored through inferential statistical methods. The
investigations are based partly on testing assumptions of the data - hypothesis testing - and
partly on looking into correlations and significance testing.

Hypothesis Testing

Statistical rejections or non-rejections of null-hypothesis is based on the frequency interpre-
tation of probability. The rejection is done by determine what values should not appear if
the hypothesis is true (critical region). Then, if such critical values exist in the empirical
data, one calculate the probability of finding these observed values by random even though
the hypothesis is true, i.e. that the observed data is mistakenly inferring another hypothesis.
This probability has to be equal to or lower than the alpha value of the test. The alpha
level - and thus the certainty with to reject a hypothesis - is determined by the statisti-
cian. Often, two contrasting hypothesis are put up, were the most conservative is called the
null-hypothesis and is tested against. If there are no values in the critical region, or the
probability that such values may appear is higher than the alpha level, the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected (there is not enough evidence). This is however not the same as proving
the null-hypothesis. If the probabilities show that the null-hypothesis should be rejected,
the statistician may reject the null-hypothesis in favor of the contrasting hypothesis (which
may of course also be incorrect), that events of probability less than or equal to alpha has
occurred, or the conclusion may be that the observed data set is a misleading set.

1The median is the central measurement that divides the sample of empirical data into two equally sized
halves (the half with higher measurements and the lower half), and the mean is the summarized value of
all the observations divided on the number of observations (N). The mode is the most commonly answered
alternative to a question - the element that have the highest frequency.
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Correlation

A correlation coefficient tells us if and to what degree there is a linear relation between
variables. A bivariate correlation compare the data sets of two variables - i.e. if and to
what degree there is a linear relation between differences in one of them and differences in
the other. The coefficient indicates both the strength of the correlation and the direction
of the linear relationship between the variables - either positive or negative. The coefficient
spans from -1 to 1, where 0 imply no correlation and -1/1 imply a perfect linear relationship.
Generally, a correlation stronger than +/- 0,8 is considered to be strong, and a correlation
weaker than +/- 0,5 is considered weak. Between 0,5 and 0,8 the correlation is considered
to be moderate. These numbers differ based on the data and the context of measurement.
If the coefficient is positive, this means that when one of the variables increase, so does the
other. A negative correlation is the opposite. Correlation does not imply causality.

Pearson’s product-moment correlation is one of the most widely known coefficients, and
is obtained by dividing the covariance of two variables by the product of their standard devi-
ations. However, the test only predicts well correlation of variables with a linear relationship,
and is highly vulnerable by outliers. Spearman’s rho on the other hand, is distribution free,
and not so influenced by outliers. Spearman’s rho measure variables’ rank-ordered distri-
butions, i.e. compare the relationship between data that is ordered into ranked categories.
When converting the ranks, the smallest value for each variable is assigned the rank 1, the
next value is assigned the rank 2 and so forth2. Computations are made after ranking the
data. Skewed distributions and outliers (abnormally high or low numbers) have less impact
after being ranked. Therefore, Spearman’s rho is used in this study for ordinal level data.

Significance testing

When aiming to detect differences between sub-populations, significance testing by Chi-
Square is used. Chi-Square distribution is common in statistical significance tests. The
significance level of a test is defined as the maximum probability that the observed statis-
tic would be observed and still be considered consistent with chance variation - i.e. the
maximum probability that the observation is consistent with the null hypothesis. The null
hypothesis when checking for independent subgroups is: ”There are no differences between
the subgroups”. The result of the calculation - called the p-value - show the likelihood of the
variations being coincidental. The smaller the p-value, the higher the significance - i.e. the
smaller the chance that the variations were coincidental. By statistically different, the α-level
is referred to. A statistical significance is found when the result of the calculation - the p-
value - are less than the α-level. When a significance is found, the null hypothesis is rejected.

When the α is chosen, so is the likelihood of a false rejection of the null hypothesis. The

2For example, Pearson’s calculation would measure the linear relationship between the distributions of the
variables X = 7,5,8,9 and Y = 4,7,9,8, while Spearman’s calculation would measure the linear relationship
between the ranked distribution of the variables X = 2,1,3,4 and Y = 1,2,4,3
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significance level chosen for the tests on subgroups are α = 0,05. This means the hypothesis
will be rejected with a 95% certainty. There is a 5% possibility that the null hypothesis
will be rejected in error - a type 1 error. Other common alpha levels are α = 0,01 (99%
possibility of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis) and α = 0,01 (”only” a 90% possibility
of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis). The smallest α-level may appear to be the best,
since it has the smallest chance of committing the type 1 error. But, the smaller the α the
more likely is it to commit a type 2 error - failing to reject a false null hypothesis. Thus, the
α-level has to be balanced between these risks.

The 2 commonly used tests Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of vari-
ance are used for determining significances. Where the Mann-Whitney test only compare
two subgroups, Kruskal-Wallis compare several subgroups - fitting for comparing different
age and grade groups. Kruskal-Wallis is non-parametric - it does not assume normal dis-
tributions of populations compared. Kruskal-Wallis rank the data, as seen for Spearman’s
ρ, and test the equality of the subgroups medians. The null hypothesis in Kruskal-Wallis is
that the medians are equal and that varieties between the members in each subgroup are
equally small or large - i.e. equal distributions of frequencies and statistical dispersions (or
variability). Thus data on an ordinal level (non-discrete values, ranked with at least three
ranks) is tested by Kruskal-Wallis: Rankings on ease and usefulness in B1 (students) and
ranked assessment of the deployment in classrooms (teachers).

For the items on nominal scale, a Pearson Chi-Square is used through crosstabulations
between each research question and test variable. This calculation assumes the answers in
the subgroups are distributed on the optional categories in the same manner. The empirical
(observed) numbers are compared to the expected numbers, the differences are measured,
and the probability of the aberrancy calculated. Different number of non-replies between
otherwise equal subgroups may affect the calculation, and were eliminated for students, who
may chose to not reply for many different reasons. However, is it assumed that all items are
comprehensible for teachers, and time and concentration no issue for answering the short
form. Thus non-replies may be regarded as chosen answers, and was included. Kruskal-
Wallis was calculated both including and excluding teacher non-responses.

Since the direction of differences between the groups is unknown, two-sided tests are
used. When Kruskal-Wallis is used to decide on two-sided significance, p has to be less than
α/2. The same is the case for Pearson’s Chi-Square, but here SPSS calculate two-sided
significance - divides on two - before presenting results, thus a significance at α=0,05 equals
a p<=0.05. When calculating many tests, the probability of getting a significant result in
one of the tests rises, even if there are no ”real” differences. Such false discovery rates have
not been taken into consideration.

B.3 Questionnaire Forms and SPSS Statistics
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Spørreskjema 2006 
Erfaring med DAISY-bøker 
Dette spørreskjemaet er en del av prosjektet ”Brukererfaring med fulltekst DAISY-bøker”. Flere aktører 
samarbeider i dette prosjektet, blandt annet Utdanningsdirektoratet, Universitetet i Oslo og firmaet 
MediaLT. Vårt mål er å forbedre DAISY-bøker. For å gjøre dette må vi finne ut hva som fungerer bra. 
 
Elever som har brukt DAISY bøker som tilrettelagt læremateriell er i dag den eneste gruppen i Norge som 
har erfaring nok med DAISY til å kunne fortelle oss dette. Dere er både en relativt stor gruppe, og 
samtidig mangfoldig. Dere representerer derfor et tverrsnitt av befolkningen. Vi ber deg som har brukt 
DAISY om å fortelle oss om dine erfaringer. Skjemaet vil ta mellom 15-30 minutter å fylle ut. Følgebrev 
til spørreskjemaet forteller mer om undersøkelsen, og hvordan dataene vil bli brukt. Spørreskjemaet er 
anonymt. Dersom du skulle ha noen spørsmål om utfyllingen eller prosjektet, kan du kontakte MediaLT 
på telefon: +47 21 53 80 10. 
 
Det finnes ikke noe feil svar på noen av spørsmålene. Det er din mening som er viktig. Skjemaet har 6 
deler: fra A til F. I del A vil vi spørre etter noen opplysninger om deg. I del B vil vi spørre etter din 
erfaring med DAISY. Del C skal kun besvares hvis du har erfaring med DAISY-fulltekst, og del D skal 
besvares hvis du ikke har erfaring med DAISY-fulltekst. I del E lurer vi på dine lesevaner med DAISY, 
og til slutt i del F spør vi deg om hvor godt du kjenner til kunstig tale. Dette vil komme frem gjennom 
veiledning underveis i skjemaet. Veiledning til utfylling av spørreskjemaet er skrevet i kursiv.  
 
Her er eksempler på hvordan de ulike spørsmålene i skjemaet skal besvares: 
 

Eksempel 1. Hva liker du best? 
Kryss av det svaret du tror passer best for deg. Kryss bare av ett alternativ. 

 iskrem    

 sjokoladekake    

 vet ikke    

Eksempel 2.  Hvilke av disse liker du?  
Kryss av for alle typene du liker. 

 iskrem      

 sjokoladekake      

Eksempel 3.  Har du spist følgende ting? Hvis du har det, kryss av for hvor godt det var. 

Jeg har spist iskrem: Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Vondt:    Lite godt:  Middels godt:   Svært godt:  
 

Eksempel 4.  Hvis du har spist iskrem, kan du si litt om hvilke smaker du liker best? 

____Jeg liker sjokolade best, og liker ikke jordbær. Ellers liker jeg alle andre 
smaker ganske godt. __________________________________________________________________ 
 

Eksempel 5.  Hva har du brukt for å spise is med, og hvordan fungerte dette? 

 Verktøy Ja Nei Var bra Var dårlig Kommentar: 

Teskje     Skjeen var litt liten, 
ellers var det bra____ 
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Først vil vi gjerne ha noen opplysninger om din bakgrunn. 

Del A:  Generelle opplysninger 
 

A1. Alder: ____år 

A2. Klassetrinn: ____________ 

 

A3. Er du 

 jente   

 gutt    

 

A4. Hva er grunnen til at du bruker tilrettelagt læremateriell? 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
A5. På hvilke måter hjelper dette materiellet deg?  

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
A6. Hvilke av disse typene lesing har du prøvd?  

Kryss av for alle typene du har prøvd. 

 Vanlige lydbøker på kassett eller CD      

 DAISY-bøker*      

 Lydbok eller DAISY-bok sammen med trykket tekst   

 Vanlig, trykket tekst      

 Trykket tekst med stor skrift      

 Punktskrift (Blindeskrift)      

*Det finnes flere typer DAISY-bøker. Det er det samme hvilken type DAISY-bok du har prøvd. 
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Her vil vi spørre om hva du synes om DAISY. 

Del B:  Erfaring med DAISY 
 

I dette spørsmålet vil vi spørre deg om ting du kan gjøre i DAISY-bøker. Det finnes flere typer 
DAISY-bøker. Det er det samme hva slags type DAISY-bok du har prøvd en ting i. 

B1. Hvilke av disse tingene har du prøvd i DAISY? 

For hver ting du har prøvd, ber vi deg også krysse av på hvor nyttig du syntes det var, og hvor 
lett eller vanskelig du syntes det var å gjøre. Sett ett kryss på hver linje.  

 Lyd 

 a) Lyttet til høytlesning med kunstig tale: Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 b) Lyttet til høytlesing med innlest tale:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 c) Stilt høytlesningen til å være langsommere:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 d) Stilt høytlesningen til å være raskere:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  
 

 Hopp 

 a) Hoppet mellom eller til kapitler i boka:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 b) Hoppet til en bestemt side: Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  
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 c) Bladd fra side til side: Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 d) Hoppet frem og tilbake i tid:  Ja:   Nei:  
(for eksempel 5 minutter frem eller tilbake) 

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 Bokmerker og Notater 

 a) Lagt inn bokmerker:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 b) Lagt inn notater som tekst:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 c) Lagt inn notater som lyd (tale):  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

B2. Har du fått hjelp til å bruke DAISY? 

 ja   

 nei   

Hvis du svarte ja, kan du si litt om hva slags hjelp du har fått? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Det er to hovedtyper DAISY-bøker; DAISY-lydbok og DAISY-fulltekstbok. En 
DAISY-lydbok har bare lyd, ikke tekst eller bilder. En DAISY-fulltekstbok har 
både lyd, tekst og eventuelt bilder. Denne teksten kan du f.eks lese på en data-
skjerm.  Neste del er bare for deg som har prøvd en DAISY-fulltekstbok. Hvis du 
ikke har prøvd DAISY-fulltekst noen gang, kan du hoppe til del D, på neste side. 

Del C: Erfaring med DAISY-fulltekst 
 

I dette spørsmålet vil vi spørre deg om ting du kan gjøre i DAISY-fulltekstbøker. 

C1. Hvilke av disse tingene har du prøvd i DAISY? 

For hver ting du har prøvd, ber vi deg også krysse av på hvor nyttig du syntes det var, og hvor 
lett eller vanskelig du syntes det var å gjøre.   

 

 a) Lest teksten på en dataskjerm:  Ja:   Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 b) Gjort teksten større eller mindre:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 c) Stilt på fargene:  Ja:  Nei:  
(på enten tekst, merkingen av tekst eller bakgrunnen) 

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

 d) Søkt etter tekst:  Ja:  Nei:  

 Dette var: Unyttig:   Lite nyttig:  Middels nyttig:   Svært nyttig:  

   Veldig lett:  Nokså lett:  Nokså vanskelig:  Veldig vanskelig:  

 

C2. Er det noe du savner å kunne gjøre i DAISY-fulltekstbøker?  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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C3. Hva liker du eller liker du ikke ved DAISY-fulltekstbøker, sammenlignet med andre 
bøker?  

Jeg liker:______________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Jeg liker ikke:__________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

C4. Tror du elever uten  leseproblemer ville likt å bruke DAISY-fulltekst? 

 ja   

 nei   

 vet ikke   

 
Del D er kun for deg som ikke har brukt en DAISY-fulltekstbok. Hvis du har 
prøvd en fulltekstbok, kan du hoppe rett til del E, på neste side. 

Del D:  Kjennskap til DAISY-fulltekst 

D1. Har du hørt om DAISY-fulltekst? 

 ja   

 nei   

Hvis du svarte ja, fortsett med neste spørsmål. Hvis du svarte nei, gå til del E. 

D2. Tror du DAISY-fulltekst ville vært nyttig for deg? 

 ja   

 nei   

 vet ikke   

D3. Kan du skrive litt om hvorfor/hvorfor ikke du tror DAISY-fulltekst ville vært nyttig?  

Fordi:________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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I denne delen vil vi spørre litt om dine lesevaner med DAISY.  

Del E:  Lesevaner 
 
E1.  I hvilke av følgende situasjoner har du brukt DAISY-bøker? 
 Kryss av for alle typene du har prøvd. 
 
 på skolen – i undervisning    

 på skolen – til underholdning    

 hjemme – til lekser og arbeid    

 hjemme – til underholdning    

 på buss, tog, bil eller andre transportmidler   

 annet, hvor?  ______________________   

 

Kryss av for hvilke verktøy du har brukt. Kommenter gjerne hvordan hvert verktøy fungerte, 
f.eks om du likte det eller ikke, eller at du ikke husker hvordan det fungerte. 

E2. Hvilke verktøy har du brukt for å lese DAISY-bøker, og hvordan fungerte disse?  

 
 Verktøy 

 
Ja 

 
Nei 

 
Var bra 

 
Var dårlig 

 
Kommentar: 

PC med gratis programvare      
_________________________ 

_________________________ 

PC med kjøpt programvare      
_________________________ 

_________________________ 

PC, vet ikke type 
programvare 

     
_________________________ 

_________________________ 

DAISY-spiller      
_________________________ 

_________________________ 

MP3-spiller      
_________________________ 

_________________________ 

annet, hva?  
_____________________ 

_____________________ 

     
_________________________ 

_________________________ 
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E3. Hvor ofte leser du i en DAISY-bok?  
Kryss av det svaret du tror passer best for deg. Kryss bare av ett alternativ.  

Jeg leser i DAISY-bøker... 

 ...omtrent hver dag    

 ...flere ganger i uken, men ikke hver dag   

 ...omtrent en gang hver uke    

 ...flere ganger i måneden, men ikke hver uke   

 ...omtrent en gang hver måned   

 ...sjeldnere enn en gang hver måned    

 vet ikke     

 
I den siste delen vil vi vite hvor godt du kjenner kunstig tale (syntetisk tale). 
Kunstig tale er stemmer som er satt sammen av en datamaskin, istedenfor at 
stemmen kommer fra et menneske. Du kan for eksempel ha hørt kunstig tale på 
mobiltelefoner, datamaskiner og i lydbøker. 

Del F:  Kjennskap til kunstig tale 

F1. Har du hørt kunstig tale? 

 ja    

 nei    

 vet ikke    

Svar på dette spørsmålet kun hvis du svarte ja på forrige spørsmål. 

F2. Hvor mange ganger hørte du kunstig tale i løpet av forrige uke? 
Kryss av det svaret du tror passer best for deg. Kryss bare av ett alternativ. 

 0 ganger    

 1-2 ganger    

 3-4 ganger    

 5 ganger eller mer   

 vet ikke    

 
 

TAKK FOR AT DU TOK DEG TID TIL Å BESVARE SPØRRESSKJEMAET! 
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Spørreskjema 2006 
Erfaring med DAISY-bøker 

Til Skolens Lærere 
Dette spørreskjemaet er en del av prosjektet ”Brukererfaring med fulltekst DAISY-bøker”. Flere aktører 
samarbeider i dette prosjektet, blandt annet Utdanningsdirektoratet, Universitetet i Oslo og firmaet 
MediaLT. Vårt mål er å forbedre DAISY-bøker. For å gjøre dette må vi finne ut hva som fungerer bra. 
  
I tillegg til å gjennomføre en spørreundersøkelse blandt elever på skoler som har brukt DAISY-bøker, 
ønsker vi å innhente informasjon om hvordan lærere ved skolene synes DAISY har fungert. Vi ber derfor 
den eller de personene som har hatt erfaring med DAISY i undervisningsøyemed besvare hver sin kopi av 
dette skjemaet. Det finnes ikke noe feil svar på noen av spørsmålene. Det er din mening som er viktig.  
 
Spørreskjemaet er anonymt. Hver skole i undersøkelsen får et nummer, slik at vi vet hvilke skjemaer som 
kommer fra samme skole. Hvilken skole dette faktisk er, vil være umulig å spore opp. Følgebrev til 
spørreskjemaet forteller mer om undersøkelsen, og hvordan dataene vil bli brukt. Dersom du skulle ha 
noen spørsmål om utfyllingen eller prosjektet, kan du kontakte MediaLT på telefon: +47 21 53 80 10. 
 
I skjemaet vil vi spørre etter erfaringer med bruk av tilrettelagt læremateriell. DAISY som læremateriell. 
Veiledning til utfylling av skjemaet er skrevet i kursiv.  
 
Her er eksempler på hvordan de ulike spørsmålene i skjemaet skal besvares: 
 

Eksempel 1.  Hvilke av disse liker du?  
Kryss av for alle typene du liker. 

 iskrem      

 sjokoladekake      

Eksempel 3.  Hvordan har du spist iskrem? 

 

Iskremtype: Sjokolade  Sesong: Sommer 

 Dette var: Vondt:    Lite godt:  Middels godt:   Svært godt:  

 

Iskremtype: Jordbær  Sesong: Sommer 

 Dette var: Vondt:    Lite godt:  Middels godt:   Svært godt:  

 

Iskremtype: Sjokolade  Sesong: Vinter 

 Dette var: Vondt:    Lite godt:  Middels godt:   Svært godt:  

 
 

Eksempel 4.  Hvis du har spist iskrem, kan du si litt om hvilke smaker du liker best? 

____Jeg liker sjokolade best, og liker ikke jordbær. Ellers liker jeg best å spise 
is om sommeren. __________________________________________________________________ 
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Det er to hovedtyper DAISY-bøker; DAISY-lydbok og DAISY-fulltekstbok. En DAISY-lydbok 
har bare lyd, ikke tekst og bilder. En DAISY-fulltekstbok har både lyd, bilder og tekst. Denne 
teksten kan du f.eks lese på en dataskjerm. Vi vil skille mellom disse to hovedtypene DAISY. 

1. Er du 

 kvinne   

 mann    
 

2. Hvilke typer tilrettelagt læremateriell har du prøvd ut i undervisning?  
Kryss av for alle typene du har prøvd. 

 Vanlige lydbøker på kassett eller CD      

 DAISY-lydbok      

 DAISY-fulltekstbok      

 Lydbok eller DAISY-bok sammen med trykket tekst   

 Trykket tekst med stor skrift      

 Punktskrift (Blindeskrift)      

 Annet, hva? ____________________     
 

3. Hva er bakgrunnen for at du prøvde DAISY som tilrettelagt læremateriell? 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

4. I hvilken undervisning har du prøvd DAISY?  

Kryss av for fag, klassetrinn, type DAISY-bok og hvordan du syntes det fungerte.  
Fyll ut en rubrikk for hver klasse.  

 Fag: ________________________________ Klassetrinn:______________ 

 DAISY-lydbok:   DAISY-fulltekstbok:   Vet ikke type DAISY-bok:  

 Dette fungerte: Svært dårlig:   Mindre godt:  Nokså godt:  Svært godt:  
 

 Fag: ________________________________ Klassetrinn:______________ 

 DAISY-lydbok:   DAISY-fulltekstbok:   Vet ikke type DAISY-bok:  

 Dette fungerte: Svært dårlig:   Mindre godt:  Nokså godt:  Svært godt:  
 

 Fag: ________________________________ Klassetrinn:______________ 

 DAISY-lydbok:   DAISY-fulltekstbok:   Vet ikke type DAISY-bok:  

 Dette fungerte: Svært dårlig:   Mindre godt:  Nokså godt:  Svært godt:  
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5. Hva liker du eller liker du ikke ved DAISY (sammenlignet med annet læremateriell)?  

Jeg liker:______________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Jeg liker ikke:__________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

6. Har du fått opplæring i DAISY?  

 ja   

 nei   

Hvis du svarte ja, kan du si litt om hva slags opplæring du har fått? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

7. Har elevene fått opplæring i DAISY?  

 ja   

 nei   

Hvis du svarte ja, kan du si litt om hva slags opplæring de har fått? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

8. Tror du elever uten leseproblemer ville likt å bruke DAISY som læremateriell? 

 ja   

 nei   

 vet ikke   

Hvis du svarte ja, kan du si litt om på hvilke måte? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
TAKK FOR AT DU TOK DEG TID TIL Å BESVARE SPØRRESSKJEMAET! 
 



 

 
 

Jerikoveien 22 
1067 Oslo 

Telefon: 21 53 80 10 
Faks: 21 53 80 11 

 

Bankkonto: 1602.52.92107 
Organisasjonsnr: 981 026 233 MVA 

Epost: info@medialt.no 
Web: http://www.medialt.no/ 

 

 
Til: Lærere med elever som benytter tilrettelagt skolemateriell   mandag, 8. mai 2006 

Brukererfaring med DAISY-lydbøker 
 
Elever med ulike typer leseproblemer kan motta tilrettelagt læremateriell fra Utdanningsdirektoratet. 
Lydbøker og DAISY-fulltekstbøker er eksempler på slikt læremateriell, og siden det skjer mye knyttet 
til digitale lydbøker (DAISY) er det viktig å få vite hvordan lærebøkene fungerer for elevene. 
 
Denne henvendelsen er gjort til alle skoler som har lånt lydbøker i DAISY-format fra 
Utdanningsdirektoratet det siste året. DAISY-bøker kan lages på forskjellige måter, og det er viktig for 
både produsenter og elever at brukernes erfaringer utnyttes til å lage bøker som fungerer best mulig. I 
forskningsprosjektet ”Brukererfaring med fulltekst DAISY” kartlegges ulik bruk av DAISY i 
forskjellige brukergrupper.  
 
Fordeler som ofte trekkes frem i forbindelse med DAISY-bøker sammenlignet med andre lydbøker er: 
• Rask navigering: hoppe mellom kapitler, gå til spesifikke sider, søke etter tekst med mer. 
• Bøkene tar liten plass (50 timer tale på en CD). 
• DAISY kan spilles av både ved hjelp av datamaskin eller med spesielle avspillere.  
• Bokmerker og notater kan legges inn som tekst eller tale. 
• Fulltekst betyr at bøkene inneholder lyd (innlesing), tekst og bilder/illustrasjoner. Fulltekstbøker 

gir stor fleksibilitet: tekst, tale eller tekst/tale i kombinasjon. Dette betyr i prinsippet at bøkene kan 
utnyttes av brukere med svært ulike forutsetninger og behov (universell utforming). 

 

Forskningsprosjekt 
 
Prosjektet finansieres hovedsakelig av Norges forskningsråd og er et samarbeid mellom 
Utdanningsdirektoratet, Norges lyd og blindeskriftsbibliotek, MediaLT og ulike norske produsenter og 
leverandører. Ønsker du å få vite mer om prosjektet kan du gå til nettsiden 
http://medialt.no/prosjekt/daisy_fulltekst/index.htm 
 
I prosjektet fokuseres det spesielt på fulltekst bøker, men vi ønsker også tilbakemeldinger fra de som 
foreløpig kun har fått prøve DAISY lydbøker. Dette er spesielt tilfelle for skolebøker, der det foreløpig 
ikke er laget så mange fulltekstbøker.  
 
Vil du ha informasjon om DAISY (for eksempel leverandører av ulike produkter, en interaktiv demo 
av hvordan bøkene leses med mer) anbefaler vi nettstedet http://www.daisyklubben.no/. Vi gjør 
oppmerksom på at dette nettstedet driftes av MediaLT, men at det også finnes andre leverandører av 
DAISY-produkter, se evt. http://www.bojo.no/ og http://www.hjelpemiddelkatalogen.no/.  
 

Spørreskjema 
 
Vi har vedlagt to ulike spørreskjemaer, et for lærere og et for elever. Siden vi ikke kjenner antall 
aktuelle lærere/elever på den enkelte skole, ber vi dere vennligst om å kopiere opp ønsket antall. 

Spørreskjema til elevene 
Spørreskjemaet til elevene er utformet for at det skal kunne være forståelig både for elever i 
grunnskolen og videregående skole. For de eldste elevene kan derfor språket kanskje oppfattes som litt 



enkelt. Vi er likevel engstlige for at noen kan ha problemer med å fylle ut skjemaet på egenhånd. Det 
er derfor greit at lærer og elev gjør dette sammen. Elever som klarer å fylle ut skjemaet selv kan med 
fordel gjøre dette på egenhånd. 
 
Det er meningen at det skal fylles ut et skjema for hver elev som har brukt DAISY-bøker. 
Undersøkelsen skal være anonym, men både for å oppmuntre til at undersøkelsen besvares og for å gi 
noe tilbake ønsker vi å trekke ut to vinnere av fine premier. Ønsker eleven(e) å være med på 
trekningen ber vi om at dere leser hvordan dette skal gjøres nedenfor. 
 
Det er vanskelig å si hvor lang tid det tar å fylle ut skjemaet, og vi anbefaler at det settes av en halv 
time. De testene vi har gjort tyder på at mange vil bruke betydelig kortere tid. 

Spørreskjema til lærere 
Her lurer vi på hvordan du som lærer synes DAISY har fungert som tilrettelagt læremateriell. Hvis 
flere lærere har elever som benytter DAISY-bøker ber vi om at lærerne fyller ut hvert sitt skjema. 

Skjemaer i ulike formater 
Hvis det er enklere for noen å lese eller fylle ut skjemaene elektronisk sender vi gjerne begge 
skjemaene i word, pdf eller tekstformat. Vi har laget spesielle utgaver som kan brukes av 
synshemmede lærere og elever. Send en epost til: morten@medialt.no. Angi skolens navn eller aller 
helst nummer (står på papirutgavene av skjemaene) i meldingen, og om dere ønsker skjemaet for lærer 
og/eller elev. 

Vi trekker ut to vinnere 
 
Skjemaene er merket med skolens nummer. De elevene som vil være med på trekningen lager seg et 
”kallenavn” som føres på skjemaet. Noen på skolen må holde orden på kallenavnene. Denne måten å 
gjøre det på er valgt for å kunne holde både undersøkelsen og trekningen anonym. 
 
Premiene er markedets mest moderne MP3-spillere. Nøyaktig hvilke modeller som velges avhenger av 
hvem som trekkes ut. Det finnes for eksempel modeller som er bedre egnet for blinde, og dette avgjør 
vi ved å se på spørreskjemaet som trekkes ut (der er det et spørsmål om type leseproblem). 

Mer informasjon 
Hvis du er usikker på noen av spørsmålene, ønsker å få vite mer om prosjektet eller liknende kan du ta 
kontakt med: 
 
Morten Tollefsen 
morten@medialt.no 
Tlf: 21 53 80 14, 908 99 305 
 
Utfylte skjemaer skal returneres til: 
MediaLT 
Jerikoveien 22 
1067 Oslo 
 
 
Med vennlig hilsen, 
 
Morten Tollefsen, MediaLT  Miriam Nes, Mastergradsstudent ved Universitetet i Oslo 



Frequences, Students with Dyslexia or Reading/Writing Difficulties

Age in Years

1 .9 .9 .9

6 5.5 5.5 6.4

7 6.4 6.4 12.8

11 10.0 10.1 22.9

18 16.4 16.5 39.4

16 14.5 14.7 54.1

25 22.7 22.9 77.1

18 16.4 16.5 93.6

4 3.6 3.7 97.2

2 1.8 1.8 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

109 99.1 100.0

1 .9

110 100.0

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

26

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Age Categorized

25 22.7 22.9 22.9

77 70.0 70.6 93.6

7 6.4 6.4 100.0

109 99.1 100.0

1 .9

110 100.0

1

2

3

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Grade

2 1.8 1.8 1.8

9 8.2 8.2 10.0

6 5.5 5.5 15.5

14 12.7 12.7 28.2

19 17.3 17.3 45.5

19 17.3 17.3 62.7

31 28.2 28.2 90.9

5 4.5 4.5 95.5

3 2.7 2.7 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Categorized Grade

31 28.2 28.2 28.2

69 62.7 62.7 90.9

10 9.1 9.1 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

primary

lower secondary

upper secondary

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Gender

33 30.0 30.0 30.0

77 70.0 70.0 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

girl

boy

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Reason for using DAISY

52 47.3 47.3 47.3

58 52.7 52.7 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

General reading di!culties

Dyslexia

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

How additional learning materials helps -  quantified: overlapping categories

Makes reading more E!cient

12 10.9 10.9 10.9

98 89.1 89.1 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Makes reading Easier

43 39.1 39.1 39.1

67 60.9 60.9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Remembers more/better

27 24.5 24.5 24.5

83 75.5 75.5 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Can read More

3 2.7 2.7 2.7

107 97.3 97.3 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Improved Understanding

32 29.1 29.1 29.1

78 70.9 70.9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Can work (more) Indepentently

1 .9 .9 .9

109 99.1 99.1 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Improved Understaning

110 100.0 100.0 100.0noValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

General Help

7 6.4 6.4 6.4

103 93.6 93.6 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Did not help/Have not used it

7 6.4 6.4 6.4

103 93.6 93.6 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Dont know

110 100.0 100.0 100.0noValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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No Reply

2 1.8 1.8 1.8

108 98.2 98.2 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

How many have tried a feature, how useful/ease they find the feature :           Narrator
with Synthetic Speech, tried feature

46 41.8 41.8 41.8

57 51.8 51.8 93.6

7 6.4 6.4 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Narrator with Synthetic Speech, usefulness

2 1.8 4.3 4.3

11 10.0 23.9 28.3

19 17.3 41.3 69.6

13 11.8 28.3 97.8

1 .9 2.2 100.0

46 41.8 100.0

64 58.2

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Narrator with Synthetic Speech, ease of use

1 .9 2.2 2.2

8 7.3 17.4 19.6

12 10.9 26.1 45.7

22 20.0 47.8 93.5

3 2.7 6.5 100.0

46 41.8 100.0

64 58.2

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Narrator with Natural Speech, tried feature

99 90.0 90.0 90.0

8 7.3 7.3 97.3

3 2.7 2.7 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Narrator with Natural Speech, usefulness

8 7.3 8.1 8.1

43 39.1 43.4 51.5

46 41.8 46.5 98.0

2 1.8 2.0 100.0

99 90.0 100.0

11 10.0

110 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Narrator with Natural Speech, ease of use

3 2.7 3.0 3.0

7 6.4 7.1 10.1

38 34.5 38.4 48.5

40 36.4 40.4 88.9

11 10.0 11.1 100.0

99 90.0 100.0

11 10.0

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Slower, tried feature

48 43.6 43.6 43.6

59 53.6 53.6 97.3

3 2.7 2.7 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Slower, usefulness

7 6.4 14.6 14.6

8 7.3 16.7 31.3

21 19.1 43.8 75.0

11 10.0 22.9 97.9

1 .9 2.1 100.0

48 43.6 100.0

62 56.4

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Adjusted narrator Slower, ease of use

1 .9 2.1 2.1

5 4.5 10.4 12.5

16 14.5 33.3 45.8

22 20.0 45.8 91.7

4 3.6 8.3 100.0

48 43.6 100.0

62 56.4

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Quicker, tried feature

49 44.5 44.5 44.5

57 51.8 51.8 96.4

4 3.6 3.6 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Quicker, usefulness

10 9.1 20.4 20.4

9 8.2 18.4 38.8

21 19.1 42.9 81.6

9 8.2 18.4 100.0

49 44.5 100.0

61 55.5

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjuste narrator Quicker, ease of use

2 1.8 4.1 4.1

6 5.5 12.2 16.3

15 13.6 30.6 46.9

21 19.1 42.9 89.8

5 4.5 10.2 100.0

49 44.5 100.0

61 55.5

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Jumped to or between Chapters, tried feature

96 87.3 87.3 87.3

13 11.8 11.8 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to or between Chapters, usefulness

3 2.7 3.1 3.1

5 4.5 5.2 8.3

25 22.7 26.0 34.4

59 53.6 61.5 95.8

4 3.6 4.2 100.0

96 87.3 100.0

14 12.7

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to or between Chapters, ease of use

7 6.4 7.3 7.3

12 10.9 12.5 19.8

18 16.4 18.8 38.5

50 45.5 52.1 90.6

9 8.2 9.4 100.0

96 87.3 100.0

14 12.7

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to a Spesific Page, tried feature

97 88.2 88.2 88.2

12 10.9 10.9 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Jumped to a Spesific Page, usefulness

3 2.7 3.1 3.1

4 3.6 4.1 7.2

18 16.4 18.6 25.8

68 61.8 70.1 95.9

4 3.6 4.1 100.0

97 88.2 100.0

13 11.8

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to a Spesific Page, ease of use

3 2.7 3.1 3.1

10 9.1 10.3 13.4

23 20.9 23.7 37.1

51 46.4 52.6 89.7

10 9.1 10.3 100.0

97 88.2 100.0

13 11.8

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Leaf from page to page, tried feature

79 71.8 71.8 71.8

29 26.4 26.4 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Leaf from page to page,  usefulness

4 3.6 5.1 5.1

12 10.9 15.2 20.3

23 20.9 29.1 49.4

38 34.5 48.1 97.5

2 1.8 2.5 100.0

79 71.8 100.0

31 28.2

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Leaf from page to page, ease of use

5 4.5 6.3 6.3

7 6.4 8.9 15.2

18 16.4 22.8 38.0

41 37.3 51.9 89.9

8 7.3 10.1 100.0

79 71.8 100.0

31 28.2

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

ikke besvart

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumping backwards or forwards in time, feature

31 28.2 28.2 28.2

73 66.4 66.4 94.5

6 5.5 5.5 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

ja

nei

ikke besvart

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumping backwards or forwards in time, usefulness

1 .9 3.2 3.2

7 6.4 22.6 25.8

10 9.1 32.3 58.1

11 10.0 35.5 93.5

2 1.8 6.5 100.0

31 28.2 100.0

79 71.8

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

ubesvart

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumping backwards or forwards in time, ease of use

2 1.8 6.5 6.5

4 3.6 12.9 19.4

5 4.5 16.1 35.5

16 14.5 51.6 87.1

4 3.6 12.9 100.0

31 28.2 100.0

79 71.8

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Add bookmark, tried feature

16 14.5 14.5 14.5

92 83.6 83.6 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add bookmark, usefulness

1 .9 6.3 6.3

4 3.6 25.0 31.3

6 5.5 37.5 68.8

4 3.6 25.0 93.8

1 .9 6.3 100.0

16 14.5 100.0

94 85.5

110 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add bookmark, ease og use

5 4.5 31.3 31.3

3 2.7 18.8 50.0

5 4.5 31.3 81.3

3 2.7 18.8 100.0

16 14.5 100.0

94 85.5

110 100.0

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Added textual note, feature

9 8.2 8.2 8.2

99 90.0 90.0 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Added textual note, usefulness

3 2.7 33.3 33.3

2 1.8 22.2 55.6

3 2.7 33.3 88.9

1 .9 11.1 100.0

9 8.2 100.0

101 91.8

110 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Added textual note, ease of use

1 .9 11.1 11.1

2 1.8 22.2 33.3

2 1.8 22.2 55.6

3 2.7 33.3 88.9

1 .9 11.1 100.0

9 8.2 100.0

101 91.8

110 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Added auditive note, feature

5 4.5 4.5 4.5

99 90.0 90.0 94.5

6 5.5 5.5 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Added auditive note, usefulness

1 .9 20.0 20.0

4 3.6 80.0 100.0

5 4.5 100.0

105 95.5

110 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Added auditive note, ease of use

4 3.6 80.0 80.0

1 .9 20.0 100.0

5 4.5 100.0

105 95.5

110 100.0

nokså lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Full text features:                                                                                              
Read text on screen, feature

8 7.3 66.7 66.7

4 3.6 33.3 100.0

12 10.9 100.0

98 89.1

110 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Read text on screen, usefulness

1 .9 12.5 12.5

3 2.7 37.5 50.0

4 3.6 50.0 100.0

8 7.3 100.0

102 92.7

110 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Read text on screen, ease of use

3 2.7 37.5 37.5

5 4.5 62.5 100.0

8 7.3 100.0

102 92.7

110 100.0

nokså lett

veldig lett

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted text size, feature

4 3.6 33.3 33.3

8 7.3 66.7 100.0

12 10.9 100.0

98 89.1

110 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Adjusted text size, usefulness

1 .9 25.0 25.0

3 2.7 75.0 100.0

4 3.6 100.0

106 96.4

110 100.0

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted text size, ease of use

3 2.7 75.0 75.0

1 .9 25.0 100.0

4 3.6 100.0

106 96.4

110 100.0

nokså lett

veldig lett

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted colors (text, highlights, background), feature

2 1.8 16.7 16.7

10 9.1 83.3 100.0

12 10.9 100.0

98 89.1

110 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted colors (text, highlights, background), usefulness

1 .9 50.0 50.0

1 .9 50.0 100.0

2 1.8 100.0

108 98.2

110 100.0

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted colors (text, highlights, background), ease of use

1 .9 50.0 50.0

1 .9 50.0 100.0

2 1.8 100.0

108 98.2

110 100.0

nokså lett

veldig lett

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Text search, feature

3 2.7 25.0 25.0

9 8.2 75.0 100.0

12 10.9 100.0

98 89.1

110 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Text search, usefulness

1 .9 33.3 33.3

2 1.8 66.7 100.0

3 2.7 100.0

107 97.3

110 100.0

lite nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Text search, ease of use

1 .9 33.3 33.3

1 .9 33.3 66.7

1 .9 33.3 100.0

3 2.7 100.0

107 97.3

110 100.0

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Crosstabulation - How many have either adjusted the narrator quicker or slower.                     3
have not responded. 44 have used neither. 63 have used one or both features.

Count

34 13 1 48

15 44 59

3 3

49 57 4 110

yes

no

no reply

Slower, tried feature

Total

yes no no reply

Quicker, tried feature

Total

How many of each gender adjusted the speed of the narrator (quicker or slower)?

17 27.0 27.0 27.0

46 73.0 73.0 100.0

63 100.0 100.0

jente

gutt

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Who have not listened to Narrator at all when using DAISY (gendered)
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3 100.0 100.0 100.0boysValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

 Crosstabulations - Did training influence use of full text features?                  
Text on screen, feature * Have received help using DAISY

Count

8 8

2 2 4

2 10 12

yes

no

Text on screen, feature

Total

yes no

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

4.800b 1 .028

1.875 1 .171

5.268 1 .022

.091 .091

4.400 1 .036

12

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

3 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .67.b. 

The teachers of these full text using students says:                                        
Teacher received training using DAISY:

8 100.0 100.0 100.0noValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Students recevied user trainign using DAISY:

1 12.5 12.5 12.5

7 87.5 87.5 100.0

8 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

What type of training, categorized

1 12.5 100.0 100.0

7 87.5

8 100.0

no replyValid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Crosstabulations - for all features between [ease of use] and [user training]

Count

1 1

4 4 8

7 4 1 12

11 10 1 22

1 2 3

23 21 2 46

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Narrator with Synthetic
Speech, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.165a 8 .924

3.945 8 .862

.000 1 .994

46

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

11 cells (73.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .04.a. 

Symmetric Measures

-.001 .064 -.007 .994c

.026 .142 .176 .861c

46

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

2 1 3

5 2 7

21 17 38

23 14 3 40

3 7 1 11

54 41 4 99

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Narrator with Natural
Speech, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

7.969a 8 .436

9.656 8 .290

3.367 1 .066

99

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

10 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .12.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.185 .108 1.858 .066c

.166 .097 1.655 .101c

99

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

1 1

1 4 5

12 3 1 16

13 9 22

1 2 1 4

28 18 2 48

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Adjusted narrator
Slower, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

13.101a 8 .108

12.624 8 .125

3.758 1 .053

48

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

11 cells (73.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .04.a. 
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Symmetric Measures

.283 .234 1.999 .052c

.094 .155 .638 .526c

48

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

1 1 2

2 4 6

10 5 15

12 8 1 21

1 3 1 5

26 21 2 49

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Adjusted narrator
Quicker, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

7.718a 8 .461

7.365 8 .498

4.451 1 .035

49

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

11 cells (73.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .08.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.305 .184 2.192 .033c

.109 .148 .752 .456c

49

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 
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Count

5 2 7

5 6 1 12

14 3 1 18

28 22 50

2 6 1 9

54 39 3 96

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Jumped to or between
Chapters, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

13.772a 8 .088

15.340 8 .053

1.936 1 .164

96

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

9 cells (60.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .22.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.143 .152 1.398 .165c

.152 .106 1.494 .139c

96

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

1 2 3

5 5 10

16 6 1 23

28 21 2 51

2 7 1 10

52 41 4 97

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Jumped to spesific
page, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

8.674a 8 .371

9.434 8 .307

2.523 1 .112

97

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

9 cells (60.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .12.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.162 .119 1.601 .113c

.156 .101 1.535 .128c

97

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

4 1 5

6 1 7

8 8 2 18

22 18 1 41

3 4 1 8

43 32 4 79

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Leafed from Page to
Page, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

8.025a 8 .431

8.485 8 .388

1.530 1 .216

79

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

11 cells (73.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .25.a. 
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Symmetric Measures

.140 .139 1.241 .218c

.156 .111 1.385 .170c

79

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

2 2

1 3 4

3 2 5

7 9 16

2 1 1 4

15 15 1 31

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Jumped backwards
and forwards in
time, ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

10.798a 8 .213

8.948 8 .347

4.582 1 .032

31

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

13 cells (86.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.391 .219 2.286 .030c

.128 .190 .694 .493c

31

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 
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Count

2 3 5

3 3

1 2 2 5

2 1 3

6 7 3 16

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Added Bookmark,
ease of use

Total

yes no no reply

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

9.702a 6 .138

12.289 6 .056

1.778 1 .182

16

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

12 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .56.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.344 .220 1.372 .192c

.467 .160 1.976 .068c

16

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

1 1

1 1 2

1 1 2

3 3

1 1

6 3 9

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Added textual note,
ease of use

Total

yes no

Have received help using DAISY

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

4.500a 4 .343

5.912 4 .206

1.053 1 .305

9

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

10 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .33.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.363 .303 1.030 .337c

.094 .362 .249 .811c

9

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value Asymp. Std. Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Count

3 1 4

1 1

3 2 5

nokså lett

no reply

Added auditive
note, ease of use

Total

yes no

Have received help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.875b 1 .171

.052 1 .819

2.231 1 .135

.400 .400

1.500 1 .221

5

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

4 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .40.b. 

Symmetric Measures

.612 .280 1.342 .272c

.612 .280 1.342 .272c

5

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value
Asymp. Std.

Error
a

Approx. T
b

Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 
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Help and training with using DAISY:                                                                                  
Have received help using DAISY

57 51.8 51.8 51.8

48 43.6 43.6 95.5

5 4.5 4.5 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Type of help received - qualitative data, open question

54 49.1 49.1 49.1

1 .9 .9 50.0

1 .9 .9 50.9

1 .9 .9 51.8

1 .9 .9 52.7

1 .9 .9 53.6

1 .9 .9 54.5

1 .9 .9 55.5

1 .9 .9 56.4

1 .9 .9 57.3

1 .9 .9 58.2

1 .9 .9 59.1

1 .9 .9 60.0

1 .9 .9 60.9

1 .9 .9 61.8

1 .9 .9 62.7

1 .9 .9 63.6

1 .9 .9 64.5

1 .9 .9 65.5

1 .9 .9 66.4

1 .9 .9 67.3

1 .9 .9 68.2

1 .9 .9 69.1

1 .9 .9 70.0

1 .9 .9 70.9

1 .9 .9 71.8

1 .9 .9 72.7

1 .9 .9 73.6

1 .9 .9 74.5

1 .9 .9 75.5

1 .9 .9 76.4

1 .9 .9 77.3

1 .9 .9 78.2

 

av læraren min, korleis ein bruker desse på dataen

Av støttelæreren vår

Biblotekaren har hjulpet med det tekniske

Blitt vist av IT-ansvarlige hvordan CDene skulle brukes

Brukssamvisning

En lærer

enkel opplæring

Fikk hjelp til hvordan jeg skulle finne det jeg trengte

Finne sidetall og oppgaver

Fått hjelp av mamma og pappa

fått hjelp på skolen og hjemme

fått hjelp til innstallering

fått hjelp til å bruke daisy

fått litt grunnleggende hjelp..vist hvordan jeg blar rundt
og spoler

har fått hjelp fra spesiallærer og instruksjonsbok

har fått mer hjelp om hvordan du bruker den

hjelp fra lærer + kopi av brukermanual

hjelp med å bruke programmet

Hjelp med å demonstrere programmet

hvordan den kan brukes

hvordan jeg bruker det

Hvordan jeg finner fram og det

innstallere programmet og hvordan å bla

Innstallert leseprogram i PC

instruksjon fra lærer for å bruke lydbok

introduksjon, hvordan bruke det

jeg har fått hjelp til å huske at det er et hjelpemiddel

komme i gang

komme i gang og hvordan

korleis eg brukar daisy. Korleis den fungere

Kurs i bruk av Daisy. I starten av skoleåret

Litt i starten. Hjelp til å bli kjent med DAISY som
hjelpemiddel.

Valid
Freq. Perc Val Perc Cum Perc
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Type of help received - qualitative data, open question

1 .9 .9 79.1

1 .9 .9 80.0

1 .9 .9 80.9

1 .9 .9 81.8

1 .9 .9 82.7

1 .9 .9 83.6

1 .9 .9 84.5

1 .9 .9 85.5

1 .9 .9 86.4

1 .9 .9 87.3

1 .9 .9 88.2

1 .9 .9 89.1

1 .9 .9 90.0

1 .9 .9 90.9

1 .9 .9 91.8

1 .9 .9 92.7

1 .9 .9 93.6

1 .9 .9 94.5

1 .9 .9 95.5

1 .9 .9 96.4

1 .9 .9 97.3

1 .9 .9 98.2

1 .9 .9 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100 100.0

lære om hvordan jeg bruker det

lærer har vist meg og hjulpet meg

Læreren har gitt litt hjelp for å finne frem

læreren har prøvd å hjelpe

mamma har sagt ifra når jeg har glemt at ei har det

mamma har startet op programmet og også hjulpet med
å finne sidene

Minimalt, men litt gjennomgang

pappa

pappa og lærer viste hvordan brukte det

Pappa og mamma har hjulpet meg

på skolen og hjemme

Skolen hadde kurs

til hvordan det skal brukes

til innstallering

til å benytte den

til å forstå programmet

til å lære programmet

Vi fikk et kurs i begynnelsen i bruk av daisy

Vi fikk opplæring ved bruk av lydbøkene i starten av
skoleåret

Vi hadde et kurs og undervisning av bruk av Daisy i
begynnelsen av skoleåret

Vi hadde et kurs om det i starten av skoleåret

Vi hadde kurs ved bruk av Daisy i begynnelsen av året.

vist hvordan det virker av lærer

å finne frem til program de første gangene

Total

Valid
Freq. Perc Val Perc Cum Perc

Type of help received - quantified into categories

5 4.5 8.9 8.9

28 25.5 50.0 58.9

11 10.0 19.6 78.6

3 2.7 5.4 83.9

5 4.5 8.9 92.9

1 .9 1.8 94.6

2 1.8 3.6 98.2

1 .9 1.8 100.0

56 50.9 100.0

54 49.1

110 100

fått innstallasjonshjelp

fått  brukeropplæring

fått innstallasjonshjelp og brukeropplæring

fått hjelp/brukeropplæring på skolen og hjemme

fått hjelp hjemme

fått instruksjonsmateriell

fått brukeropplæring og instruksjonsmateriell

ikke besvart

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Freq Perc Val Perc Cum. Perc
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Context and Frequency of use:                                                                                        At
school, for schoolwork

35 31.8 31.8 31.8

73 66.4 66.4 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

At school, for entertainment

4 3.6 3.6 3.6

104 94.5 94.5 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

At home, for schoolwork

99 90.0 90.0 90.0

9 8.2 8.2 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

At home, for entertainment

7 6.4 6.4 6.4

101 91.8 91.8 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

On transportation (bus, train, car etc)

5 4.5 4.5 4.5

103 93.6 93.6 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Other contexts, open item - NB: plain (fly) is calculated as transportation context

1 .9 20.0 20.0

2 1.8 40.0 60.0

1 .9 20.0 80.0

1 .9 20.0 100.0

5 4.5 100.0

105 95.5

110 100.0

brukt til prøver hjemme

hos venner

på ferie

på fly

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Frequency in use of DAISY books:

5 4.5 4.5 4.5

39 35.5 35.5 40.0

21 19.1 19.1 59.1

12 10.9 10.9 70.0

5 4.5 4.5 74.5

9 8.2 8.2 82.7

14 12.7 12.7 95.5

5 4.5 4.5 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

omtrent hver dag

flere ganger i uken, men ikke hver dag

omtrent en gang hver uke

flere ganger i måneden, men ikke hver uke

omtrent en gang hver måned

sjeldnere enn en gang hver måned

dont know

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Val Perc. Cum Perc.

Playback device used:                                                                                                        Used: PC
with free software

84 76.4 76.4 76.4

15 13.6 13.6 90.0

11 10.0 10.0 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

PC with free software, worked:

64 58.2 76.2 76.2

9 8.2 10.7 86.9

11 10.0 13.1 100.0

84 76.4 100.0

26 23.6

110 100.0

bra

dårlig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Comments on using PC with free software:

82 74.5 74.5 74.5

1 .9 .9 75.5

1 .9 .9 76.4

1 .9 .9 77.3

1 .9 .9 78.2

1 .9 .9 79.1

1 .9 .9 80.0

1 .9 .9 80.9

1 .9 .9 81.8

1 .9 .9 82.7

1 .9 .9 83.6

1 .9 .9 84.5

1 .9 .9 85.5

2 1.8 1.8 87.3

1 .9 .9 88.2

1 .9 .9 89.1

1 .9 .9 90.0

1 .9 .9 90.9

1 .9 .9 91.8

1 .9 .9 92.7

1 .9 .9 93.6

1 .9 .9 94.5

1 .9 .9 95.5

1 .9 .9 96.4

1 .9 .9 97.3

1 .9 .9 98.2

1 .9 .9 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100 100.0

 

Bare bra fordi det var gratis

BRA fordi at jeg kunne hoppe

Bra fordi det var enkelt å bruke

bra, helt greit

bra. Windows media player.

brukt fordi vi slipper å betale

det er ikke bra i det hele tatt

det var bra skolen betaler

dette fungerer bra

enkelt og ok

falt ut innimellom

fint å få teksten opplest

Fungerte ikke på Linux

Ikke så lett å bruke og finne i. Jeg har nå Linux og
egen maskin.

ingen lærte meg å bruke den

Kjedelig design

lettere å kommentere

ok

problem med fulltekstvisning

programmet brøyt ned innimellom, ellers var det ok

programmet var dårlig

skolen betaler

Skolen måtte laste ned program til vår PC

TPB Reader er dårlig, (se C3)

TPB-Reader, mange feil i programmet

var bra

var vanskelig å finne fram på

Total

Valid
Freq. Perc Val Perc Cum Perc

Used: PC with licensed software

15 13.6 13.6 13.6

49 44.5 44.5 58.2

46 41.8 41.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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PC with licensed software, worked:

13 11.8 86.7 86.7

2 1.8 13.3 100.0

15 13.6 100.0

95 86.4

110 100.0

bra

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Comments on PC with licensed software:

109 99.1 99.1 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

 

fint

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Used: PC with unknown software

18 16.4 16.4 16.4

38 34.5 34.5 50.9

54 49.1 49.1 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

PC with unknown software, worked:

11 10.0 61.1 61.1

1 .9 5.6 66.7

6 5.5 33.3 100.0

18 16.4 100.0

92 83.6

110 100.0

bra

dårlig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Comments on PC with unknown software:

107 97.3 97.3 97.3

1 .9 .9 98.2

1 .9 .9 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

 

husker ikke hva det heter

Men litt rotete

På skolen og hjemme

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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DAISY-player

8 7.3 7.3 7.3

42 38.2 38.2 45.5

60 54.5 54.5 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

DAISY-player, worked:

5 4.5 62.5 62.5

1 .9 12.5 75.0

2 1.8 25.0 100.0

8 7.3 100.0

102 92.7

110 100.0

bra

dårlig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Comments on DAISY-player:

107 97.3 97.3 97.3

1 .9 .9 98.2

1 .9 .9 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

 

dritt!

spørsmålstegn

vet ikke

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Used: Mp3-player

10 9.1 9.1 9.1

42 38.2 38.2 47.3

58 52.7 52.7 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Mp3-player, worked:

6 5.5 60.0 60.0

1 .9 10.0 70.0

3 2.7 30.0 100.0

10 9.1 100.0

100 90.9

110 100.0

bra

dårlig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Comments on Mp3-player:

105 95.5 95.5 95.5

1 .9 .9 96.4

1 .9 .9 97.3

1 .9 .9 98.2

1 .9 .9 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

 

Det fungerer ikke

Det går ikke an

En mp3 - er et veldig fint verktøy

Lyden ble bra

Tatt opp i mp3 oppsummeringen
fra et kapittel

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Val Percent Cum Percent

Used: Other playback devices (not specified, NB: see comments - 1 is TPBR)

2 1.8 100.0 100.0

108 98.2

110 100.0

yesValid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Other playback devices, worked:

1 .9 50.0 50.0

1 .9 50.0 100.0

2 1.8 100.0

108 98.2

110 100.0

dårlig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Comments - seems 1 is tape & 1 is TPBR - i.e. no other playback devices used

108 98.2 98.2 98.2

1 .9 .9 99.1

1 .9 .9 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

 

Mye spoling

TPB-Reader, leseprogram på PC

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Val Perc Cum Perc

Who/how many have not tried any playback software (form number):

1 33.3 33.3 33.3

1 33.3 33.3 66.7

1 33.3 33.3 100.0

3 100.0 100.0

30

63

80

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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To full text users:                                                                                                              
Missing features in DAISY full text

106 96.4 96.4 96.4

1 .9 .9 97.3

1 .9 .9 98.2

2 1.8 1.8 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

 

gjøre det enklere! Jeg skjønner det ikke

kunne hoppe fra kapittel til kapittel

nei

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Val Perc Cum Perc

Missing features, categorized

2 1.8 16.7 16.7

2 1.8 16.7 33.3

8 7.3 66.7 100.0

12 10.9 100.0

98 89.1

110 100.0

savner ingenting

savner eksisterende funksjonalitet
som man ikke har fått til

ikke besvart

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Val Perc Cum Perc

Likes about DAISY full text, compared to other formats - categorized

4 3.6 36.4 36.4

1 .9 9.1 45.5

1 .9 9.1 54.5

1 .9 9.1 63.6

1 .9 9.1 72.7

2 1.8 18.2 90.9

1 .9 9.1 100.0

11 10.0 100.0

99 90.0

110 100

slipper å lese selv

tekst på skjerm (liker/nyttig)

kan stille hastighet + slipper å lese selv

nyttig & lett når du kan det

praktisk (samlet, lett å frakte, trenger ikke lærebok)

vet ikke

liker ingenting

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Freq Perc Val Perc Cum Perc
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Dislikes about DAISY full text, compared to other formats - categorized

1 .9 11.1 11.1

2 1.8 22.2 33.3

1 .9 11.1 44.4

2 1.8 22.2 66.7

1 .9 11.1 77.8

1 .9 11.1 88.9

1 .9 11.1 100.0

9 8.2 100.0

101 91.8

110 100.0

for rask opplesning

tekniske bruksproblemer

dårlig uttale av ord

vanskelig å bruke

tar lang tid

"mangler" eksisterende funksjonalitet

vet ikke

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Val Percent Cum Percent

Believes students without print disabilities would like DAISY

5 4.5 41.7 41.7

3 2.7 25.0 66.7

4 3.6 33.3 100.0

12 10.9 100.0

98 89.1

110 100.0

yes

no

dont know

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

To non-full text users:                                                                                           Heard
of full text version

20 18.2 20.4 20.4

62 56.4 63.3 83.7

16 14.5 16.3 100.0

98 89.1 100.0

12 10.9

110 100.0

yes

no

dont know

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Believes full text would be useful

12 10.9 60.0 60.0

5 4.5 25.0 85.0

3 2.7 15.0 100.0

20 18.2 100.0

90 81.8

110 100.0

yes

no

dont know

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Reason for believing it would be useful, categorized

6 5.5 50.0 50.0

3 2.7 25.0 75.0

1 .9 8.3 83.3

1 .9 8.3 91.7

1 .9 8.3 100.0

12 10.9 100.0

98 89.1

110 100.0

lettere å få med seg informasjon

slippe å sitte med bok foran seg

få samlet notater, lyd og tekst

lettere å følge med & kan kopiere
tekst & slipper å ha bøker

slipper lesing, men får sett bildene

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Val Percent Cum Percent

Reason for believing it would not be useful, categorized

6 5.5 100.0 100.0

104 94.5

110 100.0

liker best å lese tekst fra bokValid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Familiarity with Synthetic Speech:                                                                             Have heard
Synthetic Speech:

82 74.5 74.5 74.5

12 10.9 10.9 85.5

13 11.8 11.8 97.3

3 2.7 2.7 100.0

110 100.0 100.0

yes

no

dont know

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Frequency of having heard Synthetic Speech - based on last week:

36 32.7 43.9 43.9

21 19.1 25.6 69.5

7 6.4 8.5 78.0

7 6.4 8.5 86.6

11 10.0 13.4 100.0

82 74.5 100.0

28 25.5

110 100.0

0 times

1-2 times

3-4 times

5 times or more

dont know

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Correlations between Ease of use and Usefulness for each feature                                         Correlations

1.000 .171

. .114

87 87

.171 1.000

.114 .

87 87

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Narrator with Natural
Speech, usefulness

Narrator with Natural
Speech, ease

Spearman's rho

Natural Speech,
useful

Natural
Speech, ease

Correlations

1.000 .108

. .496

42 42

.108 1.000

.496 .

42 42

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Narrator Synthetic
Speed, usefulness

Narrator Synthetic
Speed, ease

Spearman's rho

Synthetic
Speed, useful

Synthetic
Speed, ease

Correlations

1.000 .215

. .166

43 43

.215 1.000

.166 .

43 43

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Adjusted narrator
slower, usefulness

Adjusted narrator
slower, ease

Spearman's rho

Adjusted narrator
slower, usefulness

Adjusted
narrator

slower, ease

Correlations

1.000 .529**

. .000

44 44

.529** 1.000

.000 .

44 44

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Adjusted narrator
quicker,
usefulness

Adjusted narrator
quicker, ease

Spearman's rho

Adjusted narrator
quicker,

usefulness

Adjusted
narrator

quicker, ease

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).**. 
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Correlations

1.000 .459**

. .000

84 84

.459** 1.000

.000 .

84 84

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Jumped to or between
chapter, usefulness

Jumped to or between
chapter, ease

Spearman's rho

Jumped to or
between chapter,

usefulness

Jumped to or
between

chapter, ease

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).**. 

Correlations

1.000 .451**

. .000

84 84

.451** 1.000

.000 .

84 84

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Jumped to a specific
page, usefulness

Jumped to a spesific
page, ease

Spearman's rho

Jumped to page,
usefulness

Jumped to
page, ease

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).**. 

Correlations

1.000 .315**

. .008

69 69

.315** 1.000

.008 .

69 69

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Leaf from page to page,
usefulness

Leaf from page to page,
ease

Spearman's rho
Leaf, usefulness Leaf, ease

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).**. 

Correlations

1.000 .372

. .067

25 25

.372 1.000

.067 .

25 25

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Jumped backwards and
forwards in time,
usefulne

Jumped backwards and
forwards in time, ease

Spearman's rho

Jumped in time,
usefulness

Jumped in
time, ease
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Correlations

1.000 .830**

. .001

12 12

.830** 1.000

.001 .

12 12

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Added bookmark,
usefulness

Added bookmark,
ease

Spearman's rho

Add bookmark,
usefulness

Add bookmark,
ease

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).**. 

Correlations

1.000 .390

. .387

7 7

.390 1.000

.387 .

7 7

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Added textual note,
usefulness

Added textual note,
ease

Spearman's rho

Added textual
note, usefulness

Added textual
note, ease

Correlations

. .

. .

4 4

. .

. .

4 4

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coe!cient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Added auditive note,
usefulness

Added auditive note,
ease

Spearman's rho

Added auditive
note, usefulness

Added auditive
note, ease

Frequencies for those students using Freeware and Unknown softwares 

(used in the Feature Analysis Calculations)

Narrator with Synthetic Speech, tried feature

36 42.9 42.9 42.9

43 51.2 51.2 94.0

5 6.0 6.0 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Narrator with Synthetic Speech, usefulness

2 2.4 5.6 5.6

9 10.7 25.0 30.6

16 19.0 44.4 75.0

9 10.7 25.0 100.0

36 42.9 100.0

48 57.1

84 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Narrator with Synthetic Speech, ease of use

1 1.2 2.8 2.8

6 7.1 16.7 19.4

8 9.5 22.2 41.7

18 21.4 50.0 91.7

3 3.6 8.3 100.0

36 42.9 100.0

48 57.1

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Narrator with Natural speech, feature

76 90.5 90.5 90.5

6 7.1 7.1 97.6

2 2.4 2.4 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Narrator with Natural Speech, usefulness

4 4.8 5.3 5.3

34 40.5 44.7 50.0

36 42.9 47.4 97.4

2 2.4 2.6 100.0

76 90.5 100.0

8 9.5

84 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Narrator with Natural Speech, ease

3 3.6 3.9 3.9

6 7.1 7.9 11.8

27 32.1 35.5 47.4

32 38.1 42.1 89.5

8 9.5 10.5 100.0

76 90.5 100.0

8 9.5

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Slower, feature

39 46.4 46.4 46.4

44 52.4 52.4 98.8

1 1.2 1.2 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Slower, usefulness

7 8.3 17.9 17.9

7 8.3 17.9 35.9

15 17.9 38.5 74.4

9 10.7 23.1 97.4

1 1.2 2.6 100.0

39 46.4 100.0

45 53.6

84 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Slower, ease

1 1.2 2.6 2.6

5 6.0 12.8 15.4

13 15.5 33.3 48.7

16 19.0 41.0 89.7

4 4.8 10.3 100.0

39 46.4 100.0

45 53.6

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Adjusted narrator Quicker, feature

40 47.6 47.6 47.6

42 50.0 50.0 97.6

2 2.4 2.4 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Quicker, usefulness

8 9.5 20.0 20.0

8 9.5 20.0 40.0

17 20.2 42.5 82.5

7 8.3 17.5 100.0

40 47.6 100.0

44 52.4

84 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted narrator Quicker, ease

2 2.4 5.0 5.0

5 6.0 12.5 17.5

12 14.3 30.0 47.5

18 21.4 45.0 92.5

3 3.6 7.5 100.0

40 47.6 100.0

44 52.4

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to or between chapters, feature

77 91.7 91.7 91.7

7 8.3 8.3 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Jumped to or between chapters, usefulness

3 3.6 3.9 3.9

4 4.8 5.2 9.1

20 23.8 26.0 35.1

48 57.1 62.3 97.4

2 2.4 2.6 100.0

77 91.7 100.0

7 8.3

84 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to or between chapters, ease

6 7.1 7.8 7.8

10 11.9 13.0 20.8

13 15.5 16.9 37.7

41 48.8 53.2 90.9

7 8.3 9.1 100.0

77 91.7 100.0

7 8.3

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to a specific page, feature

78 92.9 92.9 92.9

6 7.1 7.1 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped to a specific page, usefulness

3 3.6 3.8 3.8

3 3.6 3.8 7.7

16 19.0 20.5 28.2

54 64.3 69.2 97.4

2 2.4 2.6 100.0

78 92.9 100.0

6 7.1

84 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Jumped to a specific page, ease

2 2.4 2.6 2.6

8 9.5 10.3 12.8

20 23.8 25.6 38.5

40 47.6 51.3 89.7

8 9.5 10.3 100.0

78 92.9 100.0

6 7.1

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Leafed from page to page, feature

64 76.2 76.2 76.2

19 22.6 22.6 98.8

1 1.2 1.2 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Leafed from page to page, usefulness

4 4.8 6.3 6.3

8 9.5 12.5 18.8

21 25.0 32.8 51.6

29 34.5 45.3 96.9

2 2.4 3.1 100.0

64 76.2 100.0

20 23.8

84 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Leafed from page to page, ease

5 6.0 7.8 7.8

7 8.3 10.9 18.8

13 15.5 20.3 39.1

31 36.9 48.4 87.5

8 9.5 12.5 100.0

64 76.2 100.0

20 23.8

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Jumped from page to page, feature

28 33.3 33.3 33.3

51 60.7 60.7 94.0

5 6.0 6.0 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped from page to page, usefulness

1 1.2 3.6 3.6

7 8.3 25.0 28.6

9 10.7 32.1 60.7

10 11.9 35.7 96.4

1 1.2 3.6 100.0

28 33.3 100.0

56 66.7

84 100.0

unyttig

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Jumped from page to page, ease

2 2.4 7.1 7.1

3 3.6 10.7 17.9

4 4.8 14.3 32.1

15 17.9 53.6 85.7

4 4.8 14.3 100.0

28 33.3 100.0

56 66.7

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add bookmark, feature

11 13.1 13.1 13.1

72 85.7 85.7 98.8

1 1.2 1.2 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Add bookmark, usefulness

4 4.8 36.4 36.4

4 4.8 36.4 72.7

3 3.6 27.3 100.0

11 13.1 100.0

73 86.9

84 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Ad bookmark, ease

4 4.8 36.4 36.4

2 2.4 18.2 54.5

3 3.6 27.3 81.8

2 2.4 18.2 100.0

11 13.1 100.0

73 86.9

84 100.0

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add textual note, feature

7 8.3 8.3 8.3

76 90.5 90.5 98.8

1 1.2 1.2 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add textual note, usefulness

2 2.4 28.6 28.6

2 2.4 28.6 57.1

2 2.4 28.6 85.7

1 1.2 14.3 100.0

7 8.3 100.0

77 91.7

84 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Add textual note, ease

1 1.2 14.3 14.3

1 1.2 14.3 28.6

1 1.2 14.3 42.9

3 3.6 42.9 85.7

1 1.2 14.3 100.0

7 8.3 100.0

77 91.7

84 100.0

veldig vanskelig

nokså vanskelig

nokså lett

veldig lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add auditive note, feature

5 6.0 6.0 6.0

75 89.3 89.3 95.2

4 4.8 4.8 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add auditive note, usefulness

1 1.2 20.0 20.0

4 4.8 80.0 100.0

5 6.0 100.0

79 94.0

84 100.0

lite nyttig

middels nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Add auditive note, ease

4 4.8 80.0 80.0

1 1.2 20.0 100.0

5 6.0 100.0

79 94.0

84 100.0

nokså lett

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Full text on screen, feature

6 7.1 66.7 66.7

3 3.6 33.3 100.0

9 10.7 100.0

75 89.3

84 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Full text on screen, usefulness

3 3.6 50.0 50.0

3 3.6 50.0 100.0

6 7.1 100.0

78 92.9

84 100.0

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Full text on screen, ease

2 2.4 33.3 33.3

4 4.8 66.7 100.0

6 7.1 100.0

78 92.9

84 100.0

nokså lett

veldig lett

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted text size, feature

2 2.4 22.2 22.2

7 8.3 77.8 100.0

9 10.7 100.0

75 89.3

84 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted text size, usefulness

2 2.4 100.0 100.0

82 97.6

84 100.0

svært nyttigValid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted text size, ease

2 2.4 100.0 100.0

82 97.6

84 100.0

nokså lettValid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Adjusted interface colors, feature

2 2.4 22.2 22.2

7 8.3 77.8 100.0

9 10.7 100.0

75 89.3

84 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted interface colors, usefulness

1 1.2 50.0 50.0

1 1.2 50.0 100.0

2 2.4 100.0

82 97.6

84 100.0

middels nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Adjusted interface colors, ease

1 1.2 50.0 50.0

1 1.2 50.0 100.0

2 2.4 100.0

82 97.6

84 100.0

nokså lett

veldig lett

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Text search, feature

2 2.4 22.2 22.2

7 8.3 77.8 100.0

9 10.7 100.0

75 89.3

84 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Text search, usefulness

1 1.2 50.0 50.0

1 1.2 50.0 100.0

2 2.4 100.0

82 97.6

84 100.0

lite nyttig

svært nyttig

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Text search, ease

1 1.2 50.0 50.0

1 1.2 50.0 100.0

2 2.4 100.0

82 97.6

84 100.0

nokså lett

veldig lett

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Functionality missed, categorized:

2 2.4 22.2 22.2

1 1.2 11.1 33.3

6 7.1 66.7 100.0

9 10.7 100.0

75 89.3

84 100.0

do not miss anything

miss existing features

no reply

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Gendered Used either Natural or Synthestic Speech Narrator:

26 31.0 31.0 31.0

58 69.0 69.0 100.0

84 100.0 100.0

girls

boys

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Gendered Adjusted the speed of the Narrator, either quicker or slower:

14 26.9 26.9 26.9

38 73.1 73.1 100.0

52 100.0 100.0

girls

boys

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Age differences within the student sample
Kruskal-Wallis Test for data on ordinal level - Usefulness and Ease of use for each Feature:
(There is only one non-empty group for Textual note. Kruskal-Wallis Test cannot be performed.)

Test Statisticsa,b

2.971 .740 .707 1.216 1.190 1.317 .637

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

.226 .691 .702 .545 .552 .518 .727

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

Synthetic
Speech,
useful

Synthetic
Speech,

ease

Natural
Speech,
useful

Natural
Speech,

ease

Slower
narrator,

useful

Slower
narrator,

ease

Quicker
narrator,

useful

Test Statisticsa,b

1.024 1.021 4.976 1.397 3.391 .813 .281

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

.599 .600 .083 .497 .183 .666 .869

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

Quicker
narrator,

ease

Jumped to
chapter,
useful

Jumped to
chapter,

ease

Jumped
to page,
useful

Jumped
to page,

ease
Leafed,
useful

Leafed,
ease

Test Statisticsa,b

3.659 .217 5.205 1.034 .821 .790

2 2 2 2 1 1

.160 .897 .074 .596 .365 .374

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

Jumped
in time,
useful

Jumped
in time,

ease

Add
bookmark,

useful

Add
bookmark,

ease
Add auditive
note, useful

Add
auditive

note, ease

Kruskal Wallis Testa. 

Grouping Variable: sammenfattet alder i kategorierb. 

Pearsons Chi-Square for data on nominal level

How additional learning material helped:

Count

2 23 25

9 68 77

1 6 7

12 97 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Makes reading more E!cient

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.344a 2 .842

.359 2 .836

.336 1 .562

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .77.a. 

Count

13 12 25

29 48 77

1 6 7

43 66 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Makes reading Easier

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.607a 2 .165

3.850 2 .146

3.430 1 .064

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.76.a. 

Count

3 22 25

20 57 77

3 4 7

26 83 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Remembers More/Better

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.516a 2 .172

3.649 2 .161

3.464 1 .063

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.67.a. 
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Count

25 25

2 75 77

1 6 7

3 106 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Read More

Total

Chi-Square Tests

4.193a 2 .123

3.181 2 .204

2.852 1 .091

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .19.a. 

Count

10 15 25

19 58 77

3 4 7

32 77 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Improved Understanding

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.794a 2 .247

2.703 2 .259

.484 1 .486

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.06.a. 

Count

25 25

1 76 77

7 7

1 108 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Be able to work more independently

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.419a 2 .811

.699 2 .705

.102 1 .749

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.a. 

Count

25 25

77 77

7 7

109 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

no

Improved consentration

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.a

109

Pearson Chi-Square

N of Valid Cases

Value

No statistics are computed because Konsentr is a constant.a. 

Count

2 23 25

5 72 77

7 7

7 102 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Is of General Help

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.585a 2 .747

1.026 2 .599

.405 1 .525

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .45.a. 
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Count

1 24 25

6 71 77

7 7

7 102 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Did not help/Was not used

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.965a 2 .617

1.435 2 .488

.014 1 .906

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .45.a. 

Count

25 25

77 77

7 7

109 109

1

2

3

Age category

Total

no

Do not know

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.a

109

Pearson Chi-Square

N of Valid Cases

Value

No statistics are computed because Vet ikke is a constant.a. 

Count

25 25

2 75 77

7 7

2 107 109

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

yes no

No reply

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.847a 2 .655

1.406 2 .495

.207 1 .649

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .13.a. 

What features are tried:

Count

11 10 21

34 40 74

1 6 7

46 56 102

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Narrator with Synthetic Speech

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.155a 2 .206

3.515 2 .172

2.084 1 .149

102

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.16.a. 

Count

24 24

68 7 75

6 1 7

98 8 106

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

yes no

Narrator with Natural Speech

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.758a 2 .252

4.455 2 .108

2.617 1 .106

106

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .53.a. 
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Count

10 15 25

33 42 75

5 2 7

48 59 107

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

yes no

Adjusted narrator to be Slower

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.259a 2 .323

2.285 2 .319

1.307 1 .253

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.14.a. 

Count

11 14 25

35 39 74

3 4 7

49 57 106

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

yes no

Adjusted narrator to be Quicker

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.116a 2 .944

.116 2 .944

.014 1 .905

106

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.24.a. 

Count

19 6 25

70 6 76

7 7

96 12 108

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Jumped to or between Chapters

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

5.876a 2 .053

5.813 2 .055

5.534 1 .019

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .78.a. 

Count

23 2 25

70 6 76

4 3 7

97 11 108

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Jumped to a specific Page

Total

Chi-Square Tests

8.735a 2 .013

5.613 2 .060

2.998 1 .083

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .71.a. 

Count

20 5 25

54 21 75

5 2 7

79 28 107

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Leafed from Page to Page

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.643a 2 .725

.670 2 .715

.518 1 .472

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.83.a. 
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Count

5 18 23

25 48 73

1 6 7

31 72 103

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Jumped backwards and forwards in time

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.193a 2 .334

2.352 2 .308

.114 1 .736

103

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.11.a. 

Count

5 20 25

9 66 75

1 6 7

15 92 107

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Added bookmark

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.996a 2 .608

.934 2 .627

.619 1 .432

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .98.a. 

Count

1 24 25

7 68 75

1 6 7

9 98 107

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Add textual note

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

1.028a 2 .598

1.115 2 .573

1.017 1 .313

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .59.a. 

Count

25 25

5 67 72

6 6

5 98 103

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Add auditive note

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.263a 2 .323

3.689 2 .158

.663 1 .415

103

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .29.a. 

Who have received help using DAISY

Count

17 8 25

37 35 72

3 4 7

57 47 104

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Receveid help using DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.500a 2 .287

2.550 2 .279

2.366 1 .124

104

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.16.a. 
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Count

3 7 2 3 15

1 19 9 3 2 1 35

1 2 3

5 28 11 3 5 1 53

1

2

3

Age category

Total

Install
-ation

train-
ing

innstalla
tion +

training

help at
school+
at home

help at
home

instruct-
ive

material

Type of help - categorized

Total

Chi-Square Tests

11.491a 10 .321

12.780 10 .236

.133 1 .715

53

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

15 cells (83.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.a. 

Who have heard of full text:

Count

19 19

18 40 58

2 2 4

20 61 81

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

yes no

Heard of DAISY

Total

Chi-Square Tests

8.862a 2 .012

13.152 2 .001

8.545 1 .003

81

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .99.a. 
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Context of use

Count

10 15 25

23 52 75

2 5 7

35 72 107

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

Used at school, for schoolwork

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.800a 2 .670

.784 2 .676

.693 1 .405

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.29.a. 

Count

1 24 25

3 72 75

7 7

4 103 107

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

At school, for entertainment

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.291a 2 .865

.552 2 .759

.102 1 .750

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .26.a. 

Count

22 3 25

69 6 75

7 7

98 9 107

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

yes no

At home, for schoolwork

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

1.077a 2 .584

1.620 2 .445

.980 1 .322

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .59.a. 

Count

2 23 25

5 70 75

7 7

7 100 107

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

At home, for entertainment

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.579a 2 .749

1.031 2 .597

.378 1 .539

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .46.a. 

Count

1 24 25

4 71 75

7 7

5 102 107

1

2

3

Age category

Total

yes no

On transportation (bus, train, car etc)

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.442a 2 .802

.767 2 .681

.019 1 .889

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .33.a. 

Page 13

Frequency of listening to Synthetic Speech

Count

11 2 3 3 19

23 15 4 7 8 57

1 3 4

35 20 7 7 11 80

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

0 times 1-2 times 3-4 times 5 times + dont know

Listened to Synthetic Speech last week

Total

Chi-Square Tests

12.029a 8 .150

13.674 8 .091

.058 1 .810

80

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

11 cells (73.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .35.a. 
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Gender differences within the student sample  
Kruskal-Wallis Test comparing distributions for data on ordinal levels
 

Ease of use and Usefulness of each feature:

Test Statisticsa,b

.810 .141 .438 .004 .154 .244 .001

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

.368 .707 .508 .950 .695 .622 .981

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

Synthetic
Speech,
useful

Synthetic
Speech,

ease

Natural
Speech,
useful

Natural
Speech,

ease

Slower
narrator,

useful

Slower
narrator,

ease

Quicker
narrator,

useful

Test Statisticsa,b

.001 .952 .866 3.865 1.687 .008 .027

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

.981 .329 .352 .049 .194 .929 .871

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

Quicker
narrator,

ease

Jumped to
chapter,
useful

Jumped to
chapter,

ease

Jumped
to page,
useful

Jumped
to page,

ease
Leafed,
useful

Leafed,
ease

Test Statisticsa,b

.349 2.461 .349 .280 .250 .250

1 1 1 1 1 1

.555 .117 .555 .597 .617 .617

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

Jumped
in time,
useful

Jumped
in time,

ease

Add
bookmark,

useful

Add
bookmark,

ease
Add auditive
note, useful

Add
auditive

note, ease

Kruskal Wallis Testa. 

Grouping Variable: Kjønnb. 

Ranks

9 5.00

9a

9 5.00

9a

Gender

boys

Total

boys

Total

Add text note, usefulness

Add text note, ease

N Mean Rank

There is only one non-empty group. Kruskal-Wallis Test cannot be performed.a. 

Page 1

Crosstabulations and Pearsons Chi-Square for data on nominal level

How additional learning materials help:

Count

3 30 33

9 68 77

12 98 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Makes reading more E!cient

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.160b 1 .689

.004 1 .947

.165 1 .684

1.000 .488

.159 1 .690

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.60.b. 

Count

12 21 33

31 46 77

43 67 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Makes reading Easier

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.147b 1 .701

.029 1 .865

.148 1 .700

.832 .435

.146 1 .702

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 12.90.b. 
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Count

10 23 33

17 60 77

27 83 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Remember More/Better

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.844b 1 .358

.458 1 .498

.822 1 .364

.469 .247

.836 1 .361

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.10.b. 

Count

1 32 33

2 75 77

3 107 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Can read More

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.016b 1 .898

.000 1 1.000

.016 1 .899

1.000 .661

.016 1 .899

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .90.b. 
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Count

14 19 33

18 59 77

32 78 110

girl

boy

Gender

Total

yes no

Improved Understanding

Total

Chi-Square Tests

4.063b 1 .044

3.192 1 .074

3.922 1 .048

.066 .039

4.026 1 .045

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.60.b. 

Count

33 33

1 76 77

1 109 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Can Work more Independently

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.433b 1 .511

.000 1 1.000

.717 1 .397

1.000 .700

.429 1 .513

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.b. 
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Count

33 33

77 77

110 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

no

Improved Understanding

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.a

110

Pearson Chi-Square

N of Valid Cases

Value

No statistics are computed because Konsentr is a constant.a. 

Count

33 33

7 70 77

7 103 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Is of General Help

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.204b 1 .073

1.860 1 .173

5.195 1 .023

.100 .076

3.175 1 .075

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.10.b. 

Count

1 32 33

6 71 77

7 103 110

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Did not help/Was not used

Total

Page 5

Chi-Square Tests

.879b 1 .348

.262 1 .609

1.002 1 .317

.672 .321

.871 1 .351

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.10.b. 

What features are tried:

Count

12 17 29

34 40 74

46 57 103

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Narrator with Synthetic Speech

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.176b 1 .675

.040 1 .842

.176 1 .674

.826 .423

.174 1 .676

103

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 12.95.b. 

Count

28 3 31

71 5 76

99 8 107

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Narrator with Natural Speech

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.306b 1 .580

.022 1 .883

.292 1 .589

.688 .422

.303 1 .582

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.32.b. 

Count

16 17 33

32 42 74

48 59 107

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Adjusted the narrator to be slower

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.253b 1 .615

.086 1 .769

.253 1 .615

.676 .384

.251 1 .616

107

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 14.80.b. 

Count

13 20 33

36 37 73

49 57 106

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Adjusted the narrator to be Quicker

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.900b 1 .343

.545 1 .460

.906 1 .341

.403 .231

.891 1 .345

106

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 15.25.b. 

Count

26 7 33

70 6 76

96 13 109

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Jumped to or between chapters

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.885b 1 .049

2.720 1 .099

3.584 1 .058

.060 .053

3.849 1 .050

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.94.b. 

Count

29 4 33

68 8 76

97 12 109

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Jumped to a specific page

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.060b 1 .807

.000 1 1.000

.059 1 .808

.752 .521

.059 1 .808

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.63.b. 

Count

21 11 32

58 18 76

79 29 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Leafing from page to page

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.310b 1 .252

.823 1 .364

1.274 1 .259

.341 .182

1.298 1 .255

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.59.b. 

Count

5 25 30

26 48 74

31 73 104

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Jumped backwards and forwards in time

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

3.480b 1 .062

2.653 1 .103

3.740 1 .053

.096 .048

3.446 1 .063

104

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.94.b. 

Count

5 28 33

11 64 75

16 92 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Added bookmark

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.004b 1 .948

.000 1 1.000

.004 1 .948

1.000 .580

.004 1 .948

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.89.b. 

Count

33 33

9 66 75

9 99 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Added textual note

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

4.320b 1 .038

2.892 1 .089

6.918 1 .009

.055 .032

4.280 1 .039

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.75.b. 

Count

1 31 32

4 68 72

5 99 104

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Added auditive note

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.286b 1 .593

.001 1 .970

.309 1 .578

1.000 .510

.283 1 .595

104

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.54.b. 

Who have received help using DAISY:

Count

15 15 30

42 33 75

57 48 105

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

 Received help using DAISY

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.311b 1 .577

.116 1 .733

.310 1 .578

.666 .366

.308 1 .579

105

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 13.71.b. 

Count

3 6 1 3 13

2 22 10 3 2 1 2 42

5 28 11 3 5 1 2 55

girls

boys

Gender

Total

Install
-ation

train-
ing

installati
on +

training

help at
school +
at home

help
at

home

instruc-
tive

material

training +
instructive
material

Type of help - categorized

Total

Chi-Square Tests

10.548a 6 .103

10.895 6 .092

.466 1 .495

55

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

11 cells (78.6%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .24.a. 

Who have heard of full text:

Count

6 20 26

14 42 56

20 62 82

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Heard of DAISY

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.036b 1 .850

.000 1 1.000

.036 1 .850

1.000 .542

.035 1 .851

82

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.34.b. 

Context of use:

Count

33 33

4 71 75

4 104 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

 Used at school, for entertainment

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.828b 1 .176

.638 1 .424

2.984 1 .084

.311 .227

1.811 1 .178

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.22.b. 

Count

5 28 33

30 45 75

35 73 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Used at school, for schoolwork

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

6.460b 1 .011

5.375 1 .020

7.035 1 .008

.014 .008

6.400 1 .011

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 10.69.b. 

Count

32 1 33

67 8 75

99 9 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Used at home, for schoolwork

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.749b 1 .186

.893 1 .345

2.071 1 .150

.271 .174

1.733 1 .188

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.75.b. 

Count

4 29 33

3 72 75

7 101 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Used at home, for entertainment

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

2.494b 1 .114

1.334 1 .248

2.276 1 .131

.197 .126

2.470 1 .116

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.14.b. 

Count

33 33

5 70 75

5 103 108

girls

boys

Gender

Total

yes no

Used at transportation

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.307b 1 .129

1.044 1 .307

3.752 1 .053

.320 .155

2.285 1 .131

108

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.53.b. 

Frequence of listening to Synthetic Speech:

Count

7 6 3 1 5 22

28 15 4 6 6 59

35 21 7 7 11 81

girls

boys

Gender

Total

0 times 1-2 times 3-4 times 5 times or more dont know

Listened to Syntethic Speech during the last week:

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

4.247a 4 .374

4.129 4 .389

1.865 1 .172

81

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

3 cells (30.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.90.a. 

Age and Gender - tendecy and significances - investigations

Distribution of Gender related to School type (categorized based on grade)

15 16 31

48.4% 51.6% 100.0%

45.5% 20.8% 28.2%

13.6% 14.5% 28.2%

11 58 69

15.9% 84.1% 100.0%

33.3% 75.3% 62.7%

10.0% 52.7% 62.7%

7 3 10

70.0% 30.0% 100.0%

21.2% 3.9% 9.1%

6.4% 2.7% 9.1%

33 77 110

30.0% 70.0% 100.0%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

30.0% 70.0% 100.0%

Count

% within tilordnet
klassetrinn

% within Kjønn

% of Total

Count

% within tilordnet
klassetrinn

% within Kjønn

% of Total

Count

% within tilordnet
klassetrinn

% within Kjønn

% of Total

Count

% within tilordnet
klassetrinn

% within Kjønn

% of Total

primary

lower
secondary

upper
secondary

grade category

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

Count

15 16 31

11 58 69

7 3 10

33 77 110

primary

lower second

upper second

Age category

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

19.103a 2 .000

18.688 2 .000

.369 1 .544

110

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.00.a. 

Distribution of Gender related to Age (categorized)

Count

13 12 25

15 62 77

5 2 7

33 76 109

1

2

3

Age categories

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

Chi-Square Tests

15.456a 2 .000

14.740 2 .001

1.052 1 .305

109

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.12.a. 

How Girls on [Context:Use at School, Schoolwork] distribute themselves on School type.

Count

2 13 15

1 10 11

2 5 7

5 28 33

primary

low secondary

upp secondary

School type

Total

yes no

Used at School, for schoolwork - NB:no no-reply

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.333a 2 .513

1.214 2 .545

.552 1 .457

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.06.a. 
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How Boys on [Context: Use at School, Schoolwork] distribute themselves on School type

Count

9 7 16

21 35 2 58

3 3

30 45 2 77

primary

low secondary

upp secondary

School type

Total

yes no no reply

Used at School, for Schoolwork - includes no-reply

Total

Chi-Square Tests

4.678a 4 .322

6.077 4 .193

1.439 1 .230

77

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

5 cells (55.6%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .08.a. 

Count

9 7 16

21 35 56

3 3

30 45 75

primary

low secondary

upp secondary

School type

Total

yes no

Used at School, for Schoolwork - excluding no-reply

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.906a 2 .142

4.927 2 .085

3.545 1 .060

75

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.20.a. 

Checking Gender di!erence tendency on [Usefulness of Jumping to a specific page]  -
found through Kruskal Wallis, re-checked using Pearsons Chi-Sq.

Count

1 1 10 16 28

2 3 8 52 65

3 4 18 68 93

girls

boys

Gender

Total

unyttig lite nyttig
middels
nyttig svært nyttig

Jumped to specific page, usefulness

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

7.002a 3 .072

6.540 3 .088

1.957 1 .162

93

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

4 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .90.a. 

How Age-category 1 distribute themselves on Gender on [item: Have heard of full text]
(No statistics are computed because Hørt om Daisy is a constant.)

Count

9 10 19

9 10 19

noHeard of DAISY

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

How Age-category 2 distribute themselves on Gender on [item: Have heard of full text]

Count

5 13 18

10 30 40

15 43 58

yes

no

Heard of DAISY

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.050b 1 .823

.000 1 1.000

.050 1 .824

1.000 .532

.049 1 .825

58

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.66.b. 
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How Age-category 3 distribute themselves on Gender on [item: Having heard of full text]

Count

1 1 2

1 1 2

2 2 4

yes

no

Heard of DAISY

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.000b 1 1.000

.000 1 1.000

.000 1 1.000

1.000 .833

.000 1 1.000

4

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

4 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.00.b. 

How Age-category 1 distribute themselves on Gender on [item: Jumping to Chapters]

Count

7 12 19

6 6

13 12 25

yes

no

Jump to or between
chapters, feature

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

Chi-Square Tests

7.287b 1 .007

4.977 1 .026

9.609 1 .002

.015 .010

6.996 1 .008

25

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.88.b. 
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How Age-category 2 distribute themselves on Gender on [item: Jumping to Chapters]

Count

14 56 70

1 5 6

15 61 76

yes

no

Jump to or between
chapter, feature

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.039b 1 .844

.000 1 1.000

.040 1 .841

1.000 .662

.038 1 .845

76

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.18.b. 

How Age-category 3 distribute themselves on Gender on [item: Jumping to Chapters] No
statistics are computed because Jump to/between chapter, feature is a constant.

Count

5 2 7

5 2 7

yesJump to or between
chapters, feature

Total

girls boys

Gender

Total

How Genders are distributed on Age Categories on [item: Jumping to Chapters]   Girls:

Count

7 14 5 26

6 1 7

13 15 5 33

yes

no

Jumped to or between
chapters, feature

Total

1 2 3

Age-categories

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

8.084a 2 .018

8.813 2 .012

6.689 1 .010

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

4 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.06.a. 

Boys:

Count

12 56 2 70

5 5

12 61 2 75

yes

no

Jumped to or between
chapters, feature

Total

1 2 3

Age-categories

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.230a 2 .541

2.147 2 .342

.556 1 .456

75

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

4 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .13.a. 
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Frequencies, All teachers 

Teacher numbers (- i.e. 4 teachers from 1 school is maximum)

46 68.7 68.7 68.7

16 23.9 23.9 92.5

4 6.0 6.0 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

1

2

3

4

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Gender

47 70.1 70.1 70.1

20 29.9 29.9 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

female

male

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

What additional learning material they have tried                                        
Tried audio book formats in classroom teaching

42 62.7 62.7 62.7

24 35.8 35.8 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Tried DAISY audio book in classroom teaching

58 86.6 86.6 86.6

8 11.9 11.9 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Tried DAISY full text book in classroom teaching

8 11.9 11.9 11.9

58 86.6 86.6 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Tried DAISY book or other audio book along with printed material

15 22.4 22.4 22.4

51 76.1 76.1 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Tried larger print material in classroom teaching

7 10.4 10.4 10.4

59 88.1 88.1 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Tried braille in classroom teaching

2 3.0 3.0 3.0

64 95.5 95.5 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Reason for using DAISY, categorized

36 53.7 53.7 53.7

2 3.0 3.0 56.7

5 7.5 7.5 64.2

2 3.0 3.0 67.2

2 3.0 3.0 70.1

4 6.0 6.0 76.1

8 11.9 11.9 88.1

3 4.5 4.5 92.5

3 4.5 4.5 97.0

1 1.5 1.5 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

elev(er) lesevansker/dysleksi

lett å bruke for elev(er)

letter læring/fokus på innhold

elev nedsatt syn

elev(er) dysleksi/lesevansker & nedsatt syn

lette hjemmearbeid for lesesvake elever

spesiallærer/skolen kjøpt inn

elev(er) lese-/konsentrasjonsprobl

ikke besvart

foreldre ønsket

lærer slipper å lese høyt

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Likes with DAISY compared to other formats (yes=mentioned, no=not m.)     Motivates

2 3.0 3.0 3.0

65 97.0 97.0 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Navigation easy to use/e!cient

20 29.9 29.9 29.9

47 70.1 70.1 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Easier to work independently

12 17.9 17.9 17.9

55 82.1 82.1 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Ease to use

12 17.9 17.9 17.9

55 82.1 82.1 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Ease to transport

2 3.0 3.0 3.0

65 97.0 97.0 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Clear Speech - Good narrator

3 4.5 4.5 4.5

64 95.5 95.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

O"er di"erent learning strategies

1 1.5 1.5 1.5

66 98.5 98.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Flexible Playback device

1 1.5 1.5 1.5

66 98.5 98.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Full text features (picture/audio/screen combinations)

2 3.0 3.0 3.0

65 97.0 97.0 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Good idea

1 1.5 1.5 1.5

66 98.5 98.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Helps the students

12 17.9 17.9 17.9

55 82.1 82.1 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Do not know

10 14.9 14.9 14.9

57 85.1 85.1 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Dislikes with DAISY compared to other formats                                  
Cannot control the students use of DAISY

4 6.0 6.0 6.0

63 94.0 94.0 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Technical di!culties

9 13.4 13.4 13.4

58 86.6 86.6 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Not (very) user friendly

3 4.5 4.5 4.5

64 95.5 95.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Reads picture caption/page numbers

1 1.5 1.5 1.5

66 98.5 98.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

New Norwegian is missed

1 1.5 1.5 1.5

66 98.5 98.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Full text features are missed

5 7.5 7.5 7.5

62 92.5 92.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Technology demands needed

5 7.5 7.5 7.5

62 92.5 92.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Do not know

10 14.9 14.9 14.9

57 85.1 85.1 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

No reply on neither likes or dislikes

8 11.9 11.9 11.9

59 88.1 88.1 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

User training given the teachers and their students                                   
Teachers received user training

6 9.0 9.0 9.0

60 89.6 89.6 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

no reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Type of training - quanitifed into categories

1 1.5 16.7 16.7

3 4.5 50.0 66.7

1 1.5 16.7 83.3

1 1.5 16.7 100.0

6 9.0 100.0

61 91.0

67 100.0

instruksjonsmateriell funnet selv

spesiallærer/personell med kompetanse

instruksjonsbok og spesiallærer

utprøving i gruppe

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Type of training - open item - qualitative

59 88.1 88.1 88.1

1 1.5 1.5 89.6

1 1.5 1.5 91.0

1 1.5 1.5 92.5

1 1.5 1.5 94.0

1 1.5 1.5 95.5

1 1.5 1.5 97.0

1 1.5 1.5 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

 

(ønsker svært gjerne opplæring)

Alle brukere har sammen prøvd ut programmet
for avspilling av Daisy

av spesiallærer og instruksjonsbok

Fra Huseby kompetansesenter. Helt enkelt
hvordan det fungerer.

funnet info på nettet

kurs via PPT, kombinert med annen opplæring

opplæring i bruk av spesiallærer

ønsker opplæring!

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Students having received user training

31 46.3 46.3 46.3

34 50.7 50.7 97.0

2 3.0 3.0 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

do not know

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Type of training - quantified into categories

11 16.4 35.5 35.5

5 7.5 16.1 51.6

1 1.5 3.2 54.8

2 3.0 6.5 61.3

1 1.5 3.2 64.5

7 10.4 22.6 87.1

1 1.5 3.2 90.3

3 4.5 9.7 100.0

31 46.3 100.0

36 53.7

67 100.0

innstallasjon/bruksforklaring av lærer

innstallasjon/bruksforklaring av
spesiallærer/-personell

spesiallærer/-personell veileder &
instruksjonsmateriell

innstallasjon/bruksforklaring av både
foreldre og elev

hjelpes hjemme

kun litt starthjelp/veiledning

lærer veileder &
manual/instruksjonsmateriell

ikke besvart

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Type of training - open item - qualitative

39 58.2 58.2 58.2

1 1.5 1.5 59.7

1 1.5 1.5 61.2

1 1.5 1.5 62.7

1 1.5 1.5 64.2

1 1.5 1.5 65.7

1 1.5 1.5 67.2

1 1.5 1.5 68.7

1 1.5 1.5 70.1

1 1.5 1.5 71.6

1 1.5 1.5 73.1

1 1.5 1.5 74.6

1 1.5 1.5 76.1

1 1.5 1.5 77.6

1 1.5 1.5 79.1

1 1.5 1.5 80.6

1 1.5 1.5 82.1

1 1.5 1.5 83.6

1 1.5 1.5 85.1

1 1.5 1.5 86.6

1 1.5 1.5 88.1

1 1.5 1.5 89.6

1 1.5 1.5 91.0

1 1.5 1.5 92.5

1 1.5 1.5 94.0

1 1.5 1.5 95.5

1 1.5 1.5 97.0

1 1.5 1.5 98.5

1 1.5 1.5 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

 

av faren sin

av spesiallærer og instruksjonsbok

Bare kort innføring/utprøving sammen med
lærer

De har bare fått en veiledning + foreldrene

demonstrasjon av IT-ansvarlige

det å finne frem på datamaskinen til rett spor

eleven har fått opplæring av meg etter at jeg
hadde satt meg inn i programmet (lastet ned
brukermanualen på nytt)

Felles utprøving var det eneste som var
nødvendig

gjennomgang med lærer og øving i
gr.situasjon

Har lært det de trenger for å bruke det.
Gruppe på 5, meg som lærer.

har øvd på skolen i å finne frem til rett side

Huseby kompetansesenter

hvordan de skal bruke dette hjelpemiddelet til
"lesing". Innstillinger av hastighet, hvordan
finne frem og hvordan lage bokmerke.

ikke annet enn at lærer har innstallert og
forklart hvordan programmet brukes

Jeg holdt kurs 2x2 timer for alle elevene som
skulle bruke Daisy-lydbøker. Kurs for
foreldrene om samme på kveldstid.

Kurs+hjelp til å innstallere TPB

kursing ved skolen

Litt av lærer, mor og far som på en måte har
funnet ut av tingene selv

litt rettleding på skolen, hjelp til å legge inn
Reader

Litt! Vi har prøvd sammen med eleven så at
han mestrer DAISY-materiellet

Lærer har gjennomgått hvordan det skal
brukes, sammen med eleven

lærer satte seg inn i systemet og formidlet
dette videre til elev

lærerne har prøvd å sette seg inn i dette og
har lært opp elevene

opplæring av lærer i bruk av Daisy

svært enkel innføring fra lærer. Ellers ønsker
de stort sett å eksperimentere selv

veiledning av foreldre/elev for innstallering og
bruk av lydboken

Vist hvordan bøkene brukes rent teknisk.
Snakket om hvordan de kan brukes for å ha
best mulig læringsutbytte.

Å håndtere den utrolig dårlige TPB-Reader

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent
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Universal Design Perspectives                                                                            
Believes students without print disabilities would like to use DAISY

33 49.3 49.3 49.3

4 6.0 6.0 55.2

30 44.8 44.8 100.0

67 100.0 100.0

yes

no

dont
know

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Why all students would like DAISY:quanitified into overlapping categories                     
Makes reading easier

5 7.5 15.2 15.2

28 41.8 84.8 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Provide variation

14 20.9 42.4 42.4

19 28.4 57.6 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Uses two ways of learning (audio/visual)

5 7.5 15.2 15.2

28 41.8 84.8 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Motivates

2 3.0 6.1 6.1

31 46.3 93.9 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Helps some/auditive students

13 19.4 39.4 39.4

20 29.9 60.6 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Can be used in common classroom teaching

2 3.0 6.1 6.1

31 46.3 93.9 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Makes Concentrating easier

4 6.0 12.1 12.1

29 43.3 87.9 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Good for speech/language training

2 3.0 6.1 6.1

31 46.3 93.9 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

No reply

2 3.0 6.1 6.1

31 46.3 93.9 100.0

33 49.3 100.0

34 50.7

67 100.0

yes

no

Total

Valid

SystemMissing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Frequencies for classroom use                                                                             Subject

48 26.2 26.2 26.2

37 20.2 20.2 46.4

13 7.1 7.1 53.6

31 16.9 16.9 70.5

30 16.4 16.4 86.9

2 1.1 1.1 88.0

2 1.1 1.1 89.1

8 4.4 4.4 93.4

5 2.7 2.7 96.2

2 1.1 1.1 97.3

5 2.7 2.7 100.0

183 100.0 100.0

samfunnsfag

KRL

Engelsk

norsk

natur og
miljøfag (NaMi)

humanbiologi

Helsefag

Historie

Mattematikk

Geografi

ukjent teorifag

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Grade (0 equals missing grade)

3 1.6 1.6 1.6

3 1.6 1.6 3.3

23 12.6 12.6 15.8

16 8.7 8.7 24.6

27 14.8 14.8 39.3

36 19.7 19.7 59.0

31 16.9 16.9 76.0

32 17.5 17.5 93.4

6 3.3 3.3 96.7

4 2.2 2.2 98.9

2 1.1 1.1 100.0

183 100.0 100.0

0

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Type of DAISY book

130 71.0 71.0 71.0

13 7.1 7.1 78.1

14 7.7 7.7 85.8

26 14.2 14.2 100.0

183 100.0 100.0

Daisy audio book

Daisy full text book

Dont know type of book

No reply

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Crosstabulation: [Subject] based * of how [Classroom Teaching Worked Out] (w/no responses)

Count

7 26 11 4 48

8 16 9 4 37

1 9 3 13

3 15 9 4 31

8 14 7 1 30

2 2

2 2

2 5 1 8

1 3 1 5

1 1 2

3 1 1 5

5 33 88 43 14 183

social science

religion

english

norwegian

environmental (NaMi)

human biology

health subjects

history

mathematics

geografy

unknown theory subject

Subject

Total

very badly not well well very well no respons

The Classroom Teaching Worked Out:

Total

Chi-Square Tests

176.152a 40 .000

67.912 40 .004

.019 1 .890

183

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

42 cells (76.4%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .05.a. 

Symmetric Measures

.700 .000

.010 .099 .138 .891c

-.138 .076 -1.869 .063c

183

Contingency Coe!cientNominal by Nominal

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value
Asymp.

Std. Errora Approx. Tb Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 
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Crosstabulation: [Subject] based * of how [Classroom Teaching Worked Out] (no non-replies)

Count

7 26 11 44

8 16 9 33

1 9 3 13

3 15 9 27

8 14 7 29

2 2

2 2

2 5 1 8

1 3 1 5

1 1 2

3 1 4

5 33 88 43 169

social science

religion

english

norwegian

environmental (NaMi)

human biology

health subjects

history

mathematics

geography

unknown theory subject

Fag

Total

very badly not well well very well

The Classroom Teaching Worked Out:

Total

Chi-Square Tests

157.845a 30 .000

59.538 30 .001

.418 1 .518

169

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

31 cells (70.5%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.a. 

Symmetric Measures

-.050 .064 -.646 .519c

-.132 .079 -1.725 .086c

169

Pearson's RInterval by Interval

Spearman CorrelationOrdinal by Ordinal

N of Valid Cases

Value
Asymp. Std.

Errora Approx. Tb Approx. Sig.

Not assuming the null hypothesis.a. 

Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.b. 

Based on normal approximation.c. 

Gender Differences 
- Kruskal Wallis for data on ordinal level: assessed ratings of DAISY

Ranks

135 91.39

48 93.72

183

Gender
female

male

Total

The teaching
worked out

N Mean Rank

Page 13

Test Statisticsa,b

.079

1

.779

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

The teaching worked out

Kruskal Wallis Testa. 

Grouping Variable: Kjønnb. 

Ranks - excluding no-replies

124 83.84

45 88.20

169

Gender
female

male

Total

The teaching
worked out

N Mean Rank

Test Statisticsa,b

.314

1

.575

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

The teaching worked out

Kruskal Wallis Testa. 

Grouping Variable: Kjønnb. 

Gender di"erences for data on nominal level - Pearsons Chi-Square

Count

32 14 1 47

10 10 20

42 24 1 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no no reply

Tried audio book in teaching

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.758a 2 .252

2.979 2 .225

.013 1 .909

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 
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Count

40 6 1 47

18 2 20

58 8 1 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no no reply

Tried DAISY audio book in teaching

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.554a 2 .758

.841 2 .657

.532 1 .466

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 

Count

6 40 1 47

2 18 20

8 58 1 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no no reply

Tried DAISY full text book in teaching

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.554a 2 .758

.841 2 .657

.239 1 .625

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 

Count

14 32 1 47

1 19 20

15 51 1 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no no reply

DAISY or audio-book combined with printed material

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

5.611a 2 .060

6.987 2 .030

.144 1 .705

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 

Looking into above tendency: DAISY-audio or other audio book combined with printed
material - Without non-reply:

Count

14 32 46

1 19 20

15 51 66

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

DAISY or audio book combined with printed material

Total

Count

6 40 1 47

1 19 20

7 59 1 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no no reply

Tried larger printed material in teaching

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.391a 2 .499

1.794 2 .408

.084 1 .772

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

4 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 

Count

2 44 1 47

20 20

2 64 1 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no no reply

Tried braille in education

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

1.336a 2 .513

2.187 2 .335

.207 1 .649

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

4 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 

Reasons for having used DAISY (distributions not presented) Chi-Square Tests

13.806a 10 .182

16.964 10 .075

2.464 1 .116

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

19 cells (86.4%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 

Likes with DAISY compared to other formats

Count

1 46 47

1 19 20

2 65 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Motivating

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.400b 1 .527

.000 1 1.000

.366 1 .545

.511 .511

.394 1 .530

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .60.b. 

Count

12 35 47

8 12 20

20 47 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Navigation e!cient/ease to use

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

1.402b 1 .236

.797 1 .372

1.363 1 .243

.257 .185

1.382 1 .240

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.97.b. 

Count

10 37 47

2 18 20

12 55 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Easier to work independently

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.213b 1 .271

.568 1 .451

1.327 1 .249

.487 .231

1.195 1 .274

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.58.b. 

Count

9 38 47

3 17 20

12 55 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Ease to use

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.164b 1 .685

.003 1 .954

.169 1 .681

1.000 .490

.162 1 .687

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.58.b. 

Count

2 45 47

20 20

2 65 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Easily transported

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.877b 1 .349

.023 1 .879

1.444 1 .229

1.000 .489

.864 1 .353

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .60.b. 

Count

2 45 47

1 19 20

3 64 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Clear narrator

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.018b 1 .893

.000 1 1.000

.018 1 .894

1.000 .662

.018 1 .894

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .90.b. 

Count

1 46 47

20 20

1 66 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Di"erent learning strategies

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.432b 1 .511

.000 1 1.000

.716 1 .398

1.000 .701

.426 1 .514

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.b. 

Count

1 46 47

20 20

1 66 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Flexible playback device

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.432b 1 .511

.000 1 1.000

.716 1 .398

1.000 .701

.426 1 .514

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.b. 

Count

47 47

2 18 20

2 65 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Full text

Total

Chi-Square Tests

4.845b 1 .028

2.007 1 .157

4.983 1 .026

.086 .086

4.772 1 .029

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .60.b. 

Count

47 47

1 19 20

1 66 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Good idea

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

2.386b 1 .122

.197 1 .657

2.454 1 .117

.299 .299

2.350 1 .125

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.b. 

Count

10 37 47

2 18 20

12 55 67

female

male

Gender

Total

ye no

Helps the students

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.213b 1 .271

.568 1 .451

1.327 1 .249

.487 .231

1.195 1 .274

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.58.b. 

Count

9 38 47

1 19 20

10 57 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Do not know

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

2.212b 1 .137

1.238 1 .266

2.621 1 .105

.260 .131

2.179 1 .140

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.99.b. 

Count

8 39 47

1 19 20

9 58 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

No reply

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.744b 1 .187

.863 1 .353

2.042 1 .153

.260 .179

1.718 1 .190

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.69.b. 

Dislikes with DAISY compared to other formats:

Count

2 45 47

2 18 20

4 63 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Little control with student use

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.825b 1 .364

.119 1 .730

.758 1 .384

.577 .344

.812 1 .367

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.19.b. 

Count

6 41 47

3 17 20

9 58 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Technical issues

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.060b 1 .806

.000 1 1.000

.059 1 .808

1.000 .542

.059 1 .808

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.69.b. 

Count

47 47

3 17 20

3 64 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Little user friendly

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

7.380b 1 .007

4.290 1 .038

7.592 1 .006

.024 .024

7.270 1 .007

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .90.b. 

Count

1 46 47

20 20

1 66 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Read page number/captions

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.432b 1 .511

.000 1 1.000

.716 1 .398

1.000 .701

.426 1 .514

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.b. 

Count

47 47

1 19 20

1 66 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Miss New Norwegian

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

2.386b 1 .122

.197 1 .657

2.454 1 .117

.299 .299

2.350 1 .125

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.b. 

Count

5 42 47

20 20

5 62 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Miss full text features

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.299b 1 .129

1.017 1 .313

3.715 1 .054

.312 .159

2.265 1 .132

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.49.b. 

Count

3 44 47

2 18 20

5 62 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Technological demands for utilization

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.266b 1 .606

.000 1 .994

.253 1 .615

.631 .472

.262 1 .609

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.49.b. 

Count

9 38 47

1 19 20

10 57 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Do not know

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.212b 1 .137

1.238 1 .266

2.621 1 .105

.260 .131

2.179 1 .140

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.99.b. 

Count

7 40 47

1 19 20

8 59 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

No reply

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

1.306b 1 .253

.535 1 .465

1.507 1 .220

.419 .241

1.287 1 .257

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.39.b. 

User Training for Teachers and (their reports on) their Students:

Count

4 43 47

2 17 1 20

6 60 1 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no ikke besvart

Teacher received training

Total

Chi-Square Tests

2.451a 2 .294

2.519 2 .284

1.891 1 .169

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

4 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .30.a. 

Count

1 2 1 4

1 1 2

1 3 1 1 6

female

male

Gender

Total

instruksjons
materiell

funnet selv

spesiallærer/
personell

med
kompetanse

instruksjonsb
ok og

spesiallærer
utprøving i

gruppe

Type of training to teachers, categorized

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

3.000a 3 .392

3.819 3 .282

.078 1 .780

6

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

8 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .33.a. 

Count

23 22 2 47

8 12 20

31 34 2 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no dont know

Students received training

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.574a 2 .455

2.133 2 .344

.099 1 .753

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .60.a. 

Chi-Square Tests of Student type of training - distributions not presented

7.468a 7 .382

7.948 7 .337

.029 1 .866

31

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

14 cells (87.5%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .26.a. 

Universal design perspectives:

Count

24 23 47

9 4 7 20

33 4 30 67

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no dont know

Believes Students without print-disabilites would like DAISY

Total
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10.113a 2 .006

10.416 2 .005

.091 1 .763

67

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.19.a. 

Count

4 20 24

1 8 9

5 28 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Make reading easier

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.157b 1 .692

.000 1 1.000

.166 1 .684

1.000 .582

.152 1 .696

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.36.b. 

Count

10 14 24

4 5 9

14 19 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Give Variation

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.021b 1 .886

.000 1 1.000

.021 1 .886

1.000 .595

.020 1 .887

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.82.b. 

Count

3 21 24

2 7 9

5 28 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Two learning channels

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.481b 1 .488

.022 1 .882

.452 1 .501

.597 .418

.467 1 .495

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.36.b. 

Count

2 22 24

9 9

2 31 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Motivate

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.798b 1 .372

.006 1 .941

1.322 1 .250

1.000 .523

.774 1 .379

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .55.b. 

Count

10 14 24

3 6 9

13 20 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Help some/auditive students

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.190b 1 .663

.001 1 .971

.193 1 .660

1.000 .491

.185 1 .667

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.55.b. 

Count

1 23 24

1 8 9

2 31 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Can be used in classroom - Flexible

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.554b 1 .457

.000 1 1.000

.497 1 .481

.477 .477

.538 1 .463

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .55.b. 

Count

2 22 24

2 7 9

4 29 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Improve Concentration

Total

Chi-Square Tests

1.185b 1 .276

.240 1 .624

1.073 1 .300

.295 .295

1.149 1 .284

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.09.b. 

Count

1 23 24

1 8 9

2 31 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

Speech/language training

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

.554b 1 .457

.000 1 1.000

.497 1 .481

.477 .477

.538 1 .463

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .55.b. 

Count

2 22 24

9 9

2 31 33

female

male

Gender

Total

yes no

No reply

Total

Chi-Square Tests

.798b 1 .372

.006 1 .941

1.322 1 .250

1.000 .523

.774 1 .379

33

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .55.b. 

Gender di"erences in Type of DAISY book used & Grade used in:

Count

97 33 130

12 1 13

9 5 14

118 39 157

Daisy audio book

Daisy full text book

Dont know type

Type of DAISY book

Total

female male

Gender

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

2.955a 2 .228

3.426 2 .180

.061 1 .805

157

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.23.a. 

Including no-response

Count

97 33 130

12 1 13

9 5 14

17 9 26

135 48 183

Daisy audio book

Daisy full text book

Dont know type

no reply

Type of DAISY book

Total

female male

Gender

Total

Chi-Square Tests

3.952a 3 .267

4.475 3 .215

1.153 1 .283

183

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

2 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.41.a. 

Count

3 3

18 5 23

10 6 16

20 7 27

27 9 36

21 10 31

25 7 32

6 6

3 1 4

2 2

135 45 180

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Grade

Total

female male

Gender

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

6.180a 9 .722

8.690 9 .466

.261 1 .610

180

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

9 cells (45.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .50.a. 

Including missing grade - no responses

Count

3 3

3 3

18 5 23

10 6 16

20 7 27

27 9 36

21 10 31

25 7 32

6 6

3 1 4

2 2

135 48 183

0

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Klassetrinn

Total

kvinne mann

Kjønn

Total

Chi-Square Tests

14.567a 10 .149

16.861 10 .077

3.278 1 .070

183

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

11 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .52.a. 
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Count

34 14 48

24 13 37

7 6 13

27 4 31

22 8 30

2 2

2 2

8 8

2 3 5

2 2

5 5

135 48 183

social science

religion

english

norwegian

environmental (NaMi)

human biology

healt subjects

history

mathematics

geografi

unknown theory subject

Subject

Total

female male

Gender

Total

Chi-Square Tests

16.948a 10 .076

21.379 10 .019

3.230 1 .072

183

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

12 cells (54.5%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .52.a. 
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